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ABSTRACT

The history and development of the education and training of library technicians in
Australic.1 is currently rL•corded in the lilcralurL' in c.1 piecemeal and uncoordinated manner.
!'he aim of this research is to provide a current and Ci>hcrcnl account of the history and
development of ,:ourses. examine the role of major stnkcholdcrs and identify the major
issues th.1l havL' ,,ccompanicd the evolution of education Jnd training for pnraprofessional
library staff.

A comprehensive chronicle of the education and training of library

technicinns will contribute lo the research and literature of library and information science
in Australia.

The research will examine:
•

why formal education and trnining courses for library technicians were introduced in
Australia;

•

how education and training courses have dl'vehped and evolved in response to library
industry workplace changes from 1970 lo 200! l;

•

what role the professional organisation, the Library Association of Australia, and its
successor, the Austrnlian Library nnd Information Association, hns played in the
education and training of library technicians; and

•

what impact government policy on vocational education and training has had, and
continues to have, on the training of library technicians.

An extensive examination and analysis of existing primary and secondary iniormation
sources, including books, journal articles, conference proceedings, government

publicntions, nnlinl' and lntl'rnl't docurm.>nts and TAFE coursl' documentation wns
conducted in tlw coursl' of this study. While the mL•lhodnlogy was genernlly restricted
to an examin.itiun uf documentation avnilable in

published sources, it was

supplemented \·Vilh personal communication with relevant individuals and institutions
whcrL' necessary.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

PurpL1SL' nf thL' Studv
The hishlry ,rnd dL'n•lnpnwnt

,,t thl' l'ducation and

training of library technicians in

Australia is l."urn.·ntly rccurclL•d in the literature inn piecemeal nnd uncoordinnled manner.
The purpose of this study is lo provide a current and coherent nccount of the history nnd
development of courses, examine the role of major stakeholders and identify the major
issues that have accompanied the evolution of education and training for paraprofessional
library staff over the last three decades.
The research will examine:
•

why formal education and training courses for library technicians \Vere introduced in
Australia;

•

how education and training courses have developed and evolved in response to library
industry workplace changes from 1970 to 2000;

•

what role the professional organisation, the Library Association of Australia (LAA),
and its successor, the Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA), has
played in the education and training of library technicians; and

•

what impact government policy on vocational education and training has had, and
continues to have, on the training of library technicians.

Significance of the Study
A comprehensive chronicle of the education and training of library technicians

v.,m

contribute to the research and literature of library and information science in Australia. In
the investigation of the role of the professional association in the education and training of
library technicians the study reveals that the ALIA Board of Education's influence in
14

sl'lting l'duc.ition and tr.1ining standards has diminislwd with institutional and industry
\·1mtrol b1:nm1ing i1i.·1e.1singly important. ALIA is currently undergoing a major structural
reform .ind revit.ilisation pron•ss and it may he an ideal time for the association to
rel'x,1mine its wk in tlw L'ducalion and training of its cnnstilut•nls.

Methodologv

An extcnsi'. e examination and analysis of existing primary and secondary
information

sources,

including

books,

journal

articles,

conference

proceedings,

government publications, on line and Internet sources and T AFE course documentation,
vvas conducted in the course of the research.

While the methodology was principally

restricted to an examination of documentation available in published or official sources, it
was supplemented ,,vith

personal communication with relevant individuals and

institutions where necessary. Oral evidence was collected lo augment disct.. ,,:;ion of recent
key issues, such as the implementation of the national Library Industry Training Package.

Librarv Staff in Australia in 2000
The Australian library and information industry currently operates with three di.;tinct
levels of staff: professional librarians who have a degree or graduate diploma in library
and information studies, paraprofessional library technicians with a diploma in library
and information studies and unqualified support staff.
Librarians manage and provide library and information services by analysing,
evaluating, organising and synthesising information to meet client needs.

Their role

focuses on the design, management, direction, policy formulation and application of
services which meet the info1 mation needs of clients.

Graduates of recognised

15

profl':.siun.il \'Utll":.l'S arl' digibll' fnr associ,1te mL'i11bership of the Australian Library ,md
Information Ass\lnatiun (ALIA).
ALIA ( l 998, p. 21) defines library ll•chnidans ns "paraprofessionals who have a
disti1Kt t)pcralion.11 rnk, in tlw provision of library and information services". Their role
focuses on the operational and technical aspects of library and information services and
can involve the operation and maintenance of systems which support the acquisition,
organisation and m.inagement of resources and client access to information. They may
supervise other staff and at senior levels manage a small library or head a section in a large
library. Graduates of recognised library technician courses are eligible for ALIA technician
membership.

Librarv Education in Australia in 2000
Courses in library and information studies are offered at a number of levels in all
States and Territories of Australia.

Professional librarianship courses are available at

Degree, Graduate Diploma and Masters levels. Library technician training is currently
offered at Diploma level by Technical and Further Education (TAFE) institutions in all
States and Territories and as an Associate Degree and Bachelor of Science (Library
Technology) by Edith Cowan University in Western Australia.

From 2001, all TAFE

institutions are required to introduce the Library and Information Services Training
Package, with qualifications available at Certificate II, Certificate III, Certificate IV,
Diploma and Advanced Diploma levels.
ALIA recognises first-award professional and library technician qualifications in
library and information studies. Courses to be recognised are assessed against the criteria
set out in the Association's education policy statements and the course recognition
procedures. Courses are assessed at intervals of not more than seven years, and may be
I c,

recognisL•d for a pL•riod ol lL'SS than SL'VL'll YL'ars for

~1

varil'ly of n•asons (Au:-;lralian Library

and Information AsSlll·iation, I l)l)tJ, p. 3).

TL'rminl)losx

Before the formal division between professional and non-professional roles and
l'ducation and trainin~ was introduced in Australia in the 1970s, library technicians were
referred to .:is sub-professionals, library assistants, library aides and non-professionals.
There has been, and continues to be debate about the appropriate term for this class of
library workers, which has been compounded by different official industrial award
definitions and the decentralisation of wage fixing throughout the States and Territories.
The ALIA publication, Salary scales 1997/98, indicates the great diversity of m-vard
designations and salary levels that are applied to library technicians, including
administrative services officers, administrative officers, technical officers, municipal
officers, library officers, library assistants as well as library technicians and senior library
technicians. The designations of library technician and pt1raprofessional are commonly
accepted by the Australian library industry.
The problem of the appropriate terminology for paraprofessional staff is not
confined to Australia. A statement of policy from the American Library Association in
1970, Library education and perso1111e/ utilization, attempted to introduce the term, 'library
technical assistant' to define trained paraprofessionals. However, the term was not readily
adopted, and American paraprofessionals are generally referred to as library support staff
(American Library Association, 1991, p. 1). The United Kingdom has never adopted the
term library technician and paraprofessionals are consistently referred to ns library
assistants (Library Association, 2000, p. 1). Canada most resembles Australia, ,,vith genernl
acceptance of the term 'library technician' for graduates of library Diploma programs and
17

the Canadian Library Association's ddinition of lhL· role of the library technician
corresponds very dosl'ly tn the Australian ddinitinn.

Background
Librarv Education and T1-.1ining in Australia before 1940
Before l lJ-10 education .ind training for staff working in libraries was conducted
through an informal in-service and apprenticeship system.

The first professional

Australian library association, The Library Association of Australasia, was formed in 1896
to "unite all persons engaged or interested in library work, in order to obtain their cooperation in all matters connected with library management, legislation and improvement"
(LAA, 1896, p. 11, cited in Keane, 1982, p. 12). While the Association provided informal
educational opportunities and published a professional journal and LAA conference
proceedings, it did not require educational qualifications for full membership or advocate
the formal education of library personnel. The Association ceased in 1902 and although it
reappeared in various guises in the following years, it did not constitute a national or
formally recognised professional body until the formation of the Australian Institute of
Librarians (AIL) in 1943.
The first major survey into Australian libraries, which resulted in the M11n11-Pitt

report (1935), noted that: "there are no library schools in Australia, nor is there any general
scheme of examination, certification, or grading of library personnel" (p. 112) and
concluded that by general consensus:
A trained librarian (in Australia) is one who has had varied and
comprehensive experience in a library which uses the generally
approved bibliographical methods, and which is administered by a
librarian who has himself had the type of experience here defined.
(p. 112)

IS

While Munn ,rnd Pitt sugg~·stcd that the establishml'l1t of library schools should be
pnslponcd until thL•n• irnprovl•d opportunities for graduates, tlwy did recommend better
and more uniform mL'lhods of training lo secure proper ren,gnition for librarianship as a
profcssiun ( p. 115).
Memb<.!rship of the Australian Institute of Librarians (AIL) was open only lo
professional librarians; thost.' with matriculation qualifications and experience in an
'approved library' (Rochester, 1997, p. 13). The main objective of AIL was to "unite persons
engaged in library work, and to improve the standards of librarianship and the status of
the library professional in Australia" (Bryan, 1989, p. 75). Biskup (1994, p. 387) has staled
that the All's greatest achievement was the introduction of a national system of examining
and certifying librari.ins which was inaugurated in 19-13, and primarily intended to
establish librarianship as a profession. A standing committee, the Board of Examination
and Certification, was set up in 1941 to administer formal educational activities, conduct
examinations and set accreditation standards and procedures.
The initial examination system, introduced in 1944, comprised three levels; the
Preliminary Examination, the Qualifying Examination and the Diploma Examination. The
Preliminary Examination was open to candidates with matriculation, with a certificate
issued after the candidate had been engaged in library work for at least twelve months.
The Qualifying Examination, renamed the Registration Examination in 1955, was open to
candidates with a degree or those who had passed the Preliminary Examination.

The

Registration Certificate was only issued after candidates had completed at least three years
library experience. The Diploma Examination was open to professional members of two
or more years standing.
In 194.9 AIL was re-constituted as the Library Association nf Australia (LAA) and,
after considerable debate, the Preliminary Examination was phased out in 1961 and the
19

association dL•cidL•d to suppurt a graduall' t!llc'.llification for lihrnrianship. This decision
had bct•n proposed by MetcnlfL· in 1959,

11

WL'

will not rnise or maintain the status of

librarianship, and all that goes with st.1lus, without both general and technical studies at
tertiary or university k•\·d" (p. 175). Melrnlfe's st.1tcmcnt was endorsed by the LAA in
their recognition th.1t tl1L•re was

"c'.l

strong and growing tendency in Australia lo regard as

fully professional only those occup.1tions which require university qualification" (Library
Association of Australia, 1962, p. 66).
In 1960 the University of New South Wales created a School of Librarianship which
offered a one year postgraduate Diploma in Librarianship. The LAA Board of Examiner's

1\!li1Zi11111111 standards for the recog11itio11 of courses in librarianship (1964) assumed that all future
qualifications in librarianship ,vould be at the postgraduate level and encouraged other
universities to set up library schools. This assumption, however, was challenged by the
introduction of the system of Colleges of Advanced Education and Institutes of
Technology instigated by the Martin Report, Tertiary ed11cnti011 in A11stralia, in 1964. In 1968
the LAA, again after much debate, decided to recognise both undergraduate college-based
courses and postgraduate university courses as entry level qualifications in librarianship.
The 1964 Minimum standards were replaced by the 1968 Statement

011

the recognition of

courses in librarianship and the LAA Committee on Education for Librarianship
recommended that the last Registration Examination be held in 1980. As Keane (1982, p.
20) has noted, the association gradually transformed itself from an examining body into an
accrediting association.

Role of Professional and Non-Professional Staff in Libraries
While setting standards for formal education for professional librarians was the
major preoccupation of the professional association and library practitioners during the

20

first hnlf t>f tlw 20 1" CL•ntury, lhl'l"l' was incrl'asing discussion about lhL' rol•! of prnfl's ,ion,11
and non-profL•ssional stnff. Tlw call for ll'rlinry t~ducation for librarians was accompanied
by a discussion about lhl' role of librari.ins, an admission that librarians were engaging in
non-professional duties and the need for a clearer distinction to be made between
professional and non-prof cssional work.

For many commentators this distinction was

considered essential in raising the status of librarianship lo a ''recognised and established
profession" (Slight, 1965, p. 618). Slight (1962 and 1964) was a consistent critic of the
emphasis on the technical issues involved in library work at the expense of the intellectual
management of information services. He considered that the library profession needed to
clearly define professional and technical activities and that technical activities should be
transferred to trained sub-profession<1I workers.
A corollary of this growing concern with the need for clearer distinctions between
professional and non-professional work was the level of training required by the nonprofessional staff.

While the tasks they would be engaged in were considered non-

professional, it was acknowledged that they still required knowledge and skills that
should be imparted by some level of formal or in-service training. The discussion of roles
and appropriate training became closely aligned from this point and has remained a major
issue for the library profession.
Metcalfe (1959, p. 172) acknowledged that librarians were employed in unchanging
routine work which could be performed by non-professional staff and suggested that nonprofessional staff could have a place in the Library Association of Australia and be offered
some training and certifirntion as routine workers (p. 175). He also discussed a Victorian
State Library short course for assistants in public libraries which was opposed by the LAA
because it had issued a completion certificate to successful participants which the
association believed could be interpreted as a professional qualification.
21

Mctcalf1..•'s stall'nll'nts wcr(• the impl'lus for considl'rable debnte on the benefits M1d
problems asslKiatcd with introducing two levels ,if slnffing. training and ccrtifirnllon in
the library sector. A number of senior library practitioners and educators supported
Metcalfe's stance. Ramsay ( 1963) called fur "lhc crcntion of more clearly defined
professional .ind non-profession.ii positions in libraries, the assignment of more
responsible duties to non-profession.:ls, and the introduction of courses of training for
non-professionals, .Jt least on .t trial basis" (p. 20).
Flowers (1963) argued that libraries required large numbers of sub-professional
staff to operate effectively and that these staff should have access to formal education and
training for individual and organisational benefit. He advocated "a two-level staff, each
section with its own objectives of training for library service, each section with its own
training scheme" (p. 10).

Flowers cited comparable international trends in Germany,

Russia and the USA to support his argument.
In his review of the LAA Registration Certificate, Horner (1963) stated that the
requirements of part-time study and work experience meant that "many members will be
pre-occupied with part-time study for some 12 years seeking full professional standing" (p.

12). He estimated that only "7% of people starting the Registration can hope to complete it
[and] ... the 93% or more of student assistants who are doomed to failure are unlikely to
continue their support of an association which is interested only in professional librarians"
(p. 11). He suggested that unless the LAA coordinated library assistants' qualifications, as
was occurring in Britain, individual libraries would introduce th ;r own solutions and
library assistants would create their own association (p. 12). A discussion by participants
at the 12111 LAA Biennial Conference, focusing on Homer's presentation, "agreed that there
was a need for library training on two levels, possibly through technical colleges and
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unin·rsilies, 1witl1l'r of whi,:h would replacl' in·sl'rvicL• trnining within librnriL•s" (Librnry
Associntion nf A uslrnlin, I %3, p. 13).
Australinn librarians .ind educators were aware of. and influenced by overseas
l.h".·~·!,,pmenls. In hl.•r reviL'W nf librarianship in tlw United Kingdom, Hagger (1964, p.
128) pointed out that the UK Library Association was investigating methods of examining

and certifying non-professionnl stnif and several formal courses were being introduced lo
cater for junior .issislanls.
Other commentators, \Vhile generally supportive of two levels of training and
certification for library staff, warned of dangers inherent in the proposal. Radford (1963)
referred to .i study on the New York Experimental Library Technician Program which
concluded that "there is no place for a proposed Library Technician training program ...
there is no economic justification for the course because its graduates could do as well
economically without it" (p. 13) and suggested that Aus'.ralia's industrial awards,
governmental regulations and state certifirntion would hinder recognition of subprofessional formal training. Miller (1963) was concerned with the scarcity of professional
staff, both in Australia and overseas, noting the high rate of staff turnover and the large
proportion of young women employed in libraries, particularly at lower levels.

She

argued that many young women were seeking a sufficiently stimulating position for a
short time before marriage, and with a careful demarcation of duties, could remain useful
employees without being pressed towards a qualification unless they sought one (p. 11).
Miller, however, maintained that the introduction of a minor qualification would
inevitably create pressures towards using it as progression towards a major award, that it
would not be distinguishable from a full qualification in the eyes of the public and could
too easily be accepted as a final requirement whenever there was a disposition to accept it

,1s such (p. 12). She crnwludl•d that in-sl'rvin• tr,1ining fllr library non-profL·ssionals by
l~mpinying in!.titutions was thl• most appropriate solution.

Reasons for the lntrnduction of Courses for Non-Professional Librarv Staff
\i\'hilc the previous discussion has noted that the need lo diff erentiale between
professional and non-professional roles and duties in libraries inevitably led to a
discussion on the need for training for support staff, a number of other national and
international developments (Ontributed to the introduction of courses for library
technicians.

As Biskup (1994, p. 14) has stated, the large scale immigration, economic

expansion, scientific and technological advancement and growth in the tertiary education
sector that occurred in post-war Australia had a profound influence on Australian library
development. The increasing demand for and resulting expansion of library services lead
to a serious shortage of qualified librarians which was noted by McColvin in his 1947
report, Public libraries in Australia.

Overseas trends in the development of library

education, particularly in the United Kingdom and USA, were closely monitored by
Australian commentators such as Hall and Radford (1952).

Reviews indicated an

international movement towards tertiary education for librarians, attempts to raise the
professional standing of librarianship, an increasing need to differentiate library work into
professional and non-professional duties and a corresponding need to introduce different
levels of library education and training. Hall and Radford (1952) noted that both the USA
and Canada had introduced training courses for library paraprofessionals and the UK was
investigating appropriate methods of examining and certifying library assistants.
Flowers (1979) considered that "the elimination of the LAA Registration Certificate
and the emergence of library education in the colleges and universities clearly meant the
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disappt!,lrillKl' of our middll' st,1ffing, standby profession,11 librarians in training" (p. 171 ).
This gap cnuld be filled by lrainL•d library pilraprofcssionals.
ThL' initial interest in the proposal for two levels of staff and training for library
workers L'\'tdL•tKl'd in the li!l'ralurL' of Lhc late 1950s and early 1960s was nol sustained in
the late 1960s.

The reasons for this are not clear, although a general easing in the

employment shortnge could have been a contributing factor.

IL was not until the

introduction of the first training course for library technicians in 1970 that the issue
aroused further interest and discussion.

Stages in the Development of Courses for Library Technicians
Examination of the literature indicates that the three decades of education and training
for library technicians can be described in terms of four chronological stages that are
characterised by a number of continuing concerns and some specific issues.
Stage 1 from 1970 to 1982 saw the introduction of library technician training courses in
all States and Territories. The literature of this period describes, justifies and defends the
role and training of the paraprofessional in the library and information industry and calls
for standardisation of library technician training courses, involvement of LAA in
recognition of courses and the development of work level guidelines for librarians and
library technicians.
Stage 2 from 1983 to 1989 was the period of consolidation of courses with some
standardisation of course curricula, revision of course content and upgrading of courses
from Certificate to Associate Diploma level to reflect industry developments and the
changing role of library technicians.
Stage 3 from 1990-1996 witnessed major reform of the national vocational education
and training sector by the federal government including the creation of the Australian
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N,1linnal Training Authority (ANT.'\). tlw dt•vl'lupnwnl of lhl' Ulm1r11111tl11!:>lry

CIJJII/Jc'f('IIClf

:;ta11dard!> and the introduction of a national n,mpelency bnscd lrnining curriculum al

Certificate Ill and Diploma levds aligned with the library competency standards.
Stage -l from 1997 hl lhL• present has Lwcn

.?

period of f urlher reform with the revision

of competency standards, introduction of the National Training Framework and
Australian Recognition Framework and development and endorsement of National
Training Packages to replace current courses and the national curriculum.

The following chapters examine the introduction of education and training courses for
library technicians throughout Au.,tralia from the introduction of the first course in 1970 to
the present, highlight the major issues accompanying the introduction of courses and
discuss the responses and roles of major stakeholders.
The introduction of the first course for library technicians in 1970 at Box Hill Girls'
Technical School in Victoria paved the way for the development of similar courses in all
States and Territories between 1 q70 and 1982.
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CHAPTER TWO
INTRODUCTION OF TRAINING FOR LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1970-1982
Introduction
Education and training courses for library technicians were introduced in all States
and Territories between 1970 and 1983. The need to ensure that all courses offered
portable, quality education and training with a common core content of knowledge and
skills encouraged the major stakeholders, particularly industry, educators and the
professional association, to formulate lists of roles and responsibilities appropriate to
library technicians and guidelines for the education and training for paraprofessionals.

Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in Victoria, 1970-1982
Library Technician Certificate, Box Hill Girls' Technical School, 1970
In 1967 a Sub-Committee of the Victorian Branch of the LAA recommended that a
course for the training of library support staff should be established to improve the
division of labour and service levels in all types of libraries.

Negotiations with the

Department of Education's Technical Schools Branch in 1969 resulted in an agreement that
the Department would support a course recruiting persons who had completed fifth year
high school. The Department specified that it would be willing to establish courses at a
number of Technical Schools subject to the satisfactory performance of a pilot course in
1970, that it did not support in-service training courses or support 'terminal' courses and
that it wanted the course to fit within the existing vocational education course framework
(Brown, 1970).
The pilot course was introduced at the Box Hill Girls' Technical School (later
Whitehorse Technical College) and in his 1970 journal article Brown detailed the course
requirements and structure. Entry to the course required completion of 5th year at High
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School or mature ,1gc admission, and concurrent employment in a library. The course was
available on n 2 year full-lime or equivalent part-lime basis.

Table l: Library Tcchnid..111 CertificalL', Box Hill Girls' Technical College, 1970.
Course Structure

Stage I
l\nnmunirntiuns 11
Austr.ilian social slructure
Libraries and libr,1ry service
Librnry Technic.il Library procedures I
Acquisitions I
Processes
Searching I
Library Business Busmess procedures I
Library layout and equipment I
Methods
1'.fachine operating I
Data processing I
Library
Systems appreciation I
Inform.it ion
Libr.iry records management I
Art and Display I or
Library Medi.i
Display techniques
Audio visual techniques I
Reprography I
Group
General

Stage II
English liternture
Introduction to sociology
Supervision I
Library procedures II
Acquisitions II
Searching II
Business procedures II
Library layout and equipment II
Machine operating II
Data processing II
Systems appreciation II
Library records management II
Ari .ind display II
Audio visual techniques II
Reprography II

(Brown, 1970, p. 109)
Successful completion of the course and work experience component would result
m the issue of a Library Technicwn Certificate. The course was designed to "provide
training for sub-professional library staff whose work requires a practical knowledge of
library functions and services and an ability to apply standard library tools, methods and
procedures to the service needs of the library" (Brown, 1970, p. 109).

Brown also

emphasised the intention of the Course Advisory Committee to preserve a clear distinction
between the course and professional courses by focusing on practical rather than
theoretical knowledge, although he conceded the difficulty of explaining the 'how' without
the 'why' (Brown, 1970, p. 111).
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In his analysis of the course, Young (1972) provided further justification for the
introduction of formal training for library technicians. He staled that planning for thl'
course assumed that the restructuring of library duties would enable non-professional staff
to undertake some components of professional tasks and assist in relieving staff shortages
(Young, 1972, p. 382). Young defined a library technician as a highly trained, though non
professional middle level library worker an, 1 stressed that "he is an assistant to, and not a
cheap substitute for, the librarian" {p. 383). Ye also emphasised that "this is not a pre
professiona! course, library technicians are employed to perform duties requiring a
combination of skills of the clerical worker and certain skills of the librarian" (p. 384).

Response to the Introduction of the Fir·�t Course
In a 1971 journal article, Hagger restated her commitment to education for different
levels of library workers by noting the popularity of the Victorian course and the
favourable employer and student respnnse to the quality of the course.

She noted,

however, that the apathy of many employers and inadequate salary scales and
promotional opportunities were barriers to the recognition of technicians as significant and
trained library workers.
Flowers (1978) believed that the libr.iry profession owed a debt of gratitude to the
Victorians who initiated the first course and suggested that the "Victorian initiative came
at the right time, preceding nicely the ready acceptance by the booming TAFE system in
the mid-70s of responsibility for these middle-level courses" (p. 371).

Flowers also

recognised and endorsed the need for the restructuring of library staffing structures and
training for support staff.
The LAA endorsed the provision of "proper vocational training for middle level
library workers11 and noted that lllibrary associations all over the world in conjunction with
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the educational institutions have taken lhe lead in organising and promoting similar short
term courses" (Editorinl, ·1975, p. 43). The editorial did not, however, call upon the LAA to
emulate its overseas counterpnrts or play n more significant role in the provision of
trnining for library technicians.
In response lo llw introduction of lhe first training course in Australia and the
proliferation of library technicinn courses overseas a major comparative two part study
was undertaken by Swinburne College of Technology in 1973. The study analysed the
literature relating to parnprofessional roles and training in the United States and Canada,
and observed that technical assistants had not been fully accepted in the library workplace.
it concluded that some librarians viewed technicians as a threat to their own positions or
feared that technicians would be considered as a "cheap substitute for librarians" and that
the "professional and status of librarianship would be lowered accordingly" (Mattsson,
1974, p. 83). The second part of the study involved the circulation of a questionnaire to
Victorian chief librarians, library technicians and trainees to ascertain the effect of the
introduction of technician training in the State. Respondents confirmed that the course
was fulfilling its objectives and indicated .that there was potential ior job satisfaction and
promotion opportunities for trained technicians if a satisfactory classification and salary
scale could be incorporated into existing library staff schedules. However, the study also
revealed some concern about an overlap of technician responsibilities with the lower levels
of professional staff and misconceptions about the role and place of the technician in the
library staffing structure (Mattsson, 1974, p. 87).

Mattsson suggested that "a certain

negative reaction is to be expected for any new category of workers entering the labour
rnarket until they become firmly established and accepted as playing an important and
integral role in the relevant staff structure" (p. 87). She concluded that the recent formation
of the Library Technicians Association of Victoria would enable graduate library
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technicians to lobby (or salisfoclory salary sch<.>dulcs, ensure appropriale career status and
identity .:md provide enlmnccd communicalion between sub-professional and professional
bodies.
Christine (1974) responded lo Mattssnn's article and strongly argued that librarians
who feared the introduction of paraprofessional staff w<.>rc unsure about their own
professionalism. She observed that this fear was exacerbated by American Boards of
Trustees who "are too prone to sec the difference in the price tag of paraprofessional and
qualified librarian and opt for the former, with little or no regard for the scope of services
that might result" (p. 201). She also claimed that "cloudy job descriptions" (p. 202) and the
overlap of responsibilities of library technicians with the lower level of professional staff
contributed to the confusion and resistance displayed by librarians in both Australia and
the United States. Although Christine does not indicate the source of her information, she
compnres the content nnd philosophical b.ises of the Victorian course and similar courses
in the United States.

While United Stntes courses were similar in content to the

Whitehorse College course, they .iimed to attract students into "the rapidly expanding field
of library paraprofessional occupations" (p. 202} nnd did not stipulate employment in a
library as an entry requirement.

Library Technician Certificate, Whitehorse, Prahan and Footscray Technical Colleges, 1974
In 1975 Pivec reviewed the progress of the Victorian course and observed that 146
library technicians had qualified and entered the library workforce, that there was
increasing demand for the course and that salary awnrds by the Municipal Officers
Association, Victorian Public Service Board and Victorian Institute of Colleges had
recognised the special skills of graduates with appropriate salary determinations. She
restated the objectives of the course, outlined changes in the curriculum and noted that,
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following the succ1.:•ss of tlw Whitehorse Tcdmicnl College course, the course had also been
established al Prnhan and Footscray in 1974.

Table 2: Library Technidnn Certificate, Whitehorse, Prahan, Footscray Technical Colleges,
1974.

Genernl

Basic Library
Practices
Related Library
Practices

Stage I
English I A and 1 B
Literature and the Arts 1A and 1 B
Behavioural Science 1 A and l B
Australian Social Structure
Acquisition/Searching 1A and 1 B
Libraries and Library Service 1A and IB
Library Procedures 1A and 1 B
Government Publications 1A and 1 B
Art and Display 1A and 1 B
Audio/Visual Techniques 1A and 1 B
M.1chine Operating 1 A and I B
Data Processing 1A and 18

Stage II

Acquisitions/Searching 2A and 28
Library Procedures 2A and 28
Audio/Visual Techniques 2A and 28

(Pivec, 1975, p. 49)
Pivec also commented on the positive reaction from the library industry to the
recent report on Technical and Further Education (The Kangan Report) which supported
increased funding for libraries and library education and training and a new approach to
technical education (p. 52).

TheKangan Report, 1974-1975
"The Kangan Committee report, TAFE in Australia, was a milestone of great and
enduring significance in the development of technical and further education in Australia11
(Kearns & Hall, 1994, p. 1).

The Australian Committee on Technical and Further

Education, chaired by Myer Kangan, was established by the Whitlam Government in 1973
to "furnish information and advice to the Minister for Education on matters relating to the
development of technical and further education in Australia including financial assistance
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to the Stales in relation lo institu tions in the Stales" (Australian Com mitlc<.! on Technical
and Further Educa'.ion, 1975, p. v). Johnson ('1 994, p. 1 28) has suggested that th<.!rc were
enduri ng themes from the Kangan Commi ttee report which are stil l relevant, incl uding the
importance of vocational ed uca tion and tra i ni ng to the national economy, lo en terprises
and to the ind i vidual, the need for a broad concept of and vision for technical and fu rther
educntion, the need for a balanced perspecti ve on the roles of the sectors of ed ucation and
trnining and the need to adopt n li fe-long perspective through n concept of recu rren t
education.
The Commi ttee enunciated a policy for the development of libra ry resource centres
{LRCs) in all techn ical colleges as an essential tool in the fulfil ment of TAFE objectives.
Recognising that sta ffing was the most immediate need in the development of LRCs, and
aware of the serious nationwide shortage of q ualified staff, the Committee u rged an
increase in tra i ning of professional library stafr and lhe i naugura tion or a ugmentation of
library technician courses. The Committee recommended "that special pu rpose recurrent
funds for the training of l ibra ry technicians be made avai lable to State TAFE Departments
or T AFE Divisions of Education Departments" (Australian Commi ttee on Technical and
Further Education, 1975, p. 176).

Certificate of Applied Socia l Science {Library Techn icians), Whitehorse, Prahan and
FootscrayTechnical Col leges, 1978
In 1 978 Pivec instituted another review of the Victorian technician courses and
noted that over 350 technicians had qualified in the period from 1970 to 1977. She (1978, p.
6) outlinf'd changes to the syllabi, including the introduction of two ne,-., core units,
classification and subject headings, and reference work. The changes conformed to the
LAA guidelines for the education and training of l ibrary technicians. For the first time in
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the literature, Pivec (1 978) discussed teaching methods and staffing, and argued that the
diverse student population and variety of experience al entry level presented chal l enges to
leaching staff and difficulties in allracling and retaining staff with the right mix of library
and teaching experience and qualifications.

Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in New South Wales, 1973-1982
New South Wales Library Practice Certificate. Sydney Technical Coll ege, 1973
From 1966 to 1974 the Sydney Technicn l Col lege had offered a Librarianship
Certificate course for qualification as a professional librarian.

The course was

discontinued fol lowing the introduction of the degree requirement by the LAA. Teachers
in the course and the Library Course Advisory Committee "perceived the opportunity and
the need to provide a course which would train library assistants to fill the numerous
positions in libraries which did not require staffing at professional levels, but did require
knowledge of library objectives and techniques" (Harnett, 1976, p. 111 ).

In 1973 a Library

Practice Certificate course was introduced at Sydney Technical Col lege and later at
Newcastle Technical College. Hnrnett (1976, p. 1 11) has stated that the Library Practice
Certificate course was modelled on American and Canadian courses for library technical
assistants, but incorporated differences to meet local requirements. The aims of the course
were to develop a knowledgeable and prnctically oriented assistant capable of working up
to the middle ranges of various library operations in various library contexts, to provide
technical instruction in a wide range of library materials and operations, to reinforce
instruction with a variety and number of practical approaches and to induce appreciation
of the nature and functions of libraries and library services to lead to intelligent and
appropriately motivated application of practical knowledge and skills (Harnett, 1976, p.
111);
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Ad mission to the course required n stipulated aggregate of marks in best fou r
subjects i n lhe NSW Higher School Ccrtificnle o r equivalent, a higher level than required
for the Victorian course. The course was ava ilable on a 2 year full-lime basis of J 6 hours a
week, or a 4 yenr part-time, eight hour per week basis. Work experience was not a requ ired
component of the course.
Table 3: Library Practice Certificate, Sydney Technical College, 1973
Course Structure
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Libraries and library services
Library materials I
Organisation of collections I
Communication
Library materials I I
Organisation of collections I I
Library procedures I
Book production and care
Library materials Ill
Organisation of collections
Library procedures I I
Services to readers I I
Library materials I V
Organisation of collections I V
Services to :-eaders I I
Data processing fundamentals

Hours per week

2
2

2
1.5
2
2

2

2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

(Harnett, 1976, p. 111)

Harnett compared the NSW course with the existing Australian courses in Victoria and
Tasmania (which was introd uced in 1975), the proposed Canberra course, the US criteria
for library technical courses and the Canadian guidelines for l ibrary technician courses.
She suggested that the NSW course was the longest and most solid, with ''more time
devoted to the fundamentals of l ibrary work, very l ittle to general education, and none to
clerical subjects or operation of equ ipment" (p. 112). She justified the course content by
sta ting that general education subjects were considered unnecessary because it would be
difficult to add more subjects; staff were not trained to teach general education and the
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Higher Schuol Cerlifical,! entry requirement meant that students possessed sufficient
!;eneml knowledge.

Aud io-visual opera ting and production techniques, which were

required by school libraries, were not considered relevant to a general course. The reason
for the exclusion of a compulsory work experience component, which was a notable
fea ture of every other course, was not discussed by Harnett. She did note, however, that
the course recognised the unavoidability of some overlap of professional and
paraprofessional duties in libraries. Harnett concluded that the course should resul t in "an
improvement in the standards and status of the professional librarian . . . the availability of
trained para-professionals means lower staff turnover, less need for expensive and time
consuming in-service training, and much more career motivation and job commitment" (p.
115).
Harnett's claim that the NSW course "stands out from others by i ts level of entry,
content, and intended competencies of its students" (p. 1 1 1) is an unusual statement in the
literature on the development of courses for library technicians. No other educator or
commentator made direct public comparative remarks, although Flowers (1978), in an later
appeal for uniformity between courses, suggested that " the NSW course, currently two
years full-time, with no practical experience requirement, no general studies com ponent
and entry after six years' high school, is firmly entrenched in the NSW TAFE system and,
hopefully, will be changed to the Victorian pattern" (p. 7).

Harnett's claim brought an

i mmediate response from an anonymous Stage IV part-time Library Practice Certificate
course student (1976, p. 170), who suggested that the course stood out as the only course
which, on completion, did not offer recognition or significant financial benefit to
graduates.

The s tudent argued that the course was largely theoretical with distinct

professional leanings in several subjects.
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The student's comments were lnrgcly vi ndicated by a '1 977/ 78 Library practice review

n·port conducted by the New Sou th Wnles Depnrtment of Technical nnd Further Education.

New Sou th Wnles Department of Technical and Further Education Li brary Practice
Review, l978
A major review of the Library Practice Certificate cou rse was undertaken by the
Curricu lum Resemch Branch of the New South Wales Department of TAFE between April
1 977 and October 1978. The aims of the review were to gather information to d etermine
the con tinu ing need for the course, to determine the sufficiency of d emund for persons
with library technician/ nssistant traini ng, to evaluate the existing course offered by the
Depa rtment, to analyse the knmvledge, ski lls and attitudes needed to perform adequately
the job of library technician/ assistant, and to study library technician programs offered
throughout Australia and programs in the Uni ted Kingdom and United States (New
Sou th Wales Department of Techni cal and Further Ed ucation, 1978, p. 6).
The review panel consul ted widely with employers, employees, students a nd course
graduates and systematically compared existing courses in Australia; New South Wales,
Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, Western Austral ia and Canberra and the Uni ted States
course criteria and Canadian cou rse guidelines. The comparison of Australian courses
revealed major di fferences in entry requi rements, length of courses, work experience
requ irements and course content and identifi ed significant variations in the general
a pproach toward the educa tion and training of library technicians. These variations
i ncluded the amount and degree of theory content and practical orientation, proportion of
structural learning i n 11 real 11 l ibraries as distinguished from "simulated 11 learni ng activities,
ratios of general l ibrary knowl edge to skills development and identification of job tasks
and job skills (p.14).
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The review condud;}d with ten recommendations for substantial NSW cou rse
reorganisa tion and curricul um revi sion: a Lask oriented a pproad1, concurrent work
experience component, in troduction of general C!leclives, lowering of adm ission
requi rements to School Ce:tificate level, introduction of mature age admission and a new
title for the rn urse, Library Technician Certificate cou rse. Al though not d i rectly stated in
the revievv report, these ,:hanges would resu lt in aligning the New South Wales cou rse
more closely with existi ng courses in other States and in conformi ng with the guidelines
contained i n the recent release of a LAA Board of Education pol icy, the Statement on the
recognition of library tech11icia11 coim::,'�S.
The revised Library Technicrnn Certificate cou rse was introduced i n 1980 wi th a
School Certificate entry level requiremer1t.

Introduction of Training for Library Technicialis in South Australia, 1974-1982
Library Resource Centre Procedu res Course, Kil kennv Technical Col lege, 1974
In 1974 a 100 hour Library Resource Centre Procedu res course was established at
Kilkenny Technica l College to cater for the large n umber of ancillary staff being a ppointed
to school libraries (Naylor, 1988). The course was su bsequently offered at Brighton, Gilles
Plains, Murray Brid ge and Port Adelaide Col leges.
In 1 976 the course was developed to Library Technician Certificate l evel, with
reference to the 1976 Guidelines for the ed11catio11 of library teclmicim1s and i n consultation
w i th the South Australian Branch of the LAA. The L ibrary Technician Certificate course
. was available at the Kil kenny campus of the Open College of Fu rther Education and
consisted of nine compulsory theory u nits, fou r compulsory work experience units and
seven elective theory uni ts, making a total of 20 units, or 1000 hours of contact time.
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Table 4: Library 'fochnician Cerliiicale, Kil kenny Technkal Col lege, ·1 976.
Course Structure
----·--··-·---···-··-·-··---·-········ .....·---------·-·-·--·- ·-Compulsory theory u nits
EJective theory units
Librnry routines l
Photography
Projt•clion
I /2
Audio visual techniques I
Reprogrnphics I /2
Communication
History and development of libraries and
Micrographics l /2
Television techniques for resource centre staff
m.1terials l
Librnry routines 1
I /2
Graphics and displ a}' techniques
Audio visual lcdmiquL'S 2
Book care and repair 1 /2
Cataloguing and classification l
Australian social structure
Bibliogrnphy
13ookkeeping
Autom,1tk data processing applications 1
Reference materials and techniques
Cataloguing and classification 2
History and development of libraries and
materials 2
Library extension services
Maps
Audio techniques
Library services i n a mul ti-cultural society
Commu ni ty language studies
Su ervision
(Williams, 1 979, p. 19).

In his outline of the course, Williams (1 974, p. 19) suggested that i t was possible for
a library technician, once they had completed the compulsory units, to specialise to some
degree depending u pon their own interests and the needs of the li brary employing them.
The course structure, particu larly the e,cctive offerings, certainly differed from the
Victorian and NSW courses in its emphasis on technical and specialist skills. Williams
(1974) concluded his outline by suggesting that library technicians would fill a very useful
role in l ibraries, 11 1 don't see them as being a threat to librarians in any way, rather I see
them complementing the work done by the professionally trained staff" (p. 19).
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Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in Tasmania, 1975-1982
Library Technician Certificate, Tasmanian Technical Colleges, 1975
Blain (1975) outlined the convergence of three important factors which l:lad ied to
the introduction of libr.uy technician training courses in Tasmanian Technical CoIIeges. In
1974 the Tasmanian Branch Council of the LAA, in response to requests, conducted a
survey to identify and quantify the need for trained sub-professional library staff. The
survey endorsed the need for formal technician training, identified the range of skills
required and suggested an adequate demand for a suitable course. At the same time,
Laurie Brown, the newly appointed State Librarian, identified the need for trained
technicians within the State Library, and lobbied for fonnal technician training.
Tasmanian Technical Colleges had traditionally offered lectures for LAA Registration
candidates and were consequently considered capable of providing technician training.
The Tasmanian Technical and Further Education Branch invited critical
contributions to the proposed syllabus from the Head of the Victorian Whitehorse College
to ensure that the course was in line with other existing courses. A higher level pass in
School Certificate English and passes in social sciences and mathematics were
requirements for entry to the two year part-time course. Students were also required to
have ·concurrent practical library experience of at least 18 weeks. Courses commenced at
the Burnie, Devonport, Hobart and Launceston Technical Colleges in 1975.

Table 5: Library Technician Certificate, Tasmanian Technical Colleges, 1975.
Course Structure
Slagel
1st Semester

Library procedures lA
Library procedures 1B
Library procedures 1C
Australian socialstructure A
· Business English A

Hours per week

2
2
2
2
2
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Stage 2
2nd Semester

Stage 3
3rd Semester
Stage4
4th Semester
2 electives from

Library procedures 2A
Library procedures 2B
Library procedures 2C
Australian social structure B
Business English B
Library procedures 3A
Library procedures 3B
Library procedures 3C
General science A
Library procedures4A
Library procedures4B
General science B

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Audio-visual4C
Cataloguing4D
Bibliographic searching4E
Data processing 4F
Government publications4G
Conservation of library materials4H

2
2
2
2
2
2

(Blain, 1974, p. 47)

In 1980 Burnie Technical College had insufficient new enrolments to continue
offering the course and existing students completed units at Devenport Technical College.

GUIDELINES FOR THE EDUCATION OF LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1976
National Workshop, 24-27th May, 1976
In May 1976, the Library Courses (Vocational) Standing Committee of the Victorian
Technical Division of the Education Department decided to organise a National Workshop
to discuss current library technician training and develop guidelines to assist in the future
development of courses. It had become obvious to all stakeholders, including employers,
educators and students, that the

1

1

divergences between library technician courses

established in Australia would make it very difficult to secure comparable salary scales
and working conditions for library technicians throughout Australia and ensure their
mobility from one State to another11 (Ramsay, 1976, p. 1). Fifty-three participants from
library technician courses, TAFE, advisory committees, the LAA, the School Library
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Association of Australia (SLANT), library technician associations and library employees
were invited to attend the Workshop.
The specific objectives of the Workshop were to develop a rationale to the nature of
the work performed by library technicians, identify and classify the tasks to be performed
by technicians, and develop guidelines for the educational preparation of technicians
(Ramsay, 1976, p. 1).
In his keynote address to the Workshop, the Assistant Director of the Victorian
Technical Education Division, Noel Watkins outlined the four major concepts of TAFE, as
detailed by the Kangan Report. "TAFE should be concerned to educate the individual, not
overly concerned to meet the manpower needs of industry, . . . TAFE should be available to
all . . . TAFE education should be flexible; flexible entry requirements, alternative modes of
study, etc . . . . TAFE modes of learning should concentrate on the individual" (Watkins,
1976, p. 4). Watkins (1976) suggested that library technician courses should be developed
on a set of objectives derived from identified library technician tasks to ensure that they
were not confused with professional courses or became diluted professional courses, "the
sub-professional should be accorded a status of his own" (p. 6).

He stressed the

importance of the library technician being recognised as a library worker with specialist
skills and expertise separate from the capacity of the professional librarian. Watkins also
considered that application of the Kangan Report recommendations would enable all
potential students to have access to courses, ensure accreditation based on certification that
courses achieve stated objectives and include concurrent work experience as an essential
component of courses.
The Workshop defined the library technician as 11a person who possesses specific
library-oriented skills and general background knowledge necessary to enable him to
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perform snlisfoctorily tasks agreed on as appropriate for l ibrary technicians" (Guidelines,
l 976, p. "IO) and clearly outl ined the nnlure of library technicians' work.
The Guiddim.'S stated that courses should be based on "clearly defined objectives
derived from the tasks which hnve been determined as a ppropria te for library technicians
to perform or supervise" (p. 1 1). A l ist of tasks which l ibrary technicians should be able to
perform and n list of tasks which library technicians should be a ble to supervise were
identified (Appendix A). As well ns l i brary subjects, the Guidelines suggested tha t study in
supervision, human relations, communication and society were essential and a wide range
of l ibrary .:1nd non-library subjects should be provided as electives to allow students the
opportunity to develop personal interests.
The Guidelines acknowledged tha : entry levels and length of courses could vary
between institutions but stated that exit levels ai:id performance should be established to
ensure that "al l l ibrary technicians are adequately trained for the tasks they h ave to
undertake, and libra ry technician qualifications a re comparable and portable and meet
industrial requi rementr; throughout Australia" (p. 13) . To meet these requirements, an exi t
level a t least equivalent to that o f a final yea r exi t-level high school student was
recommended. Concurrent work experience or field work was considered an integral part
of the course curriculum.

The Workshop concluded that TAFE institutions were the

appropriate bodies to provide l ibrary technician courses and that representative advisory
comm ittees should be involved i n the planning, content and design of courses.
The National Workshop was a major development in the education and training of
l ibrary technicians in Australia.

Although i t may be argued that the Workshop was six

years too late, it must be acknowledged that it was a genuine a ttempt to bring together all
stakeholders and seek a consensus on the role of the library technician in the workplace
and on the educational requirements needed to equip technicians for this role.

The
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Worksho p was not orgnnised by the professionnl associ.1 lion but it did resu l t in forcing the
nssociation to exa mine l hl• role of library technicians in the workplace and thei r position i n
the LAA.

Response to the G1riddi11i:s
Ramsay (1978) provided a d etailed analysis of the Workshop and remarked that an
interesting aspect of the work on developing the l is t of tasks was 11 the extent to which the
li brary technicians' role was upgraded in the course of the discussion" (p. 136). She noted
that controversi al tasks, such as catalogu ing a nd reference work, were accepted as
appropriate, wilile basic clerica l tasks were eliminated. Ramsay (1978) considered that this
upgrading \'. as a natural and positive resul t of a new grou p of workers being gradually
accepted i n the workplace by the existing occupati onal grou p. Ramsay (1978) concl uded
that there were i m portant aspects of library technician ed uca tion and employment that
cou l d not be adequately addressed by the Workshop but needed to be fu rther investigated.
These i nclu ded the composi tion and role of advisory committees, accredi tation of courses
and the a rticulation of library technician and l ibrarianshi p cou rses.
The impact of the National Workshop and the resul ting Guidelines was discussed

by a number of participants at the l 91 h Biennial Conference of the LAA i n 1977. Radford
(1977) redefined the LAA role's in education, noting that the Board of Education had
resol ved to accept the l ist of tasks identified by the Workshop and was preparing library
technician cou rse recogni tion criteria (p. 146). He also outlined the Board's view that
technician cou rses shou ld be termi nal in nature, to prevent them from bei ng rega rded as
inferior stepping-stones to a higher qualifi cation (p. 147).
Simkin (1977) provided an employer's viewpoint, albei t a more radica l perspective
than may have been held by many employers. He suggested tha t the traditional view, that
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categorised librarians as working from principles lo prnclice and req ui ring formal
ed ucat ion to achieve this outcome and library technicians as working from practice to
principles wh ich necl·�silated a shorter form of training, was at variance with his recruiting
practices. He fu rther suggested that:
I t seems that l ibrnry technician cou rses are treated as terminal
courses so as to discou rage technicians from progressing towards a
grea ter identifica tion with the goals of libraries since those who
come through this stream from sou nd practice to broad
understa nding of principles pose a serious threat to li brarians who
have come the other way and who frequ en tl y have a very tenuous
grasp of practice. ( p. 188)
Simkin recommended that library technician cou rses shou ld be developed to all ow those
who wished to continue 1,v i th fu rther education to do so without imped i ment and that
li brary employers shou ld recrui t on the basis of talent rather than lobe! (p. 189). This
recommendation was certainly contra to the prevai ling empl oyer and association positions
which insisted that l ibrary technician cou.·ses shoul d be terminal in natu re to dearly
d istingu ish between paraprofessional and professional qualifications.
In her d iscussion of the ed ucation of library technicians, Naylor (1 977) also pointed
to problems associa ted with the terminal nature of courses, the need for formal recognition
of courses and restrictions i n the mobility of competent teaching staff because of State
variations in recru i ting practices.
Flowers (1978) believed the Guidelines "have already proved to be one of the most
important documen ts in library devel opments in this country11 (p. 372) but u rged the LAA
to prepare a similar list of professional tasks to provide a clear statement on both
categories for all employers and all ed uca tors.
The response to the Gu idelines was i ndicative of a general atti tude by many major
stakeholders who considered that a defini lion of the role and responsibil i ties of the l ibrary
technician and clear objectives for education and traini ng would solve professional and
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nonprofessional workplace demarcation issues.

However, as the history of library

technicians in the workplace illustrates, the Guidelines and their subsequently revised
versions have only offered a partial solution to this continuing and contentious issue.

The Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in Western Australia, 1975-1982

.

Associate Diploma in Librarv Media, Western Australian Secondary Teachers' College,
1975 (later Nedlands College of Advanced Education).
As was the case in other States, Western Australia hau offered informal library
education through staff development activities in individual libraries and more formal
education through the Perth Technical College's tutorial classes for students of the LAA
Registration Examinations (Ward, Dziggel and Clyde, 1990, p. 265).
In 1975 a pilot course, the Associate Diploma in Library Media, was offered a t the
Western Australian Secondary Teachers' College on a part-time basis. In 1976 the course
was offered for 2 years full-time, 4 years part-time study with entry requirements of
successful completion of 5 years of secondary school or acceptable achievement in a
mature age test.
The aim of the Associate Diploma course was to prepare students in further general
education and specialist knowledge and skills to enable them to provide effective
paraprofessional support services in libraries, resource centres and organisations using
media (Cook, 1975, p. 2). Experience in a supervised library or resource centre, equivalent
to at least 4 weeks each year, was compulsory.
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Table 6: Associa te Di ploma in Library Media, Western Australian Secondary Teachers'
Col lege, 1975-1 981
Course StTucture
Semester I

Semester 2

Semester 3

Semester 4

Commun ications
Aud io-visual
Library practices
Library resou rces
Spet>ch
General stud ies elective
Med in stud ies
Communications
Aud iovisual
Librnry prnctices
Library resources
English usnge
General studies elective
Media studies
Communications
Aud io-visunl
Library resources
Reader educn tion & assista nce
Display
General studies elective
Medin stud ies
Communica lions
Audio-visual
Library resources
Reader educa tion & assistance
Business procedures
General studies elective
Media stud ies

Hours per week
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

2

3
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2

3
2
2
2

3

(Cook, 1975, p. 3)

In 1978 and 1979, the Associate Diploma was also taught part-time in Bunbury, "with
lecturers travelling down each week from Nedlands by car 11 (Clyde, 1985, p. 8).
During 1981 extensive curriculum revision was undertaken in response to
deficiencies, particularly in the area of technical skills, identified by an LAA accreditation
team (Nedlands College of Advanced Education, 1981).

The previous four work

experience components were reduced to two lo ens?..ire that students had sufficient skills
and competencies to perform workplace tasks.
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Certificate i n Library Prnctice, Perth Technical College, 1 976
In 1 976 a pilot Certificate in Library Practice was offered a t the Perth Technical
College and the approved course was offcr('d in '1 977 for part-lime study. Jn response to
a n enquiry from the WA Branch of the LAA about the course, V.M. Hall, Assistant
Director of Technical Education, acknowledged that the proposed certi ficate did not meet
nil the guidelines laid down by the LAA for library technician courses (1 977, p. 4) . He
pointed out tha t the Di vision only required qualifications at Diploma level to comply with
national guidelines.
The aims of the course were 11 to enable students to gai n the skills and ed ucation
requ i red to operate effectively as library technicians in the workforce, and at the same
time, to provide a qualification which has portabil i ty w i thin Austral ia" (Dziggel, 1979, p.
330). Dziggel also noted tha t the LAA,. Board of Educatiun had reviewed the course with a
view to accredi ta tion.

Table 7: Certificate in Library Practice, Perth Technica l Col lege, 1 977
Coun.e Structure
Stage 1

Stage II
Stage Ill

Communication 1
Library and library services
Library procedures 1 A
Audio-visual design
Library procedures 1 B
Office machines and procedures
Elective
Library procedures 2
Audio-visual techniques
Reader services

Hours per week
2
2
2
2

2

2
3-4
2

2
3

{New South Wales Department of Technical ar.d Further Ed ucation, 1978, p. 52)
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The Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in Queensland, 1976-1982
Library Assistant's Certificate, Seven Hills College of Technical and Further Education,

In 1 975 the Queensland Branch of the LAA drew up a comprehensive list of tasks
which it considered appropriate to middle-level library support staff and proposed to
conduct a survey to ascertain the need for training opportunities for parnprofes:;ional staff
(Desirable developments in libmry edurntion

i11

Queensland, 1 979, p. 38).

The Technical

Education Branch of the Department of Education carried out the survey and established a
need for such a course in Queensland.
The Library Assistant's Certificate course was introduced at the Seven Hills TAFE
College in 1976 on a 4 year part-time basis. The aims of the course were
to equip stude,itS with the necessary knowledge and practical skills
to act effectively under broad supervision in any type of library, to
promote atti tudes which will encourage students to view their work
as a service to users, to further the personal growth of students.
(Desirable developments in library education in Queensland, 1979, p. 98)
Entry to the course was available lo applicants with at least grade 10 of secondary school
and an achievement in the Junior School certificate of not fewer than three points in an
English subject, or to appropriate mature age applicants. Students had to complete 36
units of compulsory core uni ts, three elective units and 36 units of field work to qualify for
the certificate.

Table 8: Library Assistant's Certificate, Seven Hills College of T AFE, 1976.
Course Structure
Core Subjects I

Ubrary organisation I
Library organisation II
Library organisation III
Basic media
Business communication I
Arts in Australia

Hours/units per semester
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Cnre Subjects II

Electives
I of thl' following

A ustralian society
Scicnt:e and tcdmology in society
Creative communication
Bibliographic pract ices
Dnta processing
Advanced media
Book repair and maintenance
Typewri ting

3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

(Desirable develop111e11ts in Ii/miry ed11catio11 in Quee11sln11d, 1979, p. 100)

Desirable developments in libran1 educntion i11 Ou!.'enslmzd
A major review of the prevailing status and future needs of education and training
for l ibrarians, teacher-librarians and library technicians was conducted in 1 977 and 1978 by
a Commi ttee of the Queensland Board of Advanced Ed ucation, under the chairmansh i p of
Edward Flowers. The Committee examined factors affecting the future need for l ibrary
s taff in Queensland, considered existing national and overseas practices and made a
number of recommendations on future ed ucation for professionals and paraprofessionals
a nd for continuing ed ucation. The Committee drew on the criteria established by the LAA
to assess library technician cou rses which had been publ ished in the 1 978 Handbook. It
recommended that the Queensland Certificate course be offered i n fu ture at Associate
Diploma level on a full-time and part-time basis, both internal ly and externally (Desirable

developments in libranJ education in Quee11sln11d, 1 979, p. 47).

The Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in the Australian Capital
Territory, 1978-1982
Library Technician Certificate, Canberra College of Technical and Further Education, 1978
In 1 973 the President of the ACT Branch of the LAA asked the Canberra Technical
Col lege to ''consider the introd uction of an al ternative course to train people needed in the
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parn-profossional and technical support arens of library work" (Harl & Rochester, l 975, p.
54). A skills analysis ::;urvey was carried oul by a management consultant to determine the
range of tasks undertaken by support staff in n variety of libraries in the ACT. The skills
nnnlysis "allowed the curriculum sub-commitl�e to determine specific course objectives,
depth, breadlh nnd length of the course" (Harl & Rocheslcr, 1 975, p. 58). The curriculum
included a significant 'life oriented studies' program which Hart and Rochester suggested
reflected the philosophy of the Kangan Report:
it is important that general education should be seen as relevant to
vocational purpose and that vocational education in turn becomes
more general in i ts content and methods so that people can be better
prepared tu adapt themselves to changing conditions and retraining
if necessary, at any time of their working lives. (p. 58)
Although the curriculum was given final approval in November 1975, public
service cutbacks intervened and resul ted in a delay in implementing the course until July
1978. At a Library Technician in the Work Force seminar in Canberra in 1978, Milne (1978)
provided a detailed outline of the history and content of the course and stated that the
original curriculum had been revised to conform to the LAA G11ideli11es which had been
published in the intervening period. Milne (1978) highlighted four significant facts which
had determined the content and structure of the course: it was based on a survey which
identified the needs of Canberra libraries and current training activities, its length was
determined by the need to adequately train staff for tasks identified in the survey, the
course was subject to critical examination by both the curriculum experts and the
employer and the course was prepared at the request of the library profession (p. 2). The
course offered six hours per week in general studies and Milne anticipated that students
would question the relevance of these studies.

She argued, however that library

technicians would benefit from a sound general educational background, and as the course
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cou ld provide articu lation into undergrndunle l i brnrinnship studies i t must off er general
studies n t the Higher School Certificate level (p. 6).
The general level of entry to the course was the School Certificn te, although mature
age a pplicants could a pply for admission. The course was initially offercd on a full-time
basis, a l though provision was made for part-time study. Library work experience (li brary
orientation) was n compulsory component of the course.

Table 9: Library Technician Certificate, Canberra Col lege of TAFE, 1978
Course Structure
Semester 1

Semester 2

Semester 3

Semester 4

{Milne, 1978, p. 3)

Introduction to library and information services a nd
resources
Communication I
Machine operating
Art and display
General studies
Book repair and maintenance

Hours per week
3
3
4
3
6
3

Library processes I
Reader services I
Communications 11
Mnchine operating
General studies

4

Library processes I I
Readers services I I
Audio visual A
Computers in the library
Library orientation I

4

Library processes I I I
Personnel supervision human relations
Audio visual B
Special library study
Library orientation I I

4
3
3
5

6
2
5

6
6
2
10

10

Milne (1978) concluded her review of the course by discussing the role of the
l ibra1 y technician in the workplace, 11 the technician is a new category of library staff
needed to cope with the changed circumstances of l ibrary nnd information services nnd

,_. .,

technologica l change" and nrgued tha t "the technician should be seen lo have a c.i reer
structure with its own integrity - they are not lo be second class ci tizens to Lhe l i brarian
u nder whose direction they will work" ( p. I 0).

Role of Professional Associations

Austral ian Library Technicians Association (ALTA)
In 1 972 the Library Technicians Association of Australia was established to
promote the interests of paraprofessional staff and to liaise with appropriate unions
concerned wi th library employment {Biskup, 1994). The association changed i ts name to
the A ustralian Librnry Technicians Association (ALTA) in 1976. As both Biskup (1978) and
McLean (1 993) have noted, ALTA was formed at a time when li brary technicians did not
have a recognised status within the li brary profession and, although the association was
most active in Victoria, it played a significant role in promoting the interests and activi ties
of library technicians in Australia.

Library Association of Australia (LAA)
The LAA, as the national professional body, had moni tored the development of
l ibrary technician courses since their in troduction in 1970 and State Branches of the
association had been active partici pants in developing courses in several States. It was not
until the 1976 National Workshop and resul ti ng G11idelines, however, that the associa tion
became interested in playing a more active role in the development of courses or
considered the acceptance of technicians into the professional association and the
promotion of employment opportu ni ties for grad uates of courses.

Although many

commentators had been u rging the associati on to take this sector of the l ibrary workforce
into serious considera ti on for some time, it can be argued that it was not until trained
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technicians emerged ns a viable independent force, that the association took action. As
McLean (1993) has noted, there was "no conscious deliberation given to the representa tion
of this new breed of paraprofessionals within the LAA during the formative years" (p.
116).

Equal ly, it was not until the Second National Workshop in 1 979 endorsed a

resolution to form a national steering group lo determine the needs of library technicians
around Australia and to decide ways in which they could best be met, tha t the associa tion
offered to create a Library Technicians Section within the LAA. The Library Technician's
Section was formed in 1979, with 42 members (Nicholson, 1997, p. 2) and the first Library
Technician's Conference was held in Adelaide in 1980.
The LAA Board of Education accepted, with some minor amendmen ts, the
list of tasks d etermined by the 1976 National Workshop. The Board also appointed a
subcommittee to recommend a method of accrediting library technician courses. Miller
(1979), a member of the Board of Education, suggested tha t teaching institutions, library
technicians, employers and the LAA would all benefit from the recognition that a nationai
accredita tion process would provide to individual courses. While the term "accreditation"
was, and still is used in the literature to describe the LAA course assessmen t process,
TAFE courses have always been accredited by individual educational institutions and
State and Territory Training Boards and the LAA process should be more accura tely
d efined as course recognition.
In a summary of the association's commitmen t to library technician s, the LAA
Presiden t, John Brudenal l, suggested that "the LAA wil l be the richer having technician
members and libraries will be the stronger with library technicians fil ling middle-level
positions (1979, p. 166). Brudenall (1979, p. 166) urged libraries to restructure staffing
arrangements to avoid the confusion, demarca tion disputes and ineffective ust' of skill s
which would inevitably arise if technicians were fitted into existing structures.
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The l 978 Statement and the creation of the Library Technicians Section of the LAA
wen.:? significant developments in llw recogn ition of the mlt: of the library technician in the
l ibrary workforce and in the standardisation of education and training for l i brary
technicians.

Statl!111e11t 011 the R,xog11itio11 o{ Lilmm, Tec/mici,m Courses
In 1 978 the LAA Board of Ed uca ti on published the Statement on the
recog11itio11 of /il,rary tecl111icia11 courses i n its hand book.

The Board of Ed uca tion had

recogni sed courses i n professiona l librarianship since it had ceased to examine and certify
indivi d ual members through its Registration Certificate in 1 964.
The essential features of the l ibrary technician recognition criteria were:
1. The course shou ld be general ist in nature to prep.ire l i brary techPicians for a wide·
range of activi ties i n all types of l ibraries.
2. The cou rse is most a ppropriately conducted in a TAFE col lege.
3. The institution should possess a library sufficient to su pport the teaching program.
4. Teaching staff are expected to be of a high cal ibre, 1,v ell qualified by ed ucation and
experience to teach li brary techniciai1 cou rses.
5. The Association believed that li brary technician certificate courses should be of 2 years
d uration with concurrent work experience or field work of abou t 50%.
The full Statement is i ncluded as Appendix B. The 1 978 LAA Handbook a lso i ncl uded a
Nole for employing autlwritil!s (Appendix

C) which defined the role of the library techn ician,

o utlined the tasks that the library technkkm should be competent to perform and/ or
supervise and advised employers that a process of .issessing and recognising l ibrary
technician courses would be established by the LAA.
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The Course Recognition Process
As previously noted, in Lhe mid 1960s the LAA ceased lo examine and cerlify
individunl profl.'ssional members through its Registration Cerlificate, and chose to rdy
instead upon the recognition of courses. Graduates of recognised courses were eligible for
membership to the as~ocialion without further examination and industry adopted the
practice of listing eligibility for membership t1s t1 selection criterion for employment.
The association developed minimum standards for the recognition of first-award
courses at both the professional and paraprofessional level. The recognition process, for
both professional and paraprofessional courses, is based on the assessment of courses
through site visits by t1 Board of Education panel, generally comprising two or three
qualified educators/ practitioners. "Documentation outlining course objectives, teaching
and learning strategies, assessment procedures nnd a range of organisntional variables
such as faculty, teaching resources, facilitie~ and library resources, arc required prior to the
visit" (Parr, 1991, p. 105). The site visit is undertaken over two to three days and involves
consultation with institution management, teaching staff, past and present students,
course advisory committees and relevant support personnel nnd further examination of
course documentation, including examples of student work and assessment.
recognition

panel

presents

a

report,

recommending

recognition

or

The

alternative

arrangements, to the Board of Education for consideration and action. The recognition
panel report may include recommendations for improvements or revision to courses for
consideration by teaching institutions and provisional recognition until recommendations
are implemented.
The recognition process, as an effective means for ensuring professional
competence and educational standards, has been questioned by a number of
commentators.

In 1985 Whyte provided a detailed history of the course recognition
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process and queried the association's decision to try to control the education of library
technicians. MacKinnon (1985) noted that although employers frequently slipulatc>d
eligibility for membership of the association, there was no evidence that employers would
check that a course was one recognised by the association (p. 7).

She also wondered lo

what extent the Board of Education was able to control standards through the recognition
process. This theme was expanded by Parr (1991) who suggested that the association's
influence \Vas weakened as "schools, in order to survive in a period of declining resources,
increasingly react to their educational milieu rather than the professional body" (p. 98). In
his major review of the recognition process, Parr (1991) made a number of
recommendations which he hoped would result in increasing ALIA's responsibility for
determining standards for entry to the profession. Parr (1991, 108) suggested that the
association should abandon course content criteria and rate courses in terms of how
relevant they were in preparing students for professional practice. Graduates of courses
would then be required to undertake a period of assessable experience in the field and
provide a professional statement before they were admitted as members of the association.
While Parr's recommendations were aimed at the professional level, they have
implications for the paraprofessional level as well.

Second National Workshop, 1979
Libran, Technicians in Australia: Second National Workshop, 1979

In 1979 the New South Wales Branch of the LAA organised a second National
Workshop as a follow-up to the 1976 National Workshop. The objectives of the Workshop
were to:
a. assess the extent to which the G11ideli11es had been implemented and Lo appraise
developments in the education of library technicians in Australia;
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b. review the responsibilitit•s of the LAA Bonrd of Education in the accreditation of
courses and the provision of the new category of Jibrnry technician membership;
c. examine the nttitudes and expectations of employers in regard lo library technicians;
d. give nn overview of current awnrds and industrial developments as they affect library
technicians;
e.

provide an opportunity for librnry technicians to identify areas of concern and possible
solutions (Library Tcd111icim1s i11 Australia, 1979, p. ix).

The wide-ranging objectives wer·- addressed through a series of presentations, discussion
groups and two post-Workshop meetings.
A review of the various awards and agreements under which library technicians

were employed identified a number of major concerns including the many different
classifications under which library technicians were employed, VMiations between
employer's perceptions about the responsibilities and duties of library technicians and
significant disparities in overall salary and career ranges

(Henderson, 1979, p. 16).

Henderson (1979, p. 28) believed that these conditions would prevail unless technicians
could establish a "national identity". The "national identity" could be achieved through the
adoption of a simple and workable definition, for award purposes, of a library technician
and through a concerted effort by library technician groups and the LAA to promote the
role of the technician in the library industry.
A number of employers and library technicians from a wide range of libraries

presented case studies of the employment of library technicians at the Workshop. While
there was a general consensus that the introduction of the library technician into the
workforce was a positive development, many presenters noted that there were still
problems in the acceptance of technicians by some professional staff and that libraries
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needed to undertnken

ii

major review of their staffing struclurt•s to ensure lhc rnosl

effective use of nil slnff.
D'Sylva ( 1979) suggL stcd thnt the LA A's .itlcmpl to deal with three major issues;
1

status, salary and education of tcchnicinns. with a single strategy was a wasted efforl. He
daimcd that "status issues such ns job description and snlary levels fleshed out in
industrinl awards depend to a large extent on the way in which the LAA sorts out the
educational issues in technician courses" (p. 59). D'Sylva (1979) considered that the LAA
should concentrate on providing appropriate accreditation to technician courses which
would ensure employer confidence in the status of technicians.
The Workshop produced a 'program of action' which defined the "library
technician as a person eligible for technician membership of the LAA" (Brudenall, 1979, p.
67).

It also called for a national consensus on the composition of core units in the

education of technicians and a review of the 50% work experience requirement in the
course recognition criteria. Course recognition and the portability of qualifications were
also considered essential for library technicians and employers. A post Workshop meeting
of library educators supported the outcomes of the 'program of acti0n' and also agreed
that, while work experience was an integral part of technician courses, the 50% work
experience component was too high and impractical to implement.

LAA resp0nse to the Second National Workshop.
The LAA responded to the Second National Workshop by revising the St11te111i:11t 011

the recognition of library tech11icinn courses to reduce the 50% work experience component to
"concurrent work experience or field work amounting to the equivalent of 24 weeks"
(Library Association of Australia, 1980, p. 79). In recognition of the increasing role that
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automation was playing in libraril•s, the list of tasks was also amended tn include dala
processing and related computer operations (Appendix D).
In 1979 the LAA Board of Education began a major review of all Association
policies relating to education and prepared a range of statements, which were adopted in
l 982. The sta tcmcn ts were:

1.

Education for librarv and information science.

2.

Role and responsibilities of the Board of Education.

3. Roles of librarians and library technicians.
4. Recognition of first award courses: professional level.
5. Recognition of first award courses: technician level.
6. Courses in teacher-librarianship.
7. Advanced awards.
The statement on The roles of librnrim1s and librar11 technicians recognised the
need for different levels of staff in libraries: "as libraries have become more complex
organisations using advanced technologies in the application of which a wide variety of
specialist skills is required" (Library Association of Australia, 1982, p. 101). The statement
defined the library technician as "working in support of the !ibrnrian, principally in
operating and supervising routine procedures which control systems for handling
materials and files" (Library Association of Australia, 1982, p. 102). The statement also
acknowledged the difficulty of providing a precise list of tasks performed by librarians
and library technicians because of the wide variety of library workplace environments, but
emphasised the management expertise which differentiated the professional from the
paraprofessional. The full statement is included as Appendix E.
Statement 5, Recognition of first award courses: tecl111icim1 level was a revision of the

Statement on the recognition of library teclmicim1 courses and is included as Appendix F.
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The Introduction of Training for Library Technicians in the Northern Territory~ 1982
Certificate in Library Practice, Darwin Community ColleillJ ·1 <J82
From 1973 to 1979 the Darwin Community College had offered lutorwl assist.incl•
to students studying for the LAA Registration Certificate. The Northern Territory Branch
of the LAA was particularly active in promoting education and training opportunities for
library technicians (Young, 1988). Early in 1980 the Branch and the senior staff of the
Darwin Community College Learning Resources Centre (LRC) discussed the need to
provide education and training for local library staff. A survey conducted by Margaret
Clinch, Associate Head of the LRC, identified the need for trained library paraprofessional
staff.
ln its submission to the Academic Board, the Darwin Community College School of
General Studies outlined the developments in library staff education, training and
employment that had taken place in other States and the ACT. The submission noted that
the LAA had formally recognised the library technician category and that employers had
taken steps to vary industrial determinations to demarcate professional employees from
paraprofessional employees (School of General Studies, 1980, p. 3).

The Certificate in

Library Practice course had been "developed with the requirements of the LAA Statement

on recognition of library teclmician courses in mind" (Darwin Community College, 1981, p. 1).
Successful completion of Year 1l or evidence of potential to complete the course
and a satisfactory level of English expression were required for entry to the course. The
course was of 2 years full-time duration or part-time equivalent and required 2.5 contact
hours per week a semester and work experience of 36.75 hours per week for 3 weeks of
each of the 4 semesters.

6I

Table Hl: Certificnte in Library Practice, Darwin Community CollegL•, ·1982
Course Structure
Compulsory library studies units
9 full units and 2 half units

Audio visual matcriab I
Audio visual materials II
Library and library servicL•s
Library display work (1 /2 unilJ
Basic service to users
Advanced service to users (] /2 unit)
Acquisitions and bibliographic searching
Typing and office machines
Handling of library materials
Computers in libraries
Cataloguing

Elective library studies units
3 full units

Advanced audio visual materials
Library services in a multi-cultural society
Working with children in libraries
Libraries in the Northern Territory
Government publications

General studies units
3 full units

Languages other than English
Studies in English
Humanities and behavioural science
Business and commercial practice
Fine arts
Natural sciences and mathematic sciences

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Darwin Community College, 1981, p. 5)
The Certificate in Library Practice Course Advisory Committee was also active in
promoting the employment opportunities for library technicians, preparing a major

Submission to the Public Service Commissioner regardi11g tile i11cl11sio11 of the classification of
libranJ tec/111icia11 in the NT Public Serviet: staffing schedules supported by a Report of survey of
staffing in N. T. libraries (Certificate in Library Practice Course Advisory Committee, 1982).

Response to the Introduction of Library Technician Courses

Introduction
By 1982 library technician courses were in operation in all States and Territories of
Australia. Participants at the First National Workshop, Second National Workshop and
other commentators, from both the industrial and educational sectors, were concerned
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nbout tlw diversity in entry n..·quirenwnts, IL•ngth of courses, core units and work
experience requirements

betWCl'll

library technician courses. These concerns resulted in

the G11idcli11c:; nnd till' St111t·11w11/ of reco:,:111/iu11 of library ll'cl111icia11 courses.

There was,

however. n range of other issm•s which were raised by individunl commentators,
educators .ind employer reprt.'SL•ntatives during this period.

Issues of Concern
Wesley Young had played a significant role in the development of the
original Victorian course and was a vocal critic of the terminal nature and narrow technical
focus of most library technician courses. He advocated the introduction of a 50% broad
based general education component which would "provide a more adequate background
upon which the technician could adapt to change, and \·vould allow for greater mobility to
other programs and to tertiary institutions; moreover it would enhance the performance of
higher level technician tasks" (1979, p. 444).

Young (1979) believed that TAFE had

succumbed to pressures applied by business, industry and government lo link education
directly to vocational needs rather than prepare people for a changing workplace.
Another prominent educator, Milne, (1980) discussL·d the difficulties of providing
appropriate practical, "hands on" experience to library technician students in TAFE
institutions which were "starved for funds and resources to facilitate an ideal learning
environment" (p. 17).

She indicated that large class sizes, inappropriately scheduled

classes inadequate equipment and resol~ri~L'~. \,1\Ck of staff development opportunities for
educators and the essentially varied m.iture of the 1!ibrary workplace posed problems for
the success of training for library techlinicians andii contributed to the disparity between
courses. Milne (1980, p. 18) questioned ~4,\(>w n?!listic the LAA accreditation criteria could

(13

be, given the divel'gmce in philosophical and prnctirnl approaches of nrnny of lhe existing
COU l'Sl'S.

Thompson ( 1978) discussL·d the pusiliVl' impact of tlw employnwnt of library
lcchnidans and trainee technicians in the Stale Library of Victoria.

He staled that the

introduction oi technicians enabled lhc library lu undertake a careful review and
examination of its methods and procedures and that:
the addition of technicians lo the workforce made it necessary for
the professional staff to consider the kinds of duties which should
be allocated, the measure of responsibility which should be
extended to technicians and finally, to develop and refine their own
supervisory skills. (p. 4)
Thompson (1978) considered that the requirement of tertiary qualifications for professional
staff and the introduction of trained library technicians had resulted in a new
professionalism and commitment by library staff.
In 1979, a Seminar was jointly organised by the Queensland Branch of the LAA and
the Queensland Association of Library Assistants to address "the basic lack of information
relating to the prospects for library technicians in Australia" (Let's talk about library

teclmicimzs, 1979, Introduction). Representatives from a wide range of library employer
bodies discussed the lack of a library technician classification in their workplaces and
difficulties in "identifying a substantial core of expertise relating to library technicians"
(Ryan, 1979, p. 15) despite the LAA's Statement 011 recog11itio11 of libmry tcclmicim1 courses. A
number of speakers also expressed some dissatisfaction with the introduction of the
Queensland Library Technician's Certificate: "the University Library did not instigate the
training of library technicians. I think we would have continued on reasonably efficiently
without them" (Fielding, 1979, p. 12); "I have expressed my own reservations about the
general way in which the library technicians course has been designed" (Ryan, 1979, p. 15).
These views were not typical of employers throughout the rest of Australia at this time

and tends to suggest that tlw 1fovclopmcnt of the library technician's course at Seven Hills
College in Qucenskmd m.iy not h.ive had .idcquate employer endorsement or
involvement.
In 1981, Levell reported on .i comparative study of paraprofessional workers in
four fields: social work, medicine, architecture and librarianship. Levell(] 981, p. 48) noted
that there existed in .ill groups a blurring of the boundaries of activities between
professionnl and pnraprofcssionals, although it was more apparent in librarianship and
social work than in the other two groups.

He attributed this mainly to the lack of

"specialisms" (sic) but nlso to questions of legal responsibilities, licenses to practice and the
statutory definition of roles. In his examination of courses at the paraprofessional level,
Levett observed that "the professional aspects and nature of librarianship are obscured by
the fact that it is taught across the academic spectrum 11 (p. 51), at Certificate, Diploma and
professional levels, in contrast to more distinct course content in the other fields. Levett
predicted an increase in the proportion of paraprofessionals in all studied fields, but
concluded that it was in librarianship that the redistribution of tasks between professionals
and paraprofessionals would be the most marked, despite the LAA attempt to head off
demarcation problems (p. 53).

Libran1 and Information Work: T/Je E111p[ol(me11 t 1\lfarket
In 1979-1980 a major study of the employment market in the library industry was
commissioned by the Victorian Branch of the LAA and the results published in 1982
(Bourne, Hill & Mitcheson, 1982). The impact of technological developments in libraries,
increasing utilisation of library technicians and the increased supply of professional staff
were advanced as the major reasons for the study. In his analysis of the results, Mitcheson
(1983, p. 183) noted that the -:.5 schools offering library technician courses in 1981
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accounted for 28'X1 of cmtrsL'S and 1,486 students and observed the shmp increase in librnry
technician graduates; from 72 in 1975 to 279 in 1980. While the results indicated that
prniessional librarinns hnd been frcL•d from many unskilled duties by the introduction of
library technicians, there were concerns that the increasing use nf paraprofessionals in a
tightening labour market could have a negative impact.

It was suggested that the

substitution of less expensive library technicians by employers could lead to a decrease in
demand for professional staff, and conversely, that librarians could begin to compete for
paraprofessional positions which would lead to a deterioration in the employment
prospects for library technicians (Bourne, Hill & Mitcheson, 1982, p. 4).
At a National Conference in Melbourne in 1982, library educators, employers and
employees discussed the implications of the study and examined trends and issues in
library employment. Horton (1982) argued that library staff were still not being properly
utilised, that there was little attempt to accommodate the technician stream and that
"managerial ignorance in relation to library technicians could also manifest itself in
economic misuse" (p. 7).

Horses for Courses: The Design of Jobs for Librarv Technicians
On the 15th October 1982, a one-day seminar on employment issues for library
technicians was held at Canberra College of Technical College of Technical and Further
Education. Topics included the "employment patterns of graduate library technicians, job
design, and issues facing individual library sectors, with most discussion taking place in
panels and workshops" (Ennever, 1988, p. 19). Although the papers from this seminar
were not published, the workshop had a significant impact and resulted in the publication
of the Work-level guidelines for librariaHs nnd library tecl111icim1s by the LAA in 1985.
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Education and training for library technicians was dt'vcloped and establish~d in all
States and Territories during the period from 1970 to '1982.
stakeholders resulted in

i'l

The work of major

ddinition of thv role of the library technician and provided

guidelines and standards for education and training to prepare library technicians for this
role.

The guidelines and standards assisted library technician educators to effectively

review and upgrade courses to reflect library industry developments during the period
from 1983 to 1989.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT OF LIBRARY TECHNICIAN TRAINING COURSES, 1983-1989

Introduction
The period 1983 to 1989 was characterised by the consolidation of library technician
training courses, review of course content and upgrading of courses to reflect workplace
developments and changes. The major preoccupations of commentators, representing
both library employers and library educators, were the effect of technology and automated
systems on the role and education of library workers and the continuing examination of
the appropriate roles for professional and paraprofessional staff. The issue of articulation
between TAFE and higher level courses, with some recognition of technician
qualifications, was also raised during this period. The LAA Board of Education continued
to examine its role in the education of library technicians, revising policy statements,
developing work level guidelines and implementing course recognition processes.

Library Technician Courses, 1983
A brief examination of library technician courses in 1983 reveals variations in
course names, course length and entry levels, although entry levels were consistently
below Year 12 High School level.

All courses, except in Western Australia, were

conducted in TAFE colleges. Western Australia also offered an Associate Diploma course
at a College of Advanced Education.
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Table 11: Library 'l\•chnician Courses, 1983

Location

Course title

--------------"--·,~
ACT
CotJrSl' Ill Library
Studil!S
School of lninrrnat11 m
Studies
Canberra Collt•gL' of TAFE

Length

Entry requirements

2 yt.'ars full-tune
l'arl-t1rne for
library
employees

ACT Year ·10

NSW School Certifirnle
Mature age

NSW
School oi General Studies
NSW Department of T AFE
Sydney Technical College
Newcastle Technical College
Wollongong Technical College

Library Technician
Ccrtificat(!

2 years full-time
3 years parttime

NSW School Certificate
with level 3 English
Mature age

Northern Territory
School of General Studies
Darwin Community College

Certificate in
Library Practice

2 years full-time
Part-time

Year 11 High School
Mature age

Queensland
Seven Hills College of T AFE

Library
Technicians
Certificate

4 years parttime

Grade 10 High School

South Australia
Kilkenny Branch
Open College of Further
Education

Library Technician
Certiiicate

4 years parttime

No formal entry
requirements
Subject to counselling

Tasmania
Division of Further Education
Tasmanian Department of
Education
Devonport Technical College
Hobart Technical College
Launceston Community
College

Library Technician
Certificate

2 years full-time
Part-time

4th year High School

Victoria
Department of Library Studies
Footscray Technical College
Prahan College of T AFE
Whitehorse College of T AFE

Certificate of
Applied Science
(Library
Technician)

2 years full-time
Part-time
Mixed mode

5th year High School
Mnture age

Western Australia
Department of Library Studies
Western Australian College of
Advanced Education Nedlands Campus

Associate Diplomn
in Library Media

2 years full-time
Part-time

5th High School
Mature age

Department of Social Sciences
Perth Technical College

Certificate in
Library Practice

3 years parttime

3rd Year High School
Mature age

(Library Association of Australia, 1983)
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Effccts of Developments in Tt•chnology on tlw Role and Trnining of I.ibrary Technicians
In a major cxaminalion of the dfed of automation of the catalogue on library
technician employmt•nt and training, Parker (1982) observed that technicians were
assuming an increasing and ch.:rnging rolt• in cntaloguing work which required new
approaches to training and employment. She advocated the design of cataloguing training
for library technicians which incorporated a "substantial theoretical and conceptual
content to aid technicians in the operation of the new cataloguing systems and the
technician's knowledge will need to be updated for particular library systems" (p. 54).
Parker also noted that courst> reviews in several States had proposed training which
incorpo.rated the nevv technology, the introduction of computerised cataloguing training,
an increased emphasis en cataloguing theories and underlying rules as well as tasks and
less emphasis on some traditional manual tasks (p. 63).
Smeaton (1983) also discussed the difficulties for "technician educators in deciding
on levels of complexity taught in areas like classification and cataloguing" (p. 1) and
suggested that the divergence of opinion was a reflection of the lack of sharp definition of
professional and paraprofessional areas of responsibility in \vork. She observed that there
were two conflicting schools of thought about the effect of technological change in libraries
on the technician role: one that saw the upgrading of technician courses and an increased
role for technicians in the workplace, the other that forecast the gradual phasing out of the
technician level of work, and she concluded that it was difficult lo make any prediction
without further research (p. 2).
In 1983 Smeaton began work on a review of the library technician ourse in Victoria
and participated in a major study to "investigate the effects oi the introduction of
automated procedures on the skills required of librnry technicians" (p. 307).

It was

proposed that the results of the study would be incorporated into revised curricula. The
7()

study recommended chnngcs to syllabus design to accommodate current developments,
such ns computer applic.1tions nnd supervisory and interpersonal skills.

The study

indicated thnt library lechnicinns were an accepted part of the library workforce with
increasing responsibilities and expanding skills. Smeaton (]984) considered that the major
difficulty in role differentiation bctvvccn librarians and library lcchnici.1ns lay in the
definition of the base-gradL· librnrian and urged librarians, the LAA and schools of
professional librarianship to address this issue. She rejected a proposed solution of a
single credential for all library personnel on the grounds that technicians should be viewed
as a separate category of library workers with their own career paths, objectives and job
satisfaction and that technician training \-Vas designed for job-specific tasks and intended to
be termin.il (p. 312).

Discussing training for library technicians, Smeaton noted that

although there were differences in entry and work experience requirements between the
national technician courses, there were similarities in course content, aims and objectives
which had been assisted by an informal exchange of information and syllabus content
between educators.

Smeaton reported that a meeting of educators to exmnine the

possibility of a national core curriculum for library technicians had been inconclusive but
had noted the various syllabus reviews which were proceeding around the country. (p.
315).

Broadbent (1984) highlighted the major changes in libraries which had occurred in
libraries during the past decade and examined their implications on the role and training
of technicians. She noted that changes in the nature of library collections, from print to
multimedia, increased emphasis on de-acquisition, effective storage processes, and
preservation and conservation of materials had created new roles for library technicians
(p. 94). The introduction of integrated library automated systems and access to national
networks and databases had resulted in an increased use of technicians in circulation and
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technical services.

While the reference and user education servicL• areas had resisted lhe

employment of LL'chnki.rns, Broadbent suggested that a "two lier model of reference
.issistance which would roster technicians lo the inforrrn1lion desk but make provision for
professional backup as needed'' (p. 96) would provide a more efficient service while
making appropriate use of library technicians' skills.
Broadbent also surveyed changes in library staffing structures, with library
technicians representing 22% of all employees with library qualifications in 1980, and
concluded that if nn increase in the employment of library technician resulted in fewer
librarians, these librarians "would be more appropriately employed, and working at a
truly professional level" (p. 98).
Rogers (l 987) observed that developments in information technology created a
demand ior workers vvith generic skills: computer· literacy, data manipulation and
interpretation and noted that a diverse r.inge of TAFE, colleges and private providers \·Vere
offering courses with information processing and computer education cm:rses. Rogers
made a number of recommendations to assist library technician programs and courses to
remain relevant and viable in nn increasingly competitive information environment. He
suggested that library education programs should include the word 'information' in their
titles, to present a current, up-to-date image (p. 15), should "widen the scope of our
employment prerequisites into various information use sectors, and "servicing" other
courses in TAFE" (p. 16). He considered that library technician educators should engage in
more effective marketing of their skills and services to establish their legitimacy in the
training environment. To ensure the relevancy of training he recommended an increase in
the amount and type of automation in library technician courses, including the use of
word processing packnges, office technology and business skills.
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In hl'r 1988 article, Hyland providL•d a comprehensive national overview of
changes made by library technician educators lo include automated components in library
related units such as cataloguing, acquisitions, circulation and serials contr<>I.

She

concluded that "tcchnil"ians graduating from these courses will be well eouipped lo deal
with technology available in the library and information environments" (p. 62).

Librarv Technki..in Courses, 1984-1987
As noted by several commentators, reviews of library technician training courses
were undertaken throughout Australia during the period l 984 to 1989.

Curricula

incorporated technological changes and skills in communication and supervision based on
skills surveys and analysis. Most courses sought industry input for curriculum revision
through Course Advisory Committees composed of local library industry, technician,
student and institution representatives. From 1987 upgrading of library technician courses
from the Certificate level to new Associate Diploma awards occurred in most States and
Territories, with a revision of entry requirements lo Year 12 of secondary schooling or
mature age application.
The following table outlines the location, title, length and entry requirements of courses in
1987.

Table 12: Library Technician Courses, 1987

Location

Course title

Length

Entry levels

ACT
School of Information
Studies
Canberra College of T AFE

Associate Diploma
of Arts in Library
Studies

2 years full-time
Part-lime for
library employees

Year 12
Mature age
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NSW
School of Gem•1-.1I Studil's
NSW DL•partme11l t>I TAFE
Sydney Tedrnical Crillq;l'
Nl•wcastk• Tedmic.il ('olll'gl'
Wollongong Technical Colk•gL'
Mt Druill Technic.11 CllliL'gL'
Northern Territory
Deparlnwnt c,( :-.-1L>d1.1 .md
Performance. Facultv of Arts
Darwin Institute of
Technology

I.ibrary l'raclin•
J\~sociate Diploma

2 years full-lime
3 yt•ars part-tinw

YPar'l2
MaturC' ag<'

t\ ssocia le Diploma

2 years full-time
Part-time

Year '12
Mature age

/\rh ( L1br;1ry
Pt\KtlCl')

11(

Queensland
Se'!en Hills CollegL' l11 T :\FE
Gold Coast College of TAf-E

:\ssoc1ate Diploma
111 Applied Sciencl•
(Library
Technician)

4 years part-lime

Yearl2
Mature age

South Australia
Library Studies Unit
Adelaide College of TAFE

Associate Diploma
· Library
Technician

4 years part-time
Some external units

Year 12

Tasmania
Division of Further Education
Tasmanian Department oi
Education
Devenport Technical College
Hobart Technical College
Launceston College of TAFE

L1brarv Techmcian
Certificate

2 years full-lime
Part-time

Year12
Mature age

Victoria
Department of Library Studies
Footscray Technical College
Prahm, College of T AFE
Box Hill College of T AFE

Cerlific;-i t, · , if
Applied Social
Science (Library
Technician)

2 years iull-lime
Part-time
1',,fixed mode

Year 11
Mature age

Western Australia
Department of Librnry and
Information Studies
Western Australian College of
Advanced Education Nedlands Campus

Associate Diploma
in Library Media

2 years iull-time
Pnrt-time

Year 12
l'v1ature age

Department of E:1glish,
Languages and Social Studies
Perth Technical College

Certificate in
Library Practice

1.5 years full-time
Part-time

3rd Year High
School
Mature a"e

Diploma in Library
Practice

'1.5 years {ull-time
Part-time

\

"

(Library Association of Australia, 1987/88)
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The diversity in location

nr coursL'S,

in vnrious Dl'parlnwnls and Schools, reflects

continuing institutional allL'mpts lo fit the discipline of library studies with an appropriate
body of learning.

This h,ls ahvays been, and remains a problematic issue for most

pmfessional and paraprofessional cuurses in Australia.
The following more detailed description and examination of courses for librnry
technicians in Western Australia, the Northern Territory and South Australia illustrates the
similarities and differences in course content at this time.

Associate Diploma in Librnrv Media, WA College of Advanced Education, 1986
In 1985, Debmvski provided an account of a major redesign of the library
technician course at the Western Australian College of Advanced Education. She stated
that the new Associate Diploma in Library Media had been designed lo reflect changing
employment conditions and

formal

recognition

requirements,

including

revised

automation and media studies, a stronger competency/ skills base and an increase in \·Vork
experience req u irem en ts.

Table 13: Associate Diploma in Library Media, WA College of Advanced Education, 1986.
Course Structure
Semester 1

Semester 2

Semester3

Library systems 1
Library resources ·1
Introduction lo libraries
Personal typing
Graphics and reprographics
Library systems 2
Library resources 2
Introduction lo libraries 2
Library display
Office procedures
Resources photography
Library systems 3
Library resources 3
Library administrative practices
Introduction to computing
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Semester ·I

l{l!Smircc design and production
Librnry systems 4
Libr.iry n..'SOllrces 4
The IL•dmician and tlw workforce
rvh•di,1 L'quipmL•nl and m.ttL·ri,1ls

(Dcbowski, 1985, p. 57)

Associate Diploma in Librarv Practice, Darwin Institute of Technology, 1987
In 1987 the Darwin Institute of Technology upgraded its Certificate qualification lo
an Associate Diploma in Library Practice. Changes to the course included the addition of
a second computers in libraries unit and a core library study component to reflect more
accurately the grouping of tasks outlined in the LAA guidelines. A range of elective study
units and general elective study units enabled students to pursue more specialised
interests in both library and general education. Students were required to complete four
work experience placements in four different types of libraries.

Table 14: Associnte Diploma in Library Practice, Darwin Institute of Technology, 1987.
Course Structure
Year1
Semester 1

Semester 2

Year2
Semester 3

Semester4

Hours

Credit Points

Audio-visu;:il 1
Libraries & library services
H.indling library m.iteri.ils
Librnry technicinn practice I
Elective library study unit
Audio-visual 2
Services to users 1
Acquisitions and bibliographic searching
Library technician practice 2
Elective library study unit

54
54
54

s

Services to users 2
Computers in !ibraries 1
Library technician practice 3
Elective library study unit
Elective general study unit
Computers in libraries 2
Cataloguing

110

54
54
54
54

8
8

s
s
8
8
8

110

8

54

s

54
54

R
C.

54
54-72
54

8
8-10
8

54

s

no

s
s
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Library 1t1clmician praclin• 4
Ell'ctiVl' gl'lll'ral study unit
Ell'ctiVl' ge1wral study unit

I IO

H

54-72
54-72

8-'! ()
8-10

(Darwin InslilutL' of Technology, 1986, p. l·l)

Associate Diploma in Librarv Studies, Adelaide College of TAFE, 1989
In 1989 the Adelaide College of TAFE updated ils Certificate in Library Studies
(Library Technician) course lo .:in Associate Diploma in Library Studies.

Students who

completed the Associate Diploma could obtain status for some subjects in lhe South
Australian Institute of Technology Bachelor of Arts course in Librarianship.
Both the Northern Territory and South Australian courses offered a wide range of
library and general electives which aimed lo encourage students to either develop skills in
specialist areas und pursue personal interests.

Table 15: Associate Diploma in Library Studies, Adelaide College of TAFE, 1989.
Course Structure
Core Subjects
630 hours

Elective Subjects
330 hours

Hours
Library computing 1
Audiovisual techniques ·1
Audiovisual techniques 2
Bibliographic searching
Cataloguing and classification
Communication (library technician)
Library history, development and prnclice 1
Library routines 1
Library routines 2
Reference materials and techniques
Libraries and the law
Audio techniques
Australian bibliographic net work
Australian social and cultural history
Library computing 2
Bibliographic organisation of library materials
Book care and repair
Children's services
Community language studies
Film projection
Display techniques
Library extension services

60

60
60
60
60

60
60
60

60
60
30

30
60
60

60
60
30
()()

60
30
30
60
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Library history, devl!lopment and practicP 2
Human resource managenlC'nt (library tt.>chnician)
Micrographics
Mullkulturalism in libraries
Photography
Reprograhics
Serini publications
Video techniques
Video production
Work Prnctice
f-ield Work

60
(i()

60
60
60
30
60
30
30
240
720

(Department of Employment and Technical and Further Education, South Australia, 1990,
p. 10)

Summarv of the Developments in Library Technician Education and Training
In her major review of education for library staff, Hannaker (1985) noted thal the
issue of librarianship nnd librnry technician courses and appropriate \·vork levels for lhe
base grade librarian and the library technician remained contentious and the ''most
important and potentially divisive issue facing the LAA at the moment" (p. 26}. She
reported that the Victorian LAA Branch Council had recommended that the Board of
Education examine tl,e potential for demarcation disputes between librarians and library
technicians and review the comparative content of courses for both groups.

Hatmaker

(1985) considered the differing opinions amongst technicians, employers and educators on
the appropriate role for the technician could only be resolved by work level standards,
more effective communication between educators and

practitioners and

formal

mechanisms for discussing course levels.
A 1988 review of education for library technicians noted that attempts to establish a
common core curriculum had been unsuccessful (Naylor, Barrett, Williams, Talbot, & Reid,
1988).

Contributing educators to the review commented on the incorporation of

automated applications in core subjects and the teaching and resource implications of this
change.

They also outlined future directions and concerns in local courses including
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alternative m('lhods of course provision lo cater for country nnd remote students nnd the
need for nrliculntion prucesscs for librnry technicians lo .icccss higher level education.
At the 511, National Library Tcchnicinns Conference in 1989, Eric Wainwright, the
Deputy Director-Genernl of the National Library and Chairman of the ALIA Board of
Education, summarised the history nnd development of library technician education and
outlined continuing issues. He noted that the distinct role of the library technician had
been firmly established in Australia, with adequate, if not necessarily ideal structures for
library technicians in the public service areas, public libraries, colleges and universities in
all States and Territories, except Tasmania (p.7). Wainwright discussed the need to attract
the best potential technicians into training courses and to ensure the best possible training
through course recognition processes, continual updating of education policy statements,
regular revision of courses to reflect vwrkplace developments and the provision of
adequate equipment and computer resources for training courses. Wainwright suggested
that the introduction of Associate Diploma level courses and agreement on a core
curriculum would confer higher status for library technicians and greater reliability for
employers.
Wainwright was also concerned to ensure equity of access to technician training
opportunities and qualified technician access to higher level education. He advocated the
development of appropriate external programs and effective credit arrangements for
technicians wishing to undertake study at the professional level.

Role of the Library Association of Australia {LAA}, 1983-1989.
By 1983 the LAA Board of Education had visited and recognised all library

technician courses, except the newest course in the Northern Territory. During the period,
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L983 to 1989 the LAA continul'd to review and revisl' its education policies ;ind develop

comprehensive guidelines on the roles of librari;ins ;ind library technicians.
Tlw 1982 Horses for Courses workshop had requested that the LAA develop a sel
of work level st,mdards for library staff and this, combined with pressures from employers
and educators, resulted in the J lJ86 Work level g11ideli11es for librarians and library tecl111icia11s
(Appendix G.) The guidelines comprehensively outlined the role and responsibilities of
librarians and library technicians at different levels of experience and updated the tasks of
library technicians to include technological developments such as automated databases,
computerised cataloguing and networks.
In her review of the development of the guidelines, Edwards (1985, p. 6) discussed
the problems of defining the boundaries between professional and paraprofessional tasks
and considered that this was inevitable given the recent emergence of library technicians
in the workplace, the overlap in duties and the variations in sizes and types of libraries.
Edwards' statement echoed that of Matlsson's l 974 conclusions, highlighting the fact that
the problem of defining the role of the professional and paraprofessional in the library
industry remained a continuing and contentious issue.

Edwards concluded that the

guidelines "provide a general statement oi the desirable situation - the fact that its
delineations are not always achieved is nol a matter for flat panic but rather for
commonsense and the institution of a mechanism for regular reviews of the work level
guidelines" (p. 7).
Schmidmaier (1987) also discussed the impact of the guidelines on library
workplaces and education, and identified a range of issues \,vhich she considered required
further discussion. She argued that the lack of job satisfaction and identity experienced by
technicians could be overcome by developing the depth and not the breadth of the role of
the technician. The curricula of library technician programs could be revised to provide
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more detailed study in

~ll"l'<lS

uf specialisation, such as nudiovisunl equipment, datn entry

and editing, files and records procedures, displays and publicity (Schmidmaier, 1987, p.

16). Schmidmaier argued that the development of a specialist library technician would
overcome the potential role conflict between the base grade librarian and the senior library
technician.
In 1988 the LAA changed its name to the Australian Library and Information
Association (ALIA) and relocated from Sydney to Canberra.
Nicholson (1990), Chairperson of the ALIA Board of Education, reviewed a range
of important current issues in library and information studies education.

She listed

changes in the profession internationally and nationally, amalgamations of institutions,
TAFE reorganisation, and restructuring of technician avvards to Associate Diploma,
challenges of information technology, lack oi access to external courses, course
development and recognition of initial mvards as major challenges addressed by the Board
of Education. The Board issued a draft statement (Appendix I) which identified agreed
basic principles. Nicholson (1990, p. 22) stated that the major thrust of the principles was
the emphasis on quality library and information studies education and outlined the
Board's commitment to equity of access, articulation, industry involveme,1t in the
development of courses, quality teaching staff and professional development. The Board
stressed the need for library studies education schools to maintain their distinct identities
in the face of institutional and departmental amalgamations.

Articulation between TAFE and Higher Education
Library technician courses had originally been designed as terminal in nature to
emphasise and justify the different educational pathways and roles of the professional and
paraprofessional. Recognition of the technician's skills as a natural progression towards a
SI

higher

level

qualification

was

generally

viewed

unfavourably

by

many

early

commcnt,1h1rs and this view was endorsed by the LAA. However, there were some early
dissenters who advocated the development of articulation pathways between library
technician and librarianship courses lo ennble those who wished lo continue with further
education to do so .vithout unnecessnry impedients.
ln her review o( the work level guidelines Schmidmaier (1987) discussed the
movement,

within

the

TAFE

sector,

towards

broadening

students'

educational

opportunities by seeking articulation between vocational courses and courses offered in
other tertiary institutions (p. 15). She considered that a library technician qualification
should not be a basic component of a professional qualification, and articulation should
only be contemplated after a review of both library technician and professional
librarianship curricula and discussion with i.111 stukeholders.
At the 1987 Fourth National Conference of Library Technicians, O'Brien presented
a paper on a proposal for a TAFE to College of Advanced Educution (CAE) progression
program in the ACT.

O'Brien (1987, p. 20) suggested that the acknowledged blurring

between base level and p,,raprofessional skills in the library \VOrkplace was based on the
transfer of tasks from the professional to the pnrnprofessional, rather than the clear skill
differentiation which operated in other professional/paraprofessional relationships, such
as medicine or science. She noted that skills acquisition was considered an essential part
of professional programs and that "these skills were used to build up the higher level
abilities of conceptualisation, analysis and synthesis" (p. 20). An analysis of TAFE and
CAE students indicated that both groups acquired library skills, albeit for varying
purposes, but TAFE students were not nblc to gain recognition for these skills .1nd
continue their studies at nn undergraduate level.

The Cm1bcrrn CAE/TAFE proposal

sought to eliminate disadvantage and replication of previous studies by recognising
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cnmmon ckmcnts of the skills base, ratlwr lhnn providin)-;' "aulonrnlic equation of lhe
tedmician certificate with the early stages of a profossion.:il degree or di plorna" {p. 22).
O'Brien reported that the Royal Melbourne Inslilulc of Technology Dc1partrnenl of
Information Services granted technician graduates exemption from the first year of the
library and information degree course. Hmvever, O'Brien was concerned lo stress that
nrticulation procedures did nol imply that n technicians course was equivalent lo the first
year of a Bachelor's course, but due "to a combination of factors such as work experience
and maturity" (p. 22).
External pressures, such as Commonwealth Tertiary Educatfron Commission's
objective to decrease barriers between post-secondary educational institutions and provide
equity in access to career path progression, were to piny a signifirnnt role in developing
credit transfer arrangements between TAH: colleges and universities and in encouraging
the library industry to recognise the value uf tech11ician training.
The issue of articulation had rapidly moved from rejection to general acceptance to
active endorsement within the library industry during the period 1986 to 1989.

This

change can be interpreted as recognition of lhe need for cduci'ltion for librnry technicians,
of the relevance of existing courses and of the desire by some library technicians to
continue onto professional qualifications as well as a response to national developments in
other courses.

The impact of technological developments on the role and training of library
technicians was the major issue during the period 1983 to 1989.

Courses for library

technicians were revised and upgraded lo ensure that graduates vvould possess the
necessary knowledge and skills to effectively operate in an aulrnnated

library

environment. A number of commentators were also concerned about improving access to
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higher education opportunities for those ll'chnicians wishing lo undertake professional
studies.
The primary instigators of library technician education and training during this
period were industry, the professional association and educators. However, major reform
to the technical and further education (TAFE) sector from 1989 heralded the introduction
of Commonwealth and State government policy which has had a significant impact on
library technician education and training.

CHAPTER FOUR
TECHNICAL AND FURTHER EDUCATION (TAFE) IN AUSTRALIA, 1975-1996
Introduction
To effectively examine the development of training for library technicians from
1989 it is necessary to provide a summary of the major changes to vocational educational
and training instigated by the Commonwealth Government in response to threats to the
Australian economy from a competitive global environment. Since 1989 both Labor and
Liberal/Coalition Commonwealth Governments have introduced labour market and
training reforms, including restructuring of awards, removal of obsolete job classifications
and establishment of skill-related career paths linking training skills and wages, aimed at
increasing Australia 1s industry competitiveness.

Historical Overview
Technical education began in Australia in 1889 and developed, in most States, from
Mechanics Institutes and Scho Is of Arts, with an emphasis on trade training. Goozee
(1995) has stated that, 11 although State technical education institutions had common
origins, they all developed their own individual structures as a result of different social,
economic, demographic, geographic and political differences 11 (p. 3). The Kangan Report
of 1974 resulted in the establishment of the Technical and Further Education Commission
and the provision of Commonwealth funding. Technical education adopted the name,
TAFE, to provide a distinct national identity within the total education framework and the
Commonwealth increasingly attempted to influence TAFE policy and practice and raise
the quality and quantity ofTAFE provision.
From 1975 to 1987 TAFE developed as an important sector of education, v, ith an
1

increase in funding and 1'a growing awareness of TAFE

as a vehicle for implementing
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CommomvL•alth economic and social policies" (Goozee, ·1995, p. 46). During this period
TAFE enrolments dramatically increased, there were changes in student characlerislics,
improvements in student support systems and restructuring of TAFE institutions at the
State and Territory level.

Reform of Vocational Education and Training (VET), 1987-"1996
Th·o major reports of 1987, Australia reconstructed and Skills for Australia provided
evidence that Australia was nol producing enough skilled people, or enough trained
people with the right skills. The foreword to Skills for Australia (Dawkins, 1987) indicated
the Commonwealth Government's new agenda: "the Government is determined that our
education and training systems should play an active role in responding to the major
economic challenges now facing Australia".

The report detailed the need to increase

participation levels in education and training, improve the quality and flexibility of
education and training systems and improve the distribution and balance of the national
education and training effort lo better meet the Jong-term needs of the economy and
labour markets.

The report also announced major changes in funding for TAFE, an

increase in industry's role in training and the introduction of an 'open training market'.
A National Board of Employment, Education and Training (NBEET) was
established in 1988 and a specialist council, lhe Employment and Skills Formation Council,
was responsible for advising the Board on matters relating to employment, T AFE and
skills formation policies. In l 988, Dawkins issued a further paper, A C/11mgi11g workforce,
which outlined the implications of award restructuring for education and training. The
paper proposed several initiatives that •.vottld have a major impact on thl• TAFE sector: the
introduction of competency based training, the diversification of the provision of training

· witha greater emphasis on industry based formal training and the standardisation of the
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separnte training systems of lhe Stales and Territories. A special conference of relevant
Commonwealth, Slate and Territory Ministers with responsibility for vocational educnlion
and training v,1as convened in 1989 and represenlalives agreed upon a National Training
Reform Agenda which would set national skills standards, reform entry level training
arrangements and implement competency based training. The National Training Board
(NBT) was established in 1990 to assist industry to develop and endorse national
competency standards for occupations and classifications in industry to form the
Australian Standards Framework.
A second Ministerial Conference in 1990 resolved to implement competency based
training, develop integrated curricula for on- and off-the-job training and establish a
national framework for the recognition of training.

A new advisory committee, the

Vocational Education, Employment and Training Advisory Committee (VEETAC) was
established to develop a national framework for the accreditation of vocational education
and training courses, credit transfer arrangements between training programs and m,vard
courses, registration of training providers, recognition of prior learning and assessment of
competencies. This framework, the National Frame\vork for the Recognition of Training
(NFROT) was to be aligned with the NTB's Australian Standards Framework.

Competencies
A national review of lhe future development of post-compulsory educntion and
training in Australia resulted in the Finn Report, Yo1111s people's pnrticipntion i11 post-

compulsory educntio11 n11d lrai11i11g, of 1991. The Reporl suggested that initial vocational
courses must be concerned with general competencies that were needed by all young
people to effectively participate in the workforce. A committee of l'Xpcrls, chaired by Enc
·.·. o/fay~r, forther investigated the essential skills and knowledge identified in the Finn
S7

Report and in '1992 issued their report, P11/li11g genrrnl ed11ca/io11 lo work: 11ie key co111pele11cies

report (referred to as the Mayer Report). The Mayer Report proposed a set of seven generic
competencies for effective participation in emerging forms of work and work organisation:
•

Collecting, analysing and organising information

•

Communicating ideas and information

•

Planning and organising activities

•

Working with others and in teams

•

Using mathematical ideas and techniques

•

Solving problems

•

Using technology
The National Training Board (NTB) defined the concept of competency as a focus

on what is expected of an employee in the workplace, rather than on the learning process,
and the ability to transfer and apply skills and knowledge to new situations and
environments.

The NTB's statement identified three levels of competency: generic,

industry and enterprise.

Industry competency standards were to reflect acceptable

performance standards in specific occupations while enterprise standards were to relate to
performance standards required by particular organisations.

Australian Standards Framework (ASF)
The Australian Standards Framework incorporated the set of eight competency
levels (Table 18) as benchmarks for the development and recognition oi competency
standards in relation to work clnssificntions and occupations across the Australian
economy. Industries and enterprises could determine their own competency levels based
on the ASF. The ASF was designed lo provide comp.irability and consistency of level,
to be grouped in ways relevant to work organisation in industry,
SS

assist articulation and movement between L•ducalion and employment and provide a basis
for the linking of industry requirements lo vocational education and training qualifications
through a process ui credentials reform (Hazell, 1994, p. HS).

Reform of TAFE
While all TAFE systems underwent significant review and restructuring during the
late 1980s and early 1990s, the States and Territories did not enthusiastically embrace all
aspects of the Commonwealth's reform policies. A Commonwealth proposal lo assume
full financial responsibility and policy control for TAFE and other post-secondary
education and training in 1991 was opposed by State and Territory Ministers, who argued
that if the Commonwealth had available money, it should be allocated to the States
(Goozee, 1995, p. 158). This response was countered by a initial Commonwealth proposal
to set up its own vocational and trnining system, but finally resolved through agreement
on the establishment of a tripartite body of industry and State and Commonwealth
representatives to run to national TAFE system. The main aim of the Australian National
Training Authority (ANTA) was to promote:
•

a national vocational education and training system;

•

close interaction between industry and vocational education and training providers to
ensure that trnining met industry's needs;

•

an effective training market with public and private providers;

•

an efficient and productive network of publicly funded providers that can compete in
the training market;

•

increased opportunities for individuals and groups \vho had been disadvantaged m
training and employn"ient in the past; and

•

improved cross sectoral links between schools, higher education and vocational
education and trnining. (Today's tr11i11i11:.:. Tomorrow's skills, 1998, p.12).
The new nation:11 system comprises four distinct operational levels:

1. n Ministerial Council on Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs

(MCEETY A) coir1posed of one minister responsible for vocational education and
training from the Commonwealth and each State and Territory. MCEETYA replaced
the Vocational

Educational,

Employment and Training Advisory

Committee

(VEETAC). The Council oversees ANT A and decides on strategic policy, national
objectives, priorities and funding;
2.

ANT A, comprising a Ministerial Council (MINCO) and a Board of five acknowledged
independent experts;

3. State/Territory Training Authorities ~vhich are accountable lo their ministers and
responsible for their own systems;
4. Industry Training Advisory Boards (ITABS) which exist al the Nntional, State and
Territory level and represent industry interests in vocational education and training.
These arrangements were incorporated in the A11stralia11 Natio11al Training Act 1992 and in
accordance with the Act, ANTA became operational in January 1994. Significantly, the
ANTA Board did not. and still does not, include any education or training provider
representative, a decision questioned by both the recent House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training inquiry and the Senate
inquiry into the quality of VET in Australia.
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Figure 1: Structure of Australian vocational education and training

Review of National Training Reform, 1994
A review of the implementation of training reforms, undertaken by the Allen
Consulting Group in 1994, resulted in a report, Succes~/1tl reform: Competitive skills for

Australians and Australim1 enterprises. The report found support for many elements of the
national training reforms, particularly for competency based training, national recognition
arrangements and the national qualifications framework, but noted that some elements
were viewed as overly regulated, prescriptive and cumbersome (Goozee, 1995, p. 179).
The report recommended the abandonment of the term 'Training Reform Agenda' for a
more inclusive 'National Training Framework', the amalgamation of several bodies into a
National Training Framework Committee and the establishment of lhe Standards and
Curriculum Committee (SCC) to incorporate lhe functions of the NTB, ACTRAC and
NFROT (Misko, 1999, p. 11). The National Training Framework was initiated in 1996.

() I

The Australian Qualifications Framework (AC)F)
In 1993, the ministers endorsed the Australian Qunlifications Framework (AQF) as

a comprehensive, nationally consistent framework for all qualifications in postcompulsory education and training. The AQF was introduced on the first of January, 1995
to be phased in over 5 years.

Table 16: Australian Qualifications Framework
Secondary school sector

Senior Secondary
Certificates

VET sector

Advanced Diploma
Diploma
Certificate IV
Certificate Ill
Certificate II
Certificate I
Statement of Attainment
(pa rlcqualification)

Higher education sector
Doctoral Degree
Masters Degree
Graduate Diploma
Graduate Certificate
Bachelor Degree
Advanced Diploma
Diploma

(Australian Qualifications Frame\vork Advisory Board, 1996, p. 3)

From TAFE to VET
Prior to 1990, TAFE had a virtunl monopoly on the provision of vocational
education and training in Australia. A significant component of the National Training
Reform Agenda, instituted in the ANTA objectives, was the development of a competitive
training market to overcome the perceived di::;advantages of TAFE's monopoly. These
disadvantages were identified as a Jack of responsiveness to industry needs and lack of
open and flexible training. options for students. The term 'VET' \Vas introduced in the
·. early 1990'.s to define the total vocational education and training sector which included
: •. TJ\FEanda growingntimber of private, industry and community providers.
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The National Training Reform Agenda implemented by the Commonwealth
government during the period from 1989 to 1996 was lo have a major impact on the
provision of vocational education and training, including education and training for
library technicians. In response to the government reform policies the library industry
developed a set of competency standards and a national curriculum, based on the
standards, for library technician training.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DEVELOPMENT OF LIBRARY TECHNICIAN TRAINING COURSES, 1990-2000 AND
INTRODUCTION OF A NATIONAL CURRICULUM, 1996
Introduction
Library technician training courses remained relatively stable during the period
from 1990 to 1996. However, major stakeholders were aware that government reform in
the vocational education and training sector would impact on the library and information
industry and participated in the development of the Library Industry Competency
Standards and the design of a national curriculum for library technicians. The national
curriculum incorporated the competency standards and provided for competency based
training and assessment in both the vvorkplace and formal educational settings.

The

national curriculum was implemented by all States and Territories during 1996/97.
While competency based training and education has gained increasing acceptance
in Australia it has been a contentious issue and the subject of considerable debate by a
wide range of commentators.

Library Technician Education and Training, 1990-1995
Consolidation and stability characterised libra1")

;t.nnician training courses during

the period from 1990 to 1995. There was still, hmvever, considerable discussion in the
literature on the role of the library technician in the workplace and the effectiveness of
technician educntion and training courses to reflect and enhance this role.

A major

publication, Sharing the cl1alle11ges: Library tecl111icim1s i11 /Ire 1990s, written almost entirely by
tE?chnicians about technicians, wns interpreted ns evidence that "library technicians have

co111e

aJong way in a relaHvely short time, establishing themselves within all types of
for the skills they can bring to the shnred task of
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meeting client needs" (Crook, 1993, p. ·1 ).

Many of the contributors lo the publication

discussed the growing and increasingly accepted role of the library technician in the
workplace but also highlighted continuing frustration with uncertain career paths and
underutilised knowledge and skills. In her introduction, Bailey (1993, p. 3), suggested that
the recognition of the complementary, rather than support, status of library technician
education and practice was still a current nnd contentious issue which needed to be
addressed.
In their contribution to the publication, Hyland and Naylor (1993) provided a
comprehensive overview of the historical and current status of education for library
technicians. They noted general conformity in the entrance requirements and length of
courses, the introduction of external modes of delivery in some States and core study in
library based skills with a mov~ment away from general studies units tovvards computing,
supervisory and work practice skills. Hyland nnd Naylor (1993, p. 66) also examined the
challenges which faced library technician educators. They noted that educators were
responsible to both their institutions and to prospective employers of their students but
lacked independence and involvement in the decision making processes of TAFE colleges
which were responsible to a central authority, the State Department of Education or
Training Authority. TAFE courses had to be accredited by the state body as meeting the
needs of industry to gain funding, and major changes to courses required re-accreditation,
a process which Hyland and Naylor (1993, p. 67) concluded was very lime consuming and
not required for professional courses. The need for vocational courses to be continually
updated to ensure workplace relevance was hindered by the bureaucratic accreditation
processes and annual submissions for funding were required lo obtain essential
andresources forteaching. Hyland and Naylor (1993, p. 68) also highlighted
in remaining Up-to-dale \•Vilh technological changes and
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workplace practices when funding was nol availablL• lo send staff back lo industry on
professional development programs.
In the smne publication, Paul (1993) identified the formal and informal mechanisms
used to maintain the quality of first award technician courses.

Paul considered that

accreditation by T AFE Boards, course recognition by ALIA, compulsory work experience
and industry advisory committees operated as critical quality control measures. Industrial
release for teachers, attendance at, and participation in relevant conferences, committees
and workshops by lecturers, class discussion and the characteristics of the student
population: generally mature age, articulate and with library experience, were all
perceived by Paul (1993, p. 72) as ensuring skills currency and relevance in technicians
courses. She admitted, however, that the industrial release program at Box Hill College
had been discontinued due to timetabling difficulties and financial restraints (p. 73). A
skills survey conducted by Paul in 1991 through analysis of job advertisements and
examination of the resumes of library technicians was compared with the skills training
offered by technicians courses throughout Australia.

Paul concluded that library

technician courses were offering a wide range of training in skills required to satisfy the
diverse needs of the library sector and that "colleges can be said to be proactive in that they
teach new technical skills before the n1ajority of libraries have implemented the necessary
technology" (p. 74). Paul suggested, however, that although students learnt interpersonal,
supervision and teamworking skills there was little emphasis on teaching customer service
skills.
The results of a 1993 national survey of paraprofessionals and managers in
reference sections of Australian academic and state libraries were analysed by ;<.fortyn
..

.

.·

Martyn uncovered differences in perceptions about the range and level of tasks
technicians between technicians and managers. She concluded that

"managers need to accurately identify the level of work ref crcnce paraprofessionals are
performing and ensure that paraprofessionals have the necessary skills and knowledge lo
carry out the tasks actually performed in the workplace" (p. '15). She also noted that the
results highlighted a lack of sufficient and/ or appropriate training in reference work for
paraprofessionals either through formal education courses or in-house training, and
suggested that "it is time to acknowledge Hrnt a fundamental shift in reference work roles
has occurred and rethink education and training accordingly" (p. 15).
At the 71h National Library Technicians Conference in 1993 participants examined
the effects of the growth and development of information technology and the changing
nature of the information environment on the role of library technicians in the workplace.
Clayden (1994a) briefly discussed the history of education and training for library
technicians before examining ~.e pn:vailing situation.

She suggested that a national

curriculum would offer course standardisation and portability but argued that diversity of
educational opportunity was important. The movement towards articulatiun of courses,
credit transfer and recognition of prior learning was viewed as important in providing
greater access to education and responding lo industry requirements (Clayden, 1994a, p.
141).

In their major review of library technician courses, Hyland and Rogers (1997, p.
164) identified an aging teaching population, tighter budgets, increased class sizes and
mergers with other departments as the major issues facing library technician educators in
the early 1990s. They suggested a number of attitudinnl changes which TAFE staff could
adopt to counter these pressures, including claiming ownership of information to
effectively compete with other departments which also dealt with informatio11 processing,
enhancing the department's value when facing mergers, updating knowledge and teaching
·. to.ensure relevancy lb.industry and exploring alternative sciurces of funds.
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In a 1990 article, Reid discussed the teaching of ,.:ataloguing lo library technician
students in the ACT Associate Diploma of Arts in Library Science course.

Reid \ 1990, p.

ll9) noted that approximately 506 hours, or 36% of the course, wa: directly devoted lo
cataloguing activities which rcflccll'd local demand fnr library tcchnicwns with
,:ataloguing skills. Reid suggested that industry restructuring would require individuals
to .i�·quirc morl' skills and skills at a higher lPvel tu cope with the demands of nciv
technologies. T AFE needed t(l respond by offering courses that developed an individual1s
abilities to "adnpt to changes in technology, more readily transfer skills to new areas of
specialisation, combine skills in two or more disciplines and readily accept and seek
retraining .1t appropriate points throughout working life" (Reid, 1990, p. 120). Reid further
suggested that TAFE needed to offer more flexible courses and consider the training needs
of information v:orkers at all levels, "if c.italoguing skills are relatively specialised, then
t•·aining in cataloguing may be of most benefit if given \vhen needed, and in a course
designed by the trainer/educator \·vorking with the employer" (p. ·120).
Clayden (1994) discussed the historical development of cataloguing education
which had resulted in an increasingly theoretical emphasis in professional courses
accompanied by an increase in the amount of cataloguing education and training included
in courses for library technicians. She suggested that "the situation thus has arisen \vhere
newly graduated technicians are likely lo have had c1 lengthier and more detailed
introduction to the practical use of cataloguing tools, databases and networks than newly
graduated librarians" (Clayden, 1994, p. 6). Clayden also examined the impact that the
movement towards competency based standards could have on cataloguing education and
training. She concluded that the current balance of theory and practice could be eroded by
the need to concentrate on easily measured competencies or practical skills and result in
the production of competent rather than clever cataloguers.
<>S

In a general overview of the history, role and education of library technicians,
Williamson {1994) outlined her own involvement and experience as a practitioner and
educator in Western Australia. She noted that the patchy development of the role of the
library technician across Australia was the result of a combinatiou of local factors,
including availability of appropriate education and training opportunities, employer
support, strength of local library technician groups and support of industrial unions.
Williamson also commented on the advent of competency ba!.ied training and suggested
that this should "ensure improved career paths through increased portability and
transferability of competencies11 (p. 25). Williamson concluded that library technicians
were and would remain a significant force in the library and information industry but was
less confident about predicting future roles for librarians.

Library Technician Courses, 1995
In 1995 all institutions offered an Associate Diploma qualification with
similar entry requirements ar..d course lengths. The course was made more accessible to
remote students with New South Wales and Victoria offering courses at a number of new
regional centres and Box Hill and Edith Cowan developing external study courses, while
South Australia offered external studies within the State.
As noted previously, major changes had occurred to colleges of Technical and
Further Education during the early 1990s. Many colleges were renamed Institutes of
Technology and library studies were located within a variety of related departments, such
as computing, information management and business. Although the Northern Territory
Institute of Technology had been upgraded to the Northern Territory University the school
of library studies was still located within the TAFE sector of the University. The only
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Central Melropolitan Co!lcge
of TAFE - Perth

Associate Diploma
in Applied Science
(Library &
Information
Studies}

2 years full-time
Part-lime

Yenr 12
Mature age

(Australian Library nnd Information Associ.1tion, 1995a)

Libraries & [ll/ormatio11 Services Training in Ouee11sialld: What Jndustru Wants

In October/November 1994, Arts Trnining Queensland {ATQ), the main adviser to

the State government on training needs for the arts, entertainment, media and heritage

industries, conducted a survey of the training needs of the library and information services

industry. The resulting report (Yore, 1995) identified thnl there were problems associated

,vith T AFE Queenslnnd's Associ.1te Diploma of Applied Science (Library Technician
Studies) with regards to management and inadequate resourcing.

These problems

included the need for n stronger 'hands-on' approach, especially in computer literacy and

systems, the need for the course to be offered at a regional campus or through external

study and an ongoing need for continuing education nnd professional development
activities.

The report also noted that there was a high unmet demand for library

technicians by some university libraries with numbers in training not rnatching demand
(Yore, 1995, p. 6).
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Library Industry Clllnpl'lency Standards (LICS}
In 1993 Arts Training Australin (ATA, later CREATE Australia), the industry
training ad\·if,l>ry body covl·ring the librnry and information sector, received funcling from
the Department of Employment, Education and Training lo develop library industry
cL1mpelL'ncy st.:mdards. ;\ TaskforcL' was t•slablishL•d by ATA in early 1993 with employer,
union and professional representatives ,rnd determined th.it tlwre would be six industry
competency levels A-F aligned lo the Australian Standards Framework levels 2-7.

Table 18: ASF Levels and Library Industry Competency Levels
ASF levels
1

Library industry levels

Qualifications

Level A
Level B
LevelC
Lt:.'vcl D
Level E
Level F

Certificate I
Certifica le II
Certificate Ill
Certificate IV
Diploma
Advanced Diploma
Degree
Advanced qualiiications

The competency standards were designed to provide industry and enterprises with
benchmarks to:
•

identify the skills and knowledge of an organisation;

•

ensure that workers are able to acquire necessary skills and knowledge;

•

measure performance levels within an organisation

(Australian Library and

Information Association, 1995, p. 19).
Seventy-one competencies were included in the LICS "covering a diverse range of
work from creative and professional to technical and support roles at operational through
to management levels 11 (Williams, 1997, p. 30). Three brond streams: working \Vilh clients,
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working w i th informat ion and working with olhl'rs, werl' iden tified to represen t the main
nreas of lib ra ry work and further subdi vided into fields representing m; peds of l ibra ry
work 1,v ithin the broad streams. The Li brary Industry Cn11,pelency Stai,dards (Appendix
J ) wen.' launched in J u ly 1 995.
Mouer (I 997, p. 138) has slated that the main objectives of the UCS were to crea te

,tn efficient, flexible, m u lti-ski lled workforce through the creation of :
(i)

a na tional curricu l u m that meets the needs of ed uca tors, employers, the profession
and unions, and is acceptable to all sta tes and territories;

(ii)

flexible traini ng paths that accommodate d ifferent rates of lea rning while
specifying the req u i red ou tcomes of the training;

(iii)

flexible deli very methods (for example distance education, computers, and videos)
that mnke training and ed ucation accessi ble to isolated ru ral dwel lers and women
a t home;

(iv)

nationally recogn ised qualification and cou rse accred i til tion procedu res, nnd
articu lated pa thways between d ifferent courses and institu tions to aid in tht•
tra nsferabi lity or portabi lity of competencies;

(v)

recogni tion of prior learn i ng (RPL) gained from l ife or \Vork ex perience; and

(vi)

enhanced career options through the transferabi l i ty o r portabi l i ty of competencies
w i th i n and across ind ustries.

Role of the Austra l ia n Library and (nformation Associa tion (ALIA)
As a professional association, w i th stated objectives of i mproving the standards of
libra ry and i n formation personnel and setting sta ndnrds for ed uca tion and tr<1ini ng, ALIA
responded to the National Training Reforrn Agendn by becorning the Regi stered Trai ning
Agent for the library and info rmation services ind ustry i n l 9YO and by contributing to the
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va rkms trnining review:,; nnd lhL· Nntiunal Trn ining Plan for l ibraries ( HaZ<!II, 1 995b, p. 8).
However, ALI A's a ppl icali1..1n to beconw tlw Competency Stand.srd s Body for the ind ustry
\V,lS t hwarted when Arts Trnining Australia ren•ived fund ing to develop the com petency
stnndard s.

Hazell (l 9Y5b) has stressed that A UA's rt•presenta lion on Lhe Taskforce

ensu red thnl i t played a sign ificant and pervasive n 1iL· i:, developing the rnm petcncy
slam.fords. However, she .:i lso ncknowledgcd that the fa i l u re by the Board of Ed ucn tion to
ful ly i nform the ALIA General Cou ncil of the importance of in volvement meant that
"many Cou ncillors and members considered the competency stand ards project as l i n ked
exclusively to education, rather than lo practice" (p. 9).
ln May 1 996, A LI A recei ved fund i ng from the Department of Employmen t,
Educa tion. Training and Youth Affairs to develop guidel ines and a national process for
recognising the knowledge and ski l ls of people in the library ind ustry at l ibra ry assistant
and paraprofessional l evel. Reid {1997) has outli ned the developmen t of the project which
was based o n severa l key featu res: assessment .igainst the LICS, management of the
recogni tion process, the use of evidence exem plars nnd development and presen tation of a
portfolio for recording and assessing evidence oi compl'tencies ( p. 7) .

A Stmtexy for the

recognition of competence in tire library industry at industry lei.1els A - 0 was publ ished and

circul a ted by ALIA in 1997.

Response to the Library indus try Competencv Standards (LICS}
The development and introduction of the UCS was widely documented i n the
l ibrary literature and communicated and endorsed by ALIA publ ications. ALIA d esigned
a series of fou r self-paced workshops with su pporting documentation to increase
awareness and application of the LICS.

IO-l

Al t hl'
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Nnlional Librn ry Technicians Confcmnce, Hazell ('1 995a) outlined the

t rnining reform agenda, provided ddinilinns of compelL•nce, competency standllrd:; and

competency based training, disrnssed the initial development of the library com petency
standards and u rged positive participation i n the process.

Tht.' theme of a conference cond ucted by the University of Sou th Australia Library

and the Sou th Austra lian Branch of A LIA in 1 994 was the impact of the National Training
Reform Agenda and the development of t he LICS.

The proceedings of the conference,

E11 terprise, employment, education: Tile librnry workforce in tfw 1 990s, (Hazell, 1 995) contained

a list of recommendations to ALIA and A TA. These focused on the need for regular

monitoring and revie\v of the standards and consid eration of the role of ALIA in
workplace assessment against competency standards. A number of participants reviewed

the role of the government , unions and the professional association in the development of

the library competency standards, while others discussed t: .� implications of the standards

on the workplace, entry-level education and training and continuing professional
development.

A National Library Competency Standards Conference was held in Melbourne in

December 1995.

The May ] 996 issue of Ed11cntio11 for library a11d i1�formatio11 services:

Australia published the proceedings ot the conference \.V hich included a broad discussion

of the application of the standards in the workpl ace, professional development, education

and industrial relations. The majority of the articles outlined the historical basis of the

standards and their general acceptance, after initial resistance, in both the public and

private sectors. Haynes (1996) discussed the i mplications of the introduction of standards

in the workplace and noted that there was no direct match behveen the LICS .:md the
classifications structures in the many and varied ind u strial awards covering library
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workers, and highlighted em ployer fenr lhnt compelcncil1S would be used tu 'aisc general
wage l evels.

While a l l com petency s tandards were designed to provide ind ustry with

mechanisms to .issL'ss competency lewis, identify stnff training needs, u pda te job

descri ptions nnd develop partnerships with training providers in the provision of on and

off-the-job training, rL'Vicws have indicated "tha t industry has ex perienced difficul ties in

understanding and a pplying the cdurnlional principles underlying competency based

voca tional training" ( Bit,hop & Manidis, 1994, p. 22). Potential application of the LICS in

the library workplace was discussed by several contribu tors to the Education for library and

i1�for111atio11 s1:1uices: A 11:;trali11 issue on the competency stand.:i rds. Mauer (1 997) d etailed

the trial l ing of the competency standards in three Australian libra ries, bu t noted tha t LICS
"ha ve yet to be widely adopted by others in the library sector" (p. 139). She su ggested tha t

library industry confusion about the role of the UCS, deteriora ting working conditions of

staff, staff reductions, time constraints and increasing 'Norkloads, the difficul ty of assessing
knowledge versus competence rind the diversity of ;: nvards in the library sector inhibited

the adoption of the library standa rds.

Development of the National Cu rricu l um for Libra rv Technicians

As Mauer (1997) has stated, the most visible outcome of the LICS ,vas "the

d evelopment and implementation in 1996 of a uniform national curriculum for library and

information management courses for library technicians cond ucted a t TAFE colleges" (p.
138) .

She also noted that Austral ian universities had general ly rejected the LICS as

inappropria te for tertiary level ed ucation.

I n 1994 a Library and lnforrnation Studies Project was funded by the Australian

Committee for Training Curricul um (ACTRAC} lo produce an accredited national
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competency bnsed c urricu l u m for Li brnry a nd Information Studies. A Project Steering

Group of representatives from employers, librnry educators, students a nd accredi ln lion

bodies was formed lo prod uce a complde curricu l u m documen t by A ugust '1 995.

Resl'.trch u nd(•rlaken in the development of the curric u l u m highl ighted the widening role

of the library technidn n in the provision of client services, i n organ ising information fnr

client access and in maintaining work effectivcness in a changing environment.

The

research also indicated that substan tial technological changes and organisational
transformations had generated an increased demand for information. Reid (1996), a

rnember of the Project Steering Group, has described and identified the three major themes

which informed the curriculum development:

1. Development of technical skills required of the library paraprofessional, i ncluding
traditional skills and increased informa! ion technology skills.

2. Development of interpersonal skills, with increased emphasis on dealing with clients

a nd their needs and working as part of a team.

3. Development of the learner as a lea rner; including professional development planning.

The Project developed a national Diploma of Library and I nformation Studies at ASFS

level, with a n exit point at ASF3 level, the Certificate Ill in Library and I n formation
Studies, to be implem�nted in l 996.
Table 19: National Curricu l um

Stage 1 Certificate III in Library and Information Studies

Module Code
Core
LIS001
LIS002
LIS003
LIS004
LI SOOS

Module Title

The information industry
lnformntion literacy
lnformntion as a product
Collection maintenance
Lending services 1

Nominal Hours

40
20

30
20

30
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LIS006
L ISOD7
LISOOH
LISOU9
LISO I O
LISOI I
LISOl 2
LIS013
USO l 4
NC:SOU4
NCS005
NCSO J S
NGMS I 06
A BD507
ITF304
ITF305
ITC30J
Electives
40 hours
LIS01 5
LIS01 6
LIS01 7
LISOl S
L1501 9
NCS006

Bibliographic control
Matcrinls receipt
Library ordering prrn.:edures
Library promotion and display ·1
Multi1m..•dia !.'quipment usnge
Introduction to instruction in librnry us<•
Working in the information industry
Dat,ibnse sea rching ,md l'l'tneval
Induslr)' placl'nwnt I
\,York tl'am c.1mmuni<:ation
Dealing with conflict
Dealing with customc•rs and clients
tvfonaging effective working relations
Occupational health and safety for the library industry
Word processing - operations
Spreadsheet operations
Computer systems basics

:m
20
30
30
40
20
20
30
1 00
40
20
20
40
20
20
20
20

Library promotion and display 2
Literature and the library user
Cominunily information and networking
Client groups .:md information needs
Australian politica l process and information
Writing workpkice documents

20

20
20
20
20
20

Stage 2 Diploma of Library and Information Studies
Module Code
Core
LIS020
LIS021
LIS022
LIS023
LIS024
LIS025
LIS026
LIS027
LIS028
US029
LIS030
L15031
LIS032
NGMS105
NGMS209
NCS011
ABD569
ITG401
EJectives
60 hours
LIS033
US034
LIS035

Module Title

Nominal Hours

Basic referenee skills
Resea rch sources and strategies
Lending services 2
Bibliographic description and access
Library classification
Subject access
Cataloguing procedures
Library acquisitions
Collection development
Managing an inform.ition a gency
I nformation access for client groups
Client education and training
Industry placement 2
Managi:-ig operations - change
Managing self
Client interaction
OH&S management in the library industry
Data communications opernlions

30
30
20
60
30
40
30

Resenrch project
Specialist information resource development
Promoting an information agency

30

20

30
40
30
20

lOO

40
20
20
40
20

30

30
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LIS037
ITB4 1 5

Indexing and ab1>Lracling
Users needs analysis

30
20

Entry Lo lhL' CL•rlifkall' Ill and Diploma requi red successful completion of a year 1 2
cerl ifica lL' o r m,1 lure age 1mlry, keyboa rding skills, ability lo

U5e il

word processi ng

package to produce and ed i t documents, ability to create and use a si mple spreadsheet and
ability to gather, record and convey si mple and routine i nformntion.
The n ational course documentation provided f u l l details of each module, outlining
module purpose, pre-requisites, relationship to competency standards, content,
.:issessment strategy, method ,md conditions, delivery modes and strategics, learning
outcomes and assessment criteria for each lea rning outcome.
The general studies component of previous courses was eli m i nated in the national
curriculum ns were many of th1: locally provided specialisation subjects.

The new

curriculum i ncorporated national communication and management modules which had
been identified as essential for the effective performance of the library techn ician in the
workplace. Most institutions i ntroduced the national course in 1996/97 and i mplemented
transfer a rrangements for students enrolled in the Associate Diploma course.

Courses for Li brarv Technicians, Edith Cowan Universitv, WA
/\s noted previously, Edith Cowan Uni versity is the only insti tution to offer
paraprofessional qua lifications within the higher education sector. The Associate Degree
of Science (Library Technology) "combines a core program, designed to prepare graduates
for a paraprofessional role in the operation, maintenance and utilisation of libra ry systems,
with a variety of minor studies a nd elective units" (Edith Cowan University, 2000). The
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year, six leen unit course is avnilable for full-liml• nr part-lime students nnd through

external study.

Table 20: Assodall' Degree of Sdencc (Librnry Technology), Edith Cowan University

--------------------·
-------·- ·- ---------Hours per week
Course Structure
Y('ilr I
Sl.'mester I

('ommunirntin� in an IT e1w1ronment
lnt'orm,1tion agencies and env1nmml'nt includes practicum
Libr,H'}' syslL•ms l
tvt inur study unit

Semester 2

Display and presentation systems
Introduction to information t<:>chnolngy
Information organisntion 1
Minor study unit

Year 2
Semester I

Client ser"ices in libraries I includes practicum
Information organisation 2
M inor study unit
Elective unil

Semester 2

Library technologies
Tecbnical services in libraries includes prncticum
Minor study unit
Elective unit

3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3

3

(Edith Cowan Uni versity, 2000)

There is a wide choice of minor study units, including computer science, interactive
technologies, med ia studies and records management, and elective uni ts.
Since 1998 Edith Cowan Universitv, hns al�..> offered

J

Bachelor of Science ( librarv'

Technology) program as a library technician q ualifieution. The cou rse is available over
three years f ull-time or equivalent part-time and through exh.!rnal study.

Table 21: Bachelor of Science (Library Technology), Edi th Cowan University
Year 1

Course Structure
Semester 1

Communica ting i n .:in IT envi ronment
Information agencies and envi ronment mcludes practicum
Library syster.,s 1
Minor study unit 1

I IO

Semester 2

Display and presentation systems
Introduction to informalirn• lechnnlogy
I n formation organisation I
Minnr study u nit 2

Yenr 2
s�·nwsll·i· I

Client sPrvicl'S in libraries I mdudes pract icum
Jnfonnation organisation 2
Minor study urn l 3
Elt>i:tive u nit I
Libra ry technologws
Technical serv ices in libraries iiicludes practicum
M inor study unit 4
Elective unit 2
libraries 2 includes practicum
I nformation organisation 3
Minor study unit 5

Yenr 3
Semester I

Cl ient services in

Semester 2

I nformation services manilgement
Project 1 11 library and inform,:ilion services
M inor study unit 6

(Edith Cowan Universi ty, 2000a)

Response to the National Curricu lum
A number of c�immentators, particularly li brary technician educators, have
exam ined the content of the nationnl curricul u m and the process of i m plementi ng the
course. At the 81h National Library Technicians Conference in 1 995, Chambers (1 996)
provi ded a comprehensive overview of the development of the industry competency
standards and the national l ibrary technician course. She suggested that "the course i s
varied and w i l l provide an excellent basic education for l ibrary technicians moving i nto a
customer focu sed and constantly evolving workplace" (p. 49) as i t refl ected current trends
i n the library workplace and incl uded management, com m unication, and computer based
subjects. Chambe:·3 {1996) observed that Clayden1 s 1 994 asserti on, that library technicinns
were playing a n i ncreasi ngly important role in cata logui ng, was confi rmed by the n u mber
of hours allocated to cataloguing in the new comse.

Chambers also considered that
I 11

u pgra d i ng ;md ,Hlku latiun arrangements wou l d benefi t li brary l1:·chn icians :mu that
con t i n u i ng profl•ssional dcvelupnwn l would be made easil•r fur all l ibrary workers
thro u g h th<.• a pplic.1t ion ol thc competency slnndanb.
At tlw same Gmfercnce, W i l l ia ms ( 1 996) id1:·ntifi cd a range of ba rriers that
hindered poten tial students from u ndertaking librnry technician training. Li mi ted t ime,
lack of confidence i n study skills, l i m i ted .:Kcess lo facil i t ies, i nflexible timetables and high
cou rse costs were listed as the most common barriers (Wi ll iams, 1 996, p. 75).

While

W i lliams considered that flexible delivery woul d make courses more accessible he a l so
i nsisted that uthe provision of a n adequately staffed and qualified back u p to the teaching
staff, i ncluding the library and student services section" (p. 78) was essential to assist
students to maxi mise their learning opportunities.

He also considered that li brary

ed ucators needed to assist students to become self SL1fficient a u tonomous learners,
particu larly through "changes i n personal val u es, atti tudes and ' he development of nevv
ski l l s, especially i n the areas of time management, study skil ls, critical and l ateral thinki ng,
research and library skil ls" (p. 78).
I n her opening address to the Conference, Young (1 996) made some i n teresting
distinctions between 'ed ucation' and 'training'.

She suggested that the separation of

educa tion into universities and tra i ning i n to the TAFE sector "ignores the content covered
in courses and ignores the relationships between different designations of w orkers i n a
particular field.

She believed that i f the concept of competency based education and

tra i n i ng was i mplemented across both the uni versity and TAFE sectors it woul d provide a
continuum of educational opportuni ties and create "a lenrning society where competence
really means something11 (p. 2).

In concl usion, Young posed three future possible

scenarios: the first that education and training of l i brn ry and i nformation workers would
aHgn more closely and resul t in the d isappearance of lhe professional/ pnraprofessional
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distinction; th1.> St't'ond that TAFE would ht• f u l l y acknow ledged as the t rai ning sector, and
u n i versity grnd lt.1 1t•s wnuld .illt•nd TA FE lor the skil l in� nm1pum•n t of tl·ll'i r prcpara liun il!-i
l ibrnry and i nformat ion workers, and the thi rd scenario tha t creeping crc.'d cntial ism wou ld
require l i br.:ll'y professionals lo gain l'vf oslt•rs or Doctoral qual ifica tions and l ibrary
h.: chnidans Wlm l d requin! Bachelor degrees lo be recogn ised for employment.
Hannan (l 996) examined the i m pact of the new curricul u m on educa tors, students
and administrators and identified di fferences in content between the existing Associate
Di ploma and new Dipl oma . She suggested that th1J Diploma woul d result i n increased
admi nistrative proced ures, w i th the recmding of smal ler mod ules, recogni tion of prior
lea rn ing (RPL) requirements and need for greater flexibi l i ty in course del ivery. Hannan
also noted that the resource implications of action based assessment, vvhich requires
students to demonstrate competence, coul d necessi tate more cooperative ventures
between trainers and employers.

As competency based training was d esigned to

encourage sel f paced learning and assessment, Hannan (1996, p. 59) suggested that
educa tors woul d need to develop teaching resou rces to cater for individ ual rates of
l earning.

While Hannan (1996, p. 61) ackn�:>wledged that the i m pl ementation of the

Di ploma would be demandi ng, she concl uded that library educators' positive response to
the need for curricul u m change i n the past would assist them i n coping with the new
course. Hanna1 �1 s discussion preceded the i ntroduction of the national course and has not
been fol l owed UF in the l i terature.
Williams (1997) provi ded a background to the development of the LICS and
examined the i m pl ications of competency based training on the TAFE library studies
curricul u m. He noted that "for the first time ever, l i brnry educators i n the T AFE sector
have betn provided with quite explicit guidel ines abou t both what is to be tm1ght i n
courses and the level at which i t i s to be taught" (p. 30), which woul d sim plify the process
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nl wriling cu rril· u l u m ,md dL•vl'loping lmrnmg mall'riab. While Wil liams su ggt•sled tha t
the national cunicu l u rn t•nclnm1gcd the tlL•vl'lopment of flt•xi ble cou rse Jl'li vt•ry, incl uding
i ncreased on-lhc-job t raining, he observed that the inJ ustry's slowness i n im plementing
till' LI CS, identi fyi ng staff training needs and planning professional developmen t had
inhibited the ex p.:msion of coopera tive l inks between training providers and workplaces.
The initinl response to the introd uction of the national cu rricu lu m has not been
supplemented by any later discussion or eva l uation of the course in the library l i terature.
There has been no published research that competency based training for l i brary
technicians is achieving its intended outcomes or that it has been effective in meeting
industry goals. There are a number of possible explanations which can be proposed for
this lack of further discussion and research.

The fact that the course has only been in

operation for three to fou r years, and the fi rst ful l-time students graduated in 1999, would
precl ude any extensive research into the impact of the national cou rse on students and the
l ibrary industry. As a national cou rse, which had to be i mplemented by TAFE institu tions
to retain funding, it is possible that library educators and other stakeholders have believed
tha t they can have little i nfluence over course content. Certainly, the role of Library
Advisory Course Committees has been red uced as the national curricu l u m does not
encourage local variations. A further explanation may l ie in the fact that the li brary
industry competency standards were to be reviewed in 1997 and that the concept of
national Training Packages, which would again reform the training agenda, was i ntimated
and endorsed in 1997 under the National Training Reform Agenda.

The climate of

continual change, to standards and course content and delivery, could discou rage
stakeholders from engaging in detailed or long-term research.
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Rcspnnsl� from Libra ry, TL'chnici,m=i
An tmlirll' discussion group, l .i hTcc {lal<.'r /\ l. 1 /\ lihtcc}, and onlinc newsletter,
N1·t Nex11:;. \VCl"L' L'Slablishcd by libra ry l(•chnicians in I IJWi lo promote com munirntion
behVCL'n p,1ra profcssinn,1ls throu,-;houl Australia. Cont ribu tors to the discussion group in
1 997 expressed some concern and con fusion about the range of qua lifications which

applied lo library tl:'dmicia ns and provided evidence of employer preference for the latest
qualification. They also questioned the necessity for technicians to be continua lly
upgrading their qualifications to maintain workplace recognition while there was no
equivalent upgrading requiremen t for professional librarians and queried the impnct of
the in troduction of higher educn tion quu lifica tions on library technicians.
!n response to the LibTec discussion Hawcroft (199i}, a librarian and educator,
summarised the debate and considered a rnnge of issues which preoccupied the l ibrary
workforce. He suggested that some professional librarians persisted in holding an elitist
view of their role and tended "tm·v ards hierarchica l operational and decision making
structures, restriction of professional development opportunities predominantly to
1

professionals1 , and exclusion of library technicians from 'higher level' activi ties" {p.1).

Hawcroft, however, acknowledged tha t many library technicim1s possessed n similar but
reversed snobbery that dismissed librarian's work as 'airy-fairy1 and unrelated to the
practical running of the library. Hawcroft suggested that both separatist views were based
on an assumption that library work could be divided in to two distinct groups of tasks; the
technical, practical and procedura l duties, nnalogous with library technician level and the
professional planning, organisa tional and mnnngement duties associated with the
professional librarian.
The ALIA policy regarding educa tion for librarianship reflects this
view and indicates a c lear demarca i :._m of content within
professional level and technician level courses, by definition
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assu min� different roll':; for llw di fferent l(�vel gradunlc. Th is
d khotumous view ol libr.1ry practi1..'1..• is unhel pful and anachronistic.
It promolL'S di vision within tlw profession, rcslril·ts career pa ths, and
promo lcs i nnnnpL'lcnl'.e. (Hawcrufl, 1 997, p. 1 )
Hn wcrofl proposed that librnry L·ducn t ion should proceed along one path with exi l points
at a ppropria te stages, to ensu re a common conten t, i nclud ing basic tech nical d uties and
prot:esscs and ethirn l a nd professional issues, in which all li brary staff shoul d be able lo
demonstrate competence.

Ha wcrofl concl uded that the national Diploma q uaJificn tion

"could provide the foundntion for the development of such a single core, mul ti-level
library curriculum" (p. 2).

Case Studv: l mplementntion of the National Curriculum at the Northern Territory
U niversi ty (NTU)
While, as previously noted, there has been l i ttle fol low-u p d i scussion on the
i m plementation and i m pnct of the national course, and it is beyond the parameters of this
research to u ndertake primary research, a review of the implementation and evol u tion of
the cou rse at the Northern Territory Uni versity (NTU) TAFE/ V ET sector, provi des some
limited observa tions.
All TAFE insti tutions offered the Di ploma, nnd i ncorporated the Certi ficate lll as
an exi t level with a Certificate of Attninment. The Di ploma is the ALIA recogni sed fi rst
entry level qualifica tion for employment as a library technician. While the Certificate III
does enable graduates to work a l ibrary nssistants or clerks, it i s not an i n dustrially or
professionally recognised qualificntion, and as such has offered no incentive for students.
NTU i ncorporated the Certificate I Il as an exi t level in the Di ploma but enrolled students
a t the Diploma level. During the four years of the course at NTU no Certi ficate I I I has
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b1..•en issued . Studl'nls transferrin� lo in terstate training institutions were abll' lo a pply for
cn.• (i it tr.msfor for completed 5lud ics at NTU.
NTU requ i red successful com pletion uf year 12 or mature age appli cation for entry
to the cou rse, bu t was 11..,ss st ringent nbou l the computer ski l ls entry requ i remen t. As
students were requ i red to undcrta kl.! four compulsory basic IT mod ules, and were
provi ded w i th many opportuni ties to develop com puter skil ls in other mod u les, i t was not
considered essential or practical for students to attain these skills before entry to the
cou rse. In foct, it wns found that many students possessed effective basic compu ter skills
and cou ld successfully apply for recogni tion of prior learning (RPL) for the IT mod u l es.
While docu men ta tion ind ica tes that a number of other TAFE coll eges have
requ i red students to complete all mod u les in the Certificate Ill before u ndertaking
Diploma mod u les this was not a prereq uisite at NTU. To enable full-time studen ts to
complete the course in the requ i red two years, ensure effective ti meta bling for the two full
time teaching staff and provide more eHective training, rela ted modu l es in the Certificate
III and Diploma were offered as a block w i th students advanci ng from one mod u l e to the
next. This process was found to provide students with a logical progression through the
required competencies and lea rning outcomes of related mod u les whi le maximising
timetable and delivery options. Equally a sma l l nu mber of modules, such as Cataloguing
Proced u res and Bibliographic Description; OH&S for the Library Industry and Multimedia
Equ ipment Use, with interrelated learning ou tcomes, were offered as a single expanded
modu le for teaching and assessment purposes. Again, this cl ustering provi ded students
w i th the opportunity to gain a broader understanding of the rel ationshi p between skills
and tasks, which were otherwise d i l u ted when offered as single, isola ted mod u les.
Course d oc umen tation, available through the World Wide Web, also ind icates tha t
some TAPE institutions offered a n umber of electives o u tside the na tional curriculum. For
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(•x.i mple, Bo, Hill Ti\ FE

t iift•l'L'd

History nf Books, I .i brarit!S .1nd Communica tion and

Services to Ch i ld ren and ,· uung Ad u l ts as yt!ar two l'll'cti ves, and the Wt>slcrn Austra li a n

Centra l �fotn>pol itan Cul lt•ge o l TJ\ F E of fered two elective mod ules i n Records
Management. NTU initially offered nll the national cu rricu lum elccti ws, but d u e to small
class si zt'S and cxressivc teaching loads, dQcidcd to rcstrid the offering of electi ves to two
per semester.
The nationa l cu rricu l u m allocated nominal hours to each mod u l e which has
provided greater flexibility in teaching and learning practices. For some mod u l es which
req u i re extensive hands-on experience, class time is red uced to al low students to com plete
practical learning and assessment in li braries and information agencies.

Anecdotal

evidence, supported by formal mod u l e eva l uations, indicates that al located time to
consolidate classroom theory with practical tasks set in local libraries was a favou red form
of assessment w i th students.
The implementa tion of the cou rse at NTU has, as predicted by Hannan {1 <.1 :"-),
increased the administrative processes u nd ertaken by teach ing staff. Enrolment, changes
to enro lm ent and timetabling a rc more complex gi ven the l a rge n umber of mod u l es and
the need to coordi nate 1,,v ith other a reas of the TAFE institu tion for the provision of generic
modules i n com m unication, management and informa tion technology. The a pplica tion of
recogni ti on of prior lea rning {RPL) has grad ually been accepted and promoted by the
TAFE sector and has necessitated the i ntrod uction ot policies, proced u res and
documentation to s upport equitable and quality processes.

The addi tior .ii workload

i nvolved in a dministeri ng RPL has been acknowledged by man agement with the
introd uction of costs equ ivalen t to undertaki ng the module in formal study. RPL is a very
pertinent process for l ibrary studies students at NTU, who a re most typically matme age
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with a wide range of life, study and work expericnci ·s and , , re therefore encouraged to
apply for recognition of appropriate skiJls and knowledge.
While a basic tenet of competency based training is ungraded assessment, that is,
assessment recorded as competent or not yet competent, the NTU management has
introduced graded competency: competent with high merit (CH), competent with merit
(CM), competent pass (CP), not competent (NC} and incomplete (I}. Course documentation
from other TAFE library technician training programs indicates that graded assessment
has been partially, if not completely, introduced by a number of other institutions and that
there are significant variations in competency grading and recording procedures.
The number of short modules and the necessity to assess students against
performance criteria has increased the number of assessment tasks and the administrative
process of recording and reporting assessment results. The predominance in the national
curriculum on formative assessment has expanded the range of assessment strategies with
an emphasis on discussion, practical exercises, oral presentations, log books, self
assessment, role plays, etc. To avoid learners demonstrating competence through small,
isolated pieces of work, the national curriculum stresses the need for an holistic approach
of formative assessment, supplemented, where necessary, by summative assessment in the
form of written assignments or reports.
Equally, students involved with CBT are ideally able to resubmit assessment tasks
until they can demonstrate competency. However, the practical implications of repeated
assessments have forced the need for restrictions being applied to the number of attempts
and ti.tne period within which a student can complete the assessment requirements.
The Diploma was not initially referred to as an upgrading of the former Associate
. [):ipl<>ma course,. with ALIA reaffirming that holders of either the Associate Diploma and

1llfploma \,Votild 'be eligible for library technician membership (Nicholson, 1997, p. 147).
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HowL'ver, ind ustry prderence for employing hoklL•r!-> ul the Di ploma quali fication and
dL'mand from Associ.l li' Di plurn.:i grndunll�S have forced TA FE insti tu tions to offer
conversion prugr.ims. As there werl' nu st.mdard gu idel i nes for conversion programs,
there have been cnnsidL'r,1ble variations i n the number of mod u les required by students ln
rnnvert their Associ ate Di ploma to Di ploma l evel between TAFE i nstitutions i n the Sta tes
and Territories.
I n response to increased d emand for more flexi ble delivery options by both in ternal
and ex ternal students, NTU has embarked on a program of developing and deli vering
external study packages for the D i ploma course. Box Hill I nstitute has also provided a
number of modu les for external study. Flexible delivery and external study packages have
i ncreased study options for both i nternal and external/ remote students. Internal students
have been able accelerate thei r progress and overcome restrictions i mposed by inadequate
study leave provisions offered by employers. However, both Box Hill and NTU have
experienced difficulties in obtaining institu tion su pport and resou rces to develop external
modules as q u ickly as is needed to enable student progression.

Role of the Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA}, 1996 to 1998
ALIA welcomed the introduction of the new competency based national
curricul u m as "perhaps the most significant change in the deli very of education for library
technicians11 (Nicholson, 1997, p. 147).

Nichol son further stated that although the

Association endorsed the curriculum it sti l l bel ieved that the reco ni tion process was
necessary to ensure that standards of deli very were met. The Associati on planned to
undertake recogni tion processes for all new Diploma courses as well as the new Associ ate
Degree and Bachelor cou rses at Ed ith Cowan University in Western A ustralia. N i cholson
(1997, p. 147) noted that 11 the Bachelor course in particular presents the sector with the
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i nlL'resling chal 11.•ng1.• of inlL'l!,rating this 111.•w 1.•nlry level award fur li brary lcchn irn:i ns into
the workpl,1eL•''.

This was an int1.•resling dl•parturL' from t lw Association's pn•vious

1.·01wiction tha t l ibrary technician coursl's were· best located wi thin the TA FE sector
beL\HISl' of thei r histmil·a l t ra d i tion of voca tional tr.:iining and lo avoid any confusion with
profossiona I cou rses.
Al the t i me of cndorsmg the national curric u l u m the Associa t ion rt1affi rmed that
those members and a pplicants for membershi p who held the Associate Di ploma and
previous Certi fka te in l ibrary nnd information s tudies were el igible for l ibrary technician
membershi p as these qual ifications were recognised for eligibi l i ty a t the time they were
corn pl eted . However, i n response to a letter expressing concern about the status within
the labour market of those l ibrary technicians who held an Associa te Diploma, ALIA
acknowledged there were two issues which needed to be addressed: i ncl usion of the
Diploma in industrial awards, and the upgrading of qualifications {Australian Library and
Informa tion Associa tion, 1997c). On the fi rst issue, ALIA proposed to seek formal advice
from ed ucational insti lu tions on the equ ivalence of the Associate Diploma to the Diploma
and refer this i nformation to the Industrial Services manager for appropriate action
regarding industria l awards and agreements. There has been no published report of the
outcome of these d iscussions. In response to the second issue, ALIA encouraged all
members to u pdate their knowledge and ski l l s a lthough i t recogni sed that the process of
articul a ting from a n Associate Diploma to a Diploma varied considerably from state and
state, and coul d i ncur a considerable financial commitment (Austra l ian Library a nd
I nformation Association, 1997c).
In 1996 the Associa tion revised i ts policy sta tement on the rol e of l ibrarians and
l i brary technicians (Append ix K). The defin ition of the l ibrary technician i n the revised
Statement on Ille role of librarians and library technicians amended the support role to "a
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distinct opera tional role", nnd emphasi st•d the "complementary rules" performed by

librarians ,md librury lt•chnician within library and informaliun St!rvices. This significant

change c.in bL• intt•rprcted as professionnl an:eptann.> and n.•cognilion of the disti nc t role of
lhe librnrv lt•rhnician.

ALIA nlso u pd.i led its entry-level education policy statement to reflect the new

national course for library technicians

(Appendix L}.

The statement provides basic

outlines for course design, curriculum content, assessment and resources for course

delivery.

While course design is considered the responsibility of the provider, the

statement asserts thnt library technician programs should include a rticulation
nrrangements vvhich ensure career progression and facilitate transfer of credits into related
programs.

ALIA participated in a process, initiated by the Australian Vice-Chancellors'

Committee (AVCC), to develop a national TAFE-University credit transfer scheme. The

scheme provides holders of a TAFE Diploma with a 33% credit towards a related three

year undergraduate course or 25 % credit towards a related four-year undergraduate
course in participating universities ( Australian Vice-Chnncellors' Commit tee, 1999, p. 1).

In October 1997 the ALIA Board of Educ.1tion convened a Forum, Leading the profession

into the 21s1 century: library and information S<..>rvices educalio11. The Forum identified six key

areas for strategic focus:
•

core knowledge;

•

currency of knowledge;

•

membership issues;

•

•

•

aligning the learning continuum to workplace needs;
collaboration and cooperation; and
research.
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A supplementary Board of Education draft policy statement, The lihrnnJ mul i11formatio11
sector: core kllowle,lge, skills alld 11ttitmles, was developed in response to the first key area.
The draft statement is still being discussed by members and has not as yet been endorsed
by General Council.

The Forum recognised the need fo r continuing professional

development and multi-skilling, and suggested that in a changing environment, distinct
roles within the library and information sector were becomingly increasingly blurred or
convergent (Australian Library and Information Association, 1997b, p. 1). The Forum
"foresaw a future in which articulation from TAFE to universities, and moving through a
range of providers, including workplaces accredited for training, to gain the skills and
knowledge required would be common" (Australian Library and Information Association,
1997b, p. 1).

Continuing education and a deregulated training environment raised

questions about the maintenance of educational and training standards. The Forum also
discussed the importance of skills versus knowledge, with some participants believing that
skills must be gained first, while others contended that skills could only be properly
performed if the underpinning knowledge was understood.
A 1997 review, undertaken by ALIA and the Australian Council of Libraries and
Information Services (ACLIS), to assess the need for leadership, representation and
coordination in the library and information services sector, led to the amalgamation of
ALIA and ACLIS to form 11 a new peak cross-sectoral body to represent both institutions
and individuals" (Nicholson, 1997, p. 1). The review also instigated a major process of
reform for ALIA which was expressed in a Charter of Renewal, endorsed at an
ExlTaordinary General Meeting in October 1998. The Charter of Renewal proposed that
ALIA cease to operate under a Royal Charter and become incorporated under Corporation
l.awto:
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providl' f{lr n more fll•xi ble ronst1 lu lion which will facililn ll• grl'ater
responsiveness to mem bers' nl'ecb and lo changing tinll•s; lo si mplify
admini strntive il!Tnngt•mcnts with business partnl'rs .:ind to brinj!, the
organi:,ation into line with ,Kcc•ph.•d business prnrlke such as in the
l·ond uct a:,; in tlw cond uct of Annual General Meetings and the
responsibilities nf d i rectors. (Au:-.trnlian Li brary and Information
Assm:iation, 1 998, p. 24 )
ALIA was incurporatL•d .:is a public com p.:m y, w ith a B1 1,1rd of Di rectors on I " 1 March 2000
and is currently engaged in a major revitalisation program.

Competencv Based Training {CBT)
A key component of the governmental reforms in vocational education and tra ining
was the introduction of a competency based approach to training.

ANTA has d efined

competency as "the specification of knmvledge and skill and the application of that
knowledge and skill to tht> standard of performance expected in the workplace" (Misko,
1999, ;. 1). CBT i s characterised by:
•

t ra ining programs or courses based on industry competency standards;

•

design of courses in modules;

•

learning outcomes which link the lea rn i ng process to the competency standards;

•

i ncreased emphasis on on-the-job tra i rting to deliver practical competencies;

•

delivery methods and resources designed to achieve endorsed competency standards,
flexible to industry and ind ividual requirements; and

•

assessment agai nst criteria rather than performance of other learners, which requires
achieving all the outcomes in a m0dule, not just a 50% pass rate as in a tradi tional
course. (State Tra ining Board of Victoria, 1998).
Apart from a d i scussion about competl'ncy based assessment by Williams (1999) there

has been very little assessment of the in1pact of CBT on the education and training of
library technicians since the introduction of the national curriculum. However, there has
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been a comprehensive range of research undertaken by a number of VET research
organisations and associations, including the National Centre for Vocational Education
Research (NCVER), the Australian Vocational Education and Research Association
(AVERA) and State Training Boards. The results of this research can be applied to all
national CBT programs, including the national curriculum for library technicians.
While there was widespread agreement to make vocational education and training in
Australia more relevant to industry needs, the introduction of competency based training
has not been without controversy. One of the most controversial elements has been the
shift from curriculum content and standard hours of training towards assessing only the
required competencies for the short-term and immediate needs of industry.
It has been argued that this is leading to a short-term focus on specific

skills and tasks related to existing jobs, with insufficient emphasis on
broader vocational knowledge and skills that are required in the
continuous shift in technological knowledge, particularly in emerging
technologically based industries and occupations. (Australian vocational
education and training, 2000, p. 26)
It has also been argued that the development of competency based training has been

overly complex and focused on too much detail prescribed at the national level, with
industry bureaucracies replacing the government bureaucracies that once existed.
Mulcahy and James (1999, p. 16) have categorised Australian CBT research into three
broad themes: technical research which includes accounts of processes, principles and
issues involved in the change to CBT, descriptive and evaluative studies of the degree to
which CBT is achieving its stated aims and objectives, and critical analyses of the central
ideas and assumptions of CBT and its underlying theories.
From the results of a national survey, Mulcahy and James (1999, p. 6) concluded that
CBT contributed most to VET when training was delivered on-site, enterprise and other
standards were available, basic levels of skills were required, resources and information
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"

were available, apprnpl'inlc ad ministrative pl'occd ures and processes were i n place,
procedurnl knowl1.xlAe was req uired and lhc quality of leaching practice was assured.
They also noted that the contribu tion and acceptance of CBT depended on an existing
culture of tr.:iinir,A. In lwr ,11..l d ress lo the ·1 997 ALIA Board of Ed ucation Forum, Bridgland

suggested that llw l ibrary and information industry's hi gh demand for ski l l ed workers
who cou l d adapt to rapidly changing cond i tions of work woul d ensure that the industry
coul d successfu l ly adjust to the National Tniining Reform Agenda and i ts i ncreased
emphasis on skil l s development and training (1997, p. 3).

Certai nly, as is evident

throughout the history and development of courses, training for library techn icians has
al ways been responsive to changing workplace developments and demands for relevant
knowledge and skills.

Misko (1999) has presented an extensive overview, which incorporates the various

research findi ngs, to show how teachi ng, learning and administration i n vocational
education and training have been affected by the i mplementation of CBT.

She has

documented the deficiencies and concerns identified by CBT researchers, i ncl uding the
National Training Board 1s narrow concept of standards and CBT, the J ack of a scientific
research base for CBT, the controll i ng i nfluence of industry, bureaucracies and poli tical
i mperatives

in

the i ntroduction,

i mplementation

a nd

monitoring of

CBT,

the

fragmentation of teaching and learning into mod u les, or series of discrete observable tasks
and the d ifficulties of guaranteeing valid and rel iable assessment because of the
overemphasis on ski l l components at the expense of a broader knowledge base.

The

advanta ges and benefits of CBT are identified as providing a nationally coordi nated
.approach to training, a client-focused system of training which emphasises the obligation
for VET to meet the needs of industry and students and the flexibi l i ty allow ed by short
'

.

modules i n delivery and assessment for trainers and students.
.

'

.

.
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Research has indicated that despite an increasing acceptance of CBT ilc;
implementation in Australia has been slow (Misko, 1999, p. 26). This has been attributed
to inadequate staff development, incomplete understanding of the major principles of CBT
and "the simultaneous introduction of other aspects of training reform which threatened
teachers' sense of employment security" (Misko, 1999, p. 28), including the expansion of
the VET training market, restructuring of TAFE systems and the development of networks
with business and industry.

Competency Based Assessment (CBA)
A major aspect of concern with CBT is the assessment process. The key principles
of CBT assessment were established as validity, reliability, flexibility and fairness, which
were applicable to both formal training and assessment or on-the-job assessment
(Northern Territory Employment and Training Authority, 1999, p. 1). The establishment
of registered training organisations (RTOs) as assessment only centres has raised issues of
quality assurance, assessor competence and cost effectiveness (Bateman, 1998, p. 5). The
concept of allowing students reassessment on multiple occasions has led some teachers to
implement policies which regulate the number of permitted reassessments, although this
has led to a lack of uniformity in assessment processes (Billett et al, 1999, p. 97). The non.graded system of assessment implicit in CBT has been a topic of considerable debate
among educators, industry and students, with an increasing mov�ment towards graded
assessment. Criticism has focused on the de-motivating effect of ungraded assessment,
particularly on high.,.achieving students, the difficulty of interpreting achievement and
rewarciipg effort and the need for strategies to bridge the gap between competence and
�ceq�ce� .AY:ictorian study has revealed that the key difficulties in implementing CoT
��erifihave included pressure from higher education, employers and students to
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retain gn.11..f od assessment, developing consistency in assessment judgements between
assessors, limi ted u nderstanding of assessment tools and strategics and problems i n
establishing record kl..ieping a n d reporting systems that wou l d cope with the vol ume of
i nformation required (State Training Board of Victoria, 'I 998, p. 1 ) . The resul ts of a major
eval uation of the effectiveness of competency based assessment for a range of users have
i n d icated that consistency of assessment and recogni tion of s tuden t achievement by some
form of graded result are two areas requiring further examination and consideration
{Booth, 2000, p. 7).

In her overview of vocat1onal trai ning in Austral ia, Simmons {2000) stated that
Swinburne University of Technology has deci ded to i ntroduce graded assessment in the
TAFE Di vision in response to ongoing feedback from industry, students and tertiary
institutions about the l im i tations of the competen t/not yet competent a pproach to
assessment. She noted the necessity for VET programs in secondary schools to retai n
consistency w i th academic final year graded assessments and problems with student
access to articulation programs unless their relative abi l i ty cou l d be readily and reliably
identified.
Williams (1999) has been the only l ibrary educator and practi tioner to evaluate the
effect of competency based assessment on library technician courses. He describes a
qual itative study undertaken during 1998 at Adel aide Insti t u te of TAFE which found that
the i m plementation of competency based assessment had both positive and negative
influences on li brary technician students' approaches lo achieving the req u i red learning
outcomes.

The most positive influence was reported as the clearly stated learning

outcomes and performance criteria for each module, "perhaps because the assessment

criteria helped them to determine exactly what was necessary to know" {Wi l li a ms, 1999, p.
Williams noted . that thi s was also viewed as a negative influence by some students
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"who clai med that learning under this system was nei ther in lercsling nor cha llengin g" (p.
10) . The most nL'gative infl uence reported by studen ts was the decl ine in motivation lo
learn, mni nly becn usc of the ungraded assess1rn.>n l resu l ts.

Librarv Technician Cou rses, 1 997
The 1 997 edition of the ALIA 1-imuibook indicates that a l l TAFE institu tions offered
the national Di ploma cou rse. Some institutions i ncorporated the Ct:rtificate III as an early
exit poi nt, others required the com pletion of the Certifica te as a prerequisi te for entry to the
Di ploma. All TAFE courses had simi lar entry requirements and the majority offered the
course as a two year fu ll-time or equivalent part-ti me program. The WA Central
Metropo l i tan Col lege of TAFE offered the Di ploma over 18 months ful l-time. Some
modul es of the course were offered for external study by Box Hi ll Institute of TAFE and the
Northern Terri tory University. Ed ith Cowan Uni versity in Western Austra li a offered both
Associate Degree and Bachelor of Science programs which were outsi de the national
curriculum but recognised by ALIA as first award technician qualifications.
TAFE i nstitutions remained rel ati vely stable d uring this period, w i th minor name
changes converting TAFE Col leges to Insti tutes of Technology in some States.

Most

institutions, however, experienced reductions in budgets and pressure to retai n and
i ncrease student numbers.

A number of instituti ons i ntrod uced short professional

development programs in the 1990s on a fee-for-service basis to supplement fund ing.
Table 22: Library Technician Cours,:,s, 1997
Location
ACT
· Department of Computing and
Information Management
· . Canberra Institute of
ffechnology ·..

Course title

Length

En?J levels

Diploma i n Library
and Information
Studies

2 years ful l-time
Part-lime

Year 1 2
Basic keyboarding,
word processing,
spreadsheet skills
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NSW
TAFE NL'W Sou th W.1les
Sydney Inst i t u te of Tedmology
Huntt>r Inst i t u te of Technology
Western Institut e of T A FE
l llawarrn Inst i t u te' of TA F E
North Const Insti t u te of TA FE
Riwrina lnslilutC' of TA F E
Northern Territory
Faculty of Business
Northern Territory Univers i ty

Queensland

Sou t hbank I nstitute of TA F E
Gold Coast Institute oi TAF E

South Australia

Library Studies Unit
Adelaide Institute of TAFE

Tasmania

North-West Institute of TA FE Devonport Campus
Hobart Institute of T AFE
Launceston Institute of TA FE

Victoria

Information and Library
Studies
Centre for Information
Technologies
Box HiJICollege of T AFE

. .

Diploma in Librnry
,1 nd Informa tion
Studies

2 years ful l-li me
4 years pa rt-Lime

Year '12
Mature age

Part-ti me only
Pa rt-time only
Part-time only

Diploma in Libra ry
and Information
Studies
(incorpora t ing
Certificate I l l )

2 years ful l-lime
Part-lime
Some external

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processi ng,
spreadsheet skills

Diploma of Library
nnd l nformn tion
Studies

2 years full-time
Part-time
Part-time only

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboard ing, word
processi ng,
spreadsheet ski lls

Certificate I l l i n
Library and
Information
Studies
Dipl oma in Librnry
and I nforma tion
Studies

4 yea rs part-time

Year 12
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

Certi ficate I l l i n
Library and
Informa tion
Studies
Diploma in Library
and Information
Stud ies

2 years full-time
Pa rt-time

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet ski l l s

Diploma in Library
and Information
Studies (wi th exi t
point at Certi ficate

2 years full-time
Part-time
External studies

Yea r 1 2
M;ilure age
Keyboarding, word

I l l)

processing,
spreadsheet skills

Department of Library Studies
WesternMetropoli tan College
of TJ\FE (Footscray)
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Department of Library and
Information Studies
Swinburne University oi
Technology
Prahan Campus

Part-time

Wimmera Community College
oi T AFE - Horsham
Western Australia
Department of Library and
Information Science
Edith Cowan University
Mt La\.vley Campus

WA School of Management
and Business
Cen tral Metropolitan College
of T AFE - Perth

Associate Diploma
of Science (Library
Technology)
Bachelor of Science
(Library
Technology}

2 years full-tirne
Part-lime
1�xlerm1J
3 years ful l-time
Part-time

Tertiary Entrance
Examination
Ma ture age

Diploma of Librnry
and Information
Studies

1 8 months full-time
Part-time

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

(Australian Library and Information Association, 1997b).
Library Technician Courses, 1998
Library technician courses remained relatively stable in 1998, with the only changes
i n Victoria. The Western Melbourne Institute of TAFE became the TAFE Division of the
Victoria University of Technology and the Wi mmera Communi ty College of Technical and
Further Education was amalgamated with the Ballara t University and School of Mines
Ball arat.
ALIA Course Recognition Panels visi ted a number of i nstitutions during the period
1997 to 1998 to assess courses.

Library Technician Courses, 1999-2000
1999 and 2000 were again periods of relative stabil i ty for the Library Certificate III
and Diploma courses. The only major change was the discontinuation of the course at the
Queensland Gold Coast Institute of TAFE.
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Table 23: Library Technician cou rses, 1 999-2000
Location

ACT
Department of Computing and
Information Management
Canberra I nstitute of
Technology

NSW
TAFE New South Wales
Sydney Institute of Technology
Hunter Institute of Technology
Western Insti tute of TAFE
lllawarra I nstitute of TAFE
N orth Coast Insti tute of TAFE
Riverina Institute of TAFE
Northern Territory
Faculty of Business
Northern Territory University

Queensland
Southban k I nstitute of TAFE

South Australia
Library Studies Unit
Adelaide Institute of TAFE

Tasmania
North-West I nstitute of TAFE Devonport Campus
Hobart Institute of TAFE
Launceston Institute of TAFE

Course title

Length"

Entry levels

Diploma in Library
and Information
Studies

2 ye,i rs full-time
Part-lime

Year 1 2
Basic keyboarding,
word processing,
spreadsheet skills
English-language
skills

Diploma in Library
and Information
Studies

2 years full-time
4 years part-time

Year 12
Mature age

Diploma in Library
and Informa tion
Studies
(incorporating
Certificate Ill)

2 years full-time
Part-time
Some external

Year 12
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processi ng,
spreadsheet skil ls

Diploma of Library
and Information
Studies

2 years ful l-time
Part.time

Year 12
Mature age
Keyboardi ng, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

Certificate Ill in
Library and
Information
Studies
Diploma i n Library
and Information
Studies

4 years part-time

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

Certificate I l l i n
Library and
Information
Studies
Diploma in Library
and Information
Studies

2 years full-time
Par I-time

Year 12
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

Part-time only
Part-time only
Part-time onl y
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Victoria
Information and Library
Studies
Centre for Information
Technologies
Box Hill College of TAFE

Diploma in Library
and Information
Studies (with exit
point at Certificate
Ill)

2 years full-time
Part-time
External studies

Year 1 2
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

Department of Library Studies
Victoria University of
Technology - TAFE Division
Department of Management
Studies, Library Studies and
records Management
Swinburne University of
Technology Prahan Campus
University of Ballarat
TAFE Division
Western Australia
Department of Library and
Information Science
Edith Cowan University
Mt Lawley Campus

WA School of Management
and Business
Central Metropolitan College
of TAFE - Perth

Part-time
Associate Diploma
of Science (Library
Technology)
Bachelor of Science
(Library
Technology)

2 years full-time
Part-time
External
3 years full-time
Part-time

Tertiary Entrance
Examination
Mature age

Diploma of Library
and Information
Studies

18 months full-time
Part-time

Year 12
Mature age
Keyboarding, word
processing,
spreadsheet skills

(Australian Library and Information Association, 1999)
The national curriculum for library technicians was implemented by all States and
Territories in 1996/7. As noted in this chapter, there has been little formal discussion or
evaluation about the effectiveness of the national curriculum and competency based
training and assessment on library technician education and training. While anecdotal
evidence indicates that educators have adapted to the new training requirements with
comparative ease and that industry, educators and students are satisfied with the
portability and flexibility inherent in the national curriculum there is no formal
documentation to support this evidence.
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As Si mmons (2000) has comrnenll.'d, A u slrn lii.l's cd urnlion syi;lem, i ncl u d ing the
TAFE sector, h,1s bL'l'l1 tmd1.,>rgoin)� cunsla n l and rnd ical slrucl u rn l change "as part of what
,1ppcars to be .:m d usivL' SL'an.:h for a perfl'cl system" (p.3). The period from ] 997 lo lhe
present certa i n l y su pports Si mmons' assertion.

CHA PTER S I X
FU RTH ER REFORM

or TH E V ET S ECTOR, 1 9%-2000

lntrudud ion
WhilL• librarv tl•d mit-ian ed ucators were implementing and adjusting lo the new
naliunal currirulum the Commonwealth and State/Territory governments were reviewing
their N,1lional Training Framework and forecasting more significant changes to ensu re
cum pliance w i th national training and regulatory policies.

Covcrnmcnl's concern to

1.:•nsu rc tha t \'ocational education and training meets industry standards has resulted i n a
major shi ft in the determination of training policy.

Industry was put "in charge of

determining the com petencies lo be acqui red, how the competencies translated into
qualifka lion levels ,rnd the assL•ssment guidelines" (Si mmons, 2000, p. 7). In this new
arrangement training providers were excluded from the development process but
considered instrumental in the delivery of national Training Packages. This shift has
resulted in a wide rangi ng, and at ti mes, very heated debate about the reform process from
a broad range of commentators.

National Training Framework
A 1995 review of the National Framework for the Recognition of Training
(NFROn, which accredi ted VET courses and registered training providers i nd icated that:
In the three years NFROT had operated, twelve significant policy
changes had occurred. Communication of these changes was poor
and it was more likely that specific policy changes \.\'ere unknown or
m isunderstood, than the converse. In particular, it was difficult for
practitioners to actually know what the cu rrent ru les were.
The terms of the NFROT agreement had not been i m plemented in
their enti rety by any state or territory, with each taking a different
approach to i m plementation. (Research Centre for Vocational
Education and Training, 1 996, p. 1)
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"Dissatisfr1dion w i t h lhL· processes ol many of l lw reforms cuinulali vdy d escri bed
as the Nation.ii Tra ining Reform Agenda ll•d ANTA i n l lJlJ6-7 lo n!vi c.• w many of i ts
structu res a nd prnl'L'SSL's" ( Rese.irch Centn• for Vncn tional Ed um lion ,m d Tra i ni ng, 1 997, p.
l).

In Nuvcmber I lJY6 the NFROT and llw SlanJard s and Curricu l u m Council were

replaced with a new pnl iry slruclure, lhL· National Tra ining Frn ml'work. The National
Tra i n ing Framework i ncorporates tlw Auslra l ian Recogni lion Framework (ARF) and
National Trai ning Packages and was designed to make national training and regulatory
arrangements sirnpler Ml d more flexible.
A �,ol icy of User Choice intended to crea te mMket-li ke condi tions m the provision

of off-the-job traini n g was incorporn ted into the National Training Framework and
i mplemented in all States and Terri tories, except NSW, on 1,1 January 1 998

(Today's

training. Tomorrow 's skills, 1 998, p. 16).

The organisational structure of the National Trn ining Fril me,vork is detai l ed in

Figure 2.
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Australian Recognition Framework (A RF)

In November 1997 the ANTA Ministerial Counci I agreed to the arrangements for

the Australian Recognition Framework to be implemented from 1 January l 998. The ARF

requires that all training organisations, iud uding TAFE, that issue Australi.in
Qualifications Framework q ualifications and statements of nttainmcnt, must be registered
by a State or Territory training authority. Organisations are registered to provid e:

I ·'� ...'

•
•

•

training and assl'ssnwnt products and sl'rvices or assl'Ssnwnt products and services

nnlv;

pwducts ,md Sl'rvicl's tha t ML' ba sL•d on Training Packn ges, and/or other products and

servicL'S hw ,l gL'ner.i l .H'L',l of vrn·.ition,1 1 edurn tion and trn i ning if there art· nn rl'levanl

Training l\,ckn ges for that ,,re,1; and

products and servicL•s up to a specifil•d qualifica tion level . (Australian National
Training Authori ty, 2000, p. I )

The ARF means th.:l l:
•

Training/ ;:issessmcnt providers nre registered by ;:i State or Territory training authority

and can l)perntc nationally, have their qua lifications recognised by other registered

training organisations (RTOs) through a mutual recognition process, can base courses

on Training Packages where they exist .:md can self manage recognition if they are

•

•

quality endorsed.

Enterprises can become RTOs, control their training and award nat i onally recognised

qualifications, use Training Packages, form partnerships with .:i rrrore diverse range of
RTOs and be assured of the quality of the RTO.

Individuals get qualifications that .1rc recognised nationall y, can choose between a

more diverse range of RTOs, providing thern with more trnining and assessment

options and engage in training and assessment attuned to the wnrkplnce. (Australian
National Training Authority, 2000, p. 4)

National Industry Training Packages

In November 1 996 the Ministerial Council ngreed to the establishment of the

National Training Framework Committee {NTFC) to oversee the policy framework for the
development and endorsement of con1peler;:y x.:. d Training Packages. The Ministerial
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Council agreed to replace the Australian Standards Framework (ASF) with the Australian
Qualifications Framework (AQF) and decided that standards would be linked to the AQF.
Under this framework qualifications are determined by direct reference to national
competency standards rather than to curriculum. Accreditation of curriculum would be
replaced by the endorsement of Training Packages.
Training Packages are sets of national training resources consisting of competency
standards and specifications for qualifications based on the standards aligned directly
against the Australian Qualifications Framework and assessment guidelines. The Training
Packages are designed to enable qualifications to be awarded through the direct
assessment of competencies rather than against the learning outcomes of a course, to
encourage learning in a work environment and to provide training and assessment to meet
individual needs (Australian National Training Authority, 2000a, p. 9).
The mandatory elements of the Training Packages comprise endorsed national
competency standards, assessment guidelines and national qualifications. A range of non
endorsed industry relevant training tools and resources may be included as part of a
Training Package, depending on industry demand.

Endorsed components
Competency standards

Qualifications

Assessment guidelines

Non-endorsed components (optional)
Learning strategy

Assessment materials

Professional development

Figure 3: Training Package components
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Tra i ning Pncknges are developed for industry by nu liona l Industry Training
Advisory Bodies (ITAUs), recognised bodies or enlcrpriseH to nwet the idcnlifi<.>d needs of
specific industries or industry sectors. They a re then submi tted for endorsement, in a
common format, to the National Tra ining Framework Committee.
The Trnining Packages also support two other government initiatives; New
Apprenticeshi ps, which replace Traineeshi ps, and User Choice. As previously noted, User
Choice is part of a national strategy for developing an o pen training market by enabling
employers and employees to choose which RTO will deliver their training.
The first Training Packages were endorsed by the NTFC i n J u ly 1997 and i t is
estimated that there are currently over 50 endorsed Training Packages covering 80% of the
Austra l ia n workforce (Stewart, 2000, p. 1). While i t was expected that Training Packages
would be i m plemented wi thin one year of national endorsement, the process has been
delayed by administrative and funding complexities. In acknowledgment of these
complexities, the Commonwealth Minister for Educa ti on, David Kemp, has recently
announced that the government is providing an additional $8 m illion to support the
i mplementation process and a further $10.5 mil l ion to ANTA to su pport materials
production (Stewart, 2000, p. 1 ).
In 1997 the ANTA agreement between the Commonwea l th and the States was
renewed for the period 1998-2000 and ANTA published Bridge to tile future: Australia 's

national strategy for vocation education and trai11i1Jg for 1998-2003. The national strategy sets
out five objectives;
1. equi pping Austral ians for the world of work;
2. enhancing mobi l i ty in the l abour market;
3. achieving equ i table outcomes in vocation education and training;
4: i ncreasing investment i n trnining; and
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5. maxirnising the value of public vocational education and trai ning expenditu re.

Todmt's training. Tomorrow 's skills
In September J 997 the House of Representatives Standing Comm i ttee on
Employment, Education and Traini ng was asked to inquire i nto and report on the
appropriate roles of institu tes of technical and further ed ucation and the extent to which
those roles should overlap with universi ties. In his preface to the report, Today's training.
Tomorrow's skills (1998), Nelson questioned whether a healthy balance between necessary
train ing for work and education for life could be achieved i n the prevailing ed ucation and
training environment. "What is the futu re for understanding of history, language, fine arts
and knowledge for its own sake? Is education and training to have a role other than the
sole objective of preparation for work?" {Nelson, 1998, p. vii).

These a re interesting

q uestions from a member of a federal government which has substantially cut funding to
tertiary education institutions, forced rationalisation i n course offerings and h ighlighted
the need for all education and training to meet industry requ i rements.
The report stated that about 80 TAFE i nsti tu tes operate on over 300 campuses
around Australia, deliveri ng vocational and personal enrichmen t programs to more than
1.2 million people. The report discussed the reform of the VET sector, highlighted the
special rol e that TAFE plays in providing equ itable access to education and trainin g,
particularly i n regional Australia, and examined TAFE1 s emerging roles in distance
education, VET in schools and new TAFE enterprises.

The Committee also stud ied

arrangements between TAFE and higher education i nclu ding articulation, cred i t transfer,
dual awards and the movements towards mul ti-sector insti tutions, such as dual sector
i nsti tutions a nd shared campuses.
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The Com mi ttee acknow ledged that sine<.-' the enrly 1990s government policy has
been committed to brL•aking TA FE's monopoly as the only officially recognised VET
providL'r.

The objective of this pol i cy was Lo in troduce com petition wh ich would

encou rage greater efficiency and im proved responsiveness to VET clients. The Com mi ttee,
however, ad milted it was "fovourably d isposed towards TAFE" (p. 1 ) and recognised that
TAFE not only offered equ itable access to courses but contributed to the ed ucational, social
and economic fobric of regional communi ties in a way which coul d not be expected of
private providers.
A n umber of issues iden ti fied in the report have i mplica tions for the provision of
l ibrary ed ucation and training.

The Commi ttee a rgued that VET education should

incorporate more elements of general ed ucation and noted that the responsi b i l i ty for
training and educating people for professional and paraprofessional occu pations had
tra d i tiona l ly been spl i t behveen un iversities and TAFE respectively. It suggested that
more col laboration between the two sectors on the "ed ucation and traininz of people for
these occu pationa l groups can achieve resou rce savi ngs and res u l t in better qual i ty
gradu a tes of both TAFE and higher education programs" (Today 's training. Tomorrow 's
skills, 1998, p. 81).

Examples of collaboration programs in dentistry and engineering

i ndicated that joint training progra ms enabled di fferent levels of workers to recogni se each
other's strengths and train as a team. In i ts investigation i n to the movement towards
m u l ti-sector institu tions, wi th either dual sector insti tutions or shared campuses, the
Com m it tee recommended that further research cou l d iden tify the strengths and weakness
inherent in each model.
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Revision of the Libr.try Industry Competency Sland.trds (LICS)
I n 1 997 the Culturnl Research Ed uca tion and Trni ning En terprise Australia
(CREATE Austral ia) received fund ing from ANTA to develop a national Training Package
for the museum and libr.:iry and i nforma tion sector. Stage one, which was sched u led for
completion i n May 1 998 i nvol ved :
•

a review of the existing standard s and amendments to meet the more stringent
reL1 u i rements of trai ning packages;

•

the packaging and alignment of the competency stand ards agai nst national
qualifications; and

•

the development of ind ustry npproved assessment guidelines ((CREATE Australia,
1998, p. 1 ).
A requirement of the National Training Board's com petency standards endorsement

process was that industry standards would be revised with in two years. A review of the
LICS commenced in October 1997 under the d irection of a National Project Reference
Gro u p with one representative from the l ibrnry i n du stry and representa tives from each
state and territory training au thori ty, and from ANTA and CREATE.
CREATE con d ucted prelimina ry consultations in the ACT, Western A ustra l i a and
South A ustralia to identify issues which should be addressed in a review of the s tandards.
These consultations suggested that:
•

most of the existing standards should be retained, with some edi ting and modifications
to meet training package requirements;

•

evidence guides shou ld give clear and succinct directions for assessment;

•

each competency unit shou ld contai n a descri ptor stating the essential i ntention of the
unit;
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•

tl1L' rnnge of vnrinbles should be more speci fic to i nd irate the scope of work functions
in ench unit;

•

the fol lowing gnps should be addressed:
active client service
informntion literacy
information/ electronic technology
eval uation of programs and materials
legal knowledge and skills such as copyright, intellectual property, OHS and EEO
team skills, team development and management skills
commercial and corporate skills {CREATE Australia, 1 998, p. 2).

The Reference Group identified six key industry functions which were used as a
framework against which the competency standards were mapped and tested.

These

functions were:
1. Evaluating and selecting information
2. Providing access to information
3. Managing the information environment
4. Interpreting, diagnosing and fulfilling client needs
5. Promoting the organisation
6. Information literacy
During March-April 1998, consultations on proposed amendments to the standards
occurred with all states and territories, with Sydney-based specialist groups in
acquisitions, cataloguing, information technology, management, information literncy, and
with users of the standards.
By 1998 CREATE had developed 62 national l ibrary competency standards and
aligned the standards to five national qualifications: Certificate IL Certificate Ill, Certificate
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I V, Diploma and Advanced Di ploma .

The standards, qual ifications, and assessment

guidelines components of the museum and library industry Training Packages were
endorsed by the National Tra ining Framework Committee in July 1 999.
Stage two of the CREATE Training Package project commenc.:?d in February 1998.
CREA TE ernployed a consultancy firm, RATIO, to research available resources and
develop i mplementation gu idel i nes, learning resources, assessment materials and
professional development materials for the library industry Training Package. While the
Training Package was developed and endorsed for both the museu m and l ibrary ind ustry,
the industries were separated for the development of the non-endorsed com ponents. The
research revealed that "priority should be given to developing guidelines that would assist
teachers, trainers and assessors to adapt the existing cu rricul u m and assessment resources
that were developed and adopted in 1995 for the Certificate I l l and Diploma in Li brary
and Information Studies 11

(CREATE, personal communication, November 25, 1998).

RATIO d eveloped d raft learning resource guidelines in the form of seven booklets ·.vhich
were to be v,, 1:dated i n consul ta tion w i th nominated persons from both the library
industry sector and providers of l ibrary technician training across all states and terri tories.
CREATE invi ted nominated persons to participate in the validation process in November
1998 and copies of the d raft guidel ines were forwarded to participants in early 1999.
Endorsement of the Training Package requi red that i mplementation should take
place w i th 12 months and the l ibrary industry Training Package was schedu l ed to replace
the national Diploma from June 2000. However, delays in the production, publ i sh ing and
printing of the Package detained i ts sale to educa tors and industry until January 2000 and
niost institutions will introduce qualifica tions based on the Package in 2001 .
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Forma t of the Library Industry Training Package Guidelines
The Li brary and Information Services Training Package developed by RATIO for
CREATE consists of the endorsed ind ustry Training Package and seven booklets covering
the non-endorsed components. The endorsed Training Package includes the national
com petency standards, national qualifications, guidel ines for assessing competencies and
resources to assist in the transition from the national curricul u m for libra ry and
information stud ies.
The five qual i fications; Certificate I, Certificate II, Certificate III, Certificate I V,
Diploma, "are based d i rectly on national industry competency standards, can be taught on
the-job, or have a major work-based component, recognise the existing com petencies of
workers and provide a framework to help i dentify training needs" (CREATE, 1999, p . 3 ) .
The seven booklets are d esi gned to assist educators u se all n vai lable resources,
i ncluding the 1995 national curriculum and accompanying resou rces for training and
assessment and contain:
1. General resource i mplementation guidelines
2. Guidelines for competency units dealing with the client for Certificate II and Certificate
III qualifications
3. Guidelines for competency units denling with operations for Certi ficate II and
Certificate III qual ifications
4. Guidelines for competency units dealing w i th the col lection for Certificate I I and
Certificate III qualifications
5. Guidelines for competency units dealing with the client for Certificate IV and Di ploma
qualifications
6. Guidelines for competency units d ealing with operations for Certifica te IV and
Diploma·. qualifications
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7. Guidelines for competency unili; dealing with the coHer·tion for Certificate IV and
Di ploma quali fications.

Table 24: Training Package Qualifications and Competency Units
Certificate II in Library and Information Services
Compulsory units
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assist clients to use an information service effectively
Assist with the maintenance of a service area
Develop own information l iteracy skills
Manage o·wn work performance and lea rning
Prepare, process and store resources
Assist with circu lation services

Complete one other unit
•

Assist with programs, activities
.ind promotion

Or one uni t from another endorsed
training package at Certificate II level

Certificate Ill in Library and lnforma_t_io_n_S_e_rv
_ic_e_s______________________
Complete three other units, at least
Compulsory units
two from below
• Assist clients to use an information service effectively
• Accession and process resources
• Assist with the maintenance of a service area
• Contribute
• Develop own information literacy skills
lo
promotional
programs and activities for clients
• Manage own work performance and learning
• Process orders
• Prepare. process and ;,;tore resources
• Respond lo request from oth.?r
• Participate in a work team
information providers fo r materiai
• Use bibliographic methods
• Use m u l ti media equipment
And one unit from another endorsed
• Train small groups
training package al Certificate Ill level
Certificate IV in Library and Information Services
Compulsory units

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contribute to client access to information
Contribute to effective wr ' :ng relationships
Develop and apply own •.. formation li teracy skills in
working with clients
Contribute to structuring bibl iographic and other
information systems
Manage own work, development and learning
Organise and coordinate work activities
Use networked services effeclively to provide access to
information
Use multimedia equipment
Train small groups

Complete six other units, al least three
from below

•
•
•
•
•

Acquire and process resources for
access
Maintain
service
area
environment,
resources
and
equipment
Obtain i nformation resources from
remote sources for clients
Provide promotion and programs
and activities for clients
Undertake cataloguing activities

And three units
endorsed
training
Certificate IV level

from another
package
at
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Diploma of Library and Information Services
Compulsory units

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contribute to client access to information
Contribute to effective working relationships
Develop and apply own information literacy skills in
working with clients
M anage own work, development and learning
Organise and coordinate work activities
Use networked services effectively lo provide access lo
info rmation
Contribute to the organisation and coordination of the
work of others
Organise information for client access
Prnvide clients with access to required information
Use multimedia equipment
Train s ma ll groups
Plan assessment
Cond uct assessment
Review assessment

Crnnplete eight other uniL<i, at least
four from below

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A nalyse and describe material
Catalogue and classify matt'rial
collection
Contribute
lo
development
Develop and i mprove systems and
processes lo increase access to
information
Coordi nate
selection
and
acquisition of information
and
Establish
maintain
consultation with, and promotion
to, client groups
Lead a Learn
Maintain and modify technological
applica tions in the library
Manage maintenance of physical
resources and environment
Provide assistance for research and
projects

And four units from another endorsed
training package at Diploma level
Advanced Diploma of Library and Information
Services
Compulsory units
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete eight other units. at least
four from below. Select at least one
The three
Contribute to the orga nisation and coordination of the unit from Group A.
remaining units may be selected from
work of others
A or 8.
Deliver i nformation l iteracy programs for clients
Provide clients with access to required information
Develop and improve systems and process lo increase Group A
• Manage care and maintenance of
access to information
collection
Provide assistance for research and projects
•
Manage collection development
Contribute to the development of the organisation's
• Provide d atabase development
bibliographic management system
Evaluate a nd extend own information literacy skills in Group B
• Analyse and describe material
working with others
• Catalogue and classify material
Manage a major functional a rea
• Establish
and
maintain
Use multimedia equi pment
consultation with client groups
Train small groups
• M aintain and modify technological
Plan assessment
a pplications in the library
Conduct assessment
Review assessment
And four units from nnother endorsed
training package a l Diploma level

(CREATE Australia, 1999}
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There is n considerable overlap of competency u n i ts between Certificate II and Certificate
1 1 1 levds, and Certificate IV and Diplomn lcvc>ls, as indica ted in Table 24.
Each competency stan dard/ unit is expressed in a common formal:
•

Unit code

•

Unit title and brief desrri ption

•

Element and performance cri teria (tools of assessment)

•

Key competencies, which align the unit to the nationa l generic competencies

•

Range of variables, providing gu ideli nes on the di fferent situations and con texts that
a pply

•

Evidence gu ide, which includes cri tical aspects of evidence, underpinning knowl edge
and ski lls needed for the unit, resource i mpl ications, concu rrent assessment, method
and context of a ssessment.
The assessment guidelines provide an overview of assessment principles, benchmarks

for assessment, the rol e of registered trnining orga nisations and assessor qual ifications.
The general resource i mplementation guidel ines summari se the structure of the
qualifications, provide a ma p of the new standards to the 1995 cu rricu l u m and a guide to
l earning and assessment strategies and exam ples.
The guidance booklets repeat the standard format and include a further mapping
guide for each u n i t to the mod ules of the n a tional c u rricu l um . The booklets omi t a n u m ber
of units and contain major typographical and ma pping errors. The total Training Package
was made available i n both prin t and CD-ROM versions at a cost of $370.00.

Implementation of the Training Package
In 1999 Swi nburne Uni versi ty of Technology, Victoria, received funding from the
Office of Post Compu lsory Education, Training and E mployment and ANTA to develop an
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Im plementat ion Gu ide for the Libra ry and Information Services Training Package which
i.,vas to sel the sta ndards for national implemen tation.

The Implementation G u i de

provi des the maximum nomi nal hours for each qualification which sho uld be al located by
a tra i ning organisation. Al though these hours may va ry within a q u alificati on depending
on the u n i ts of competence selected and the delivery stra tegies used, traini n g deli very will
not be fu nded beyond the maximum nominal hours ( Victorian Implementation Guide, 1 999,
p. 8).

A table identifies each competency u n i t and title, nominal hours and the

commensurate mod u le from the cu rrent Diploma quali fication.
The Library Technician Program Manager of Victoria Universi ty of Technology, Ian
Rogers, commenced an irnplementation process in March 2000, and supplied deta i ls to
l ibrary technician educators i n other States and Terri tories via ema il. Rogers (persona l
com m u nication, 27 March, 2000) has id entified a wide range o f issues which i m pact o n the
i mplementation process, i ncluding a su ggestion that ANTA provided money for Industry
Advisory Bodies, l i ke CREATE, to write Training Packages to a formu la specifically a imed
for on-the-job training, not for T AFE training courses. This su ggestion is su pported by the
omission of any work experience/ industry plncement component in the Pnckage wh ich
mean s that TAFE trainers have to incorporate whole or parts of com petency u n i ts and
their related nominal hours into work experience placements. Rogers also suggests that
d i fferent agendas, t imetabling and staffing restrai n ts in TAFE institu tions will res u l t in
major variations in the implementation process and the range of qualification levels which
will be offered by i ndividual TAFE provi ders. Rogers has wa rned, however, against TAFE
providers locking themselves into rigid training curricula before they become more
famili a r and experienced in deliveri n g Tra i ning Packages which may lead to the need for
future changes.
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Personal communication with a range of TAFE library technician educators
supports Rogers' assertion that local agendas and issues will influence the interpretation
and implementation process. Rogers (personal communication, October 31, 2000) has
indicated that the Victoria University of Technology will offer a Diploma incorporating a
Certificate III with two additional modules allowing an exit at Certificate II and Certificate
IV if required. The fourth draft of the Victoria University mapping guidelines indicates
the use of new subject titles to describe competency units and the allocation of a
proportion of nominal subject hours to allow for industry placements at both Certificate III
(80 hours) and Diploma (160 hours) levels.

In a further email, Rogers (personal

communication, November 6, 2000) has indicated that he has completed version five of a
proposed timetable and expressed concern about the amount of time involved in the
process, "the flexibility of ownership comes at a huge price". Rogers has also suggested
that considerations of staffing, timetabling and institutions' administrative systems to cope
with the competencies will result in a product that is a working compromise.
Swinburne University of Technology and Box Hill Institute of TAFE will also be
offering Certificate III and the Diploma and allocating subject hours to two industry
placements. Julia Blunden, Acting Program Coordinator at Swinburne, believes that the
portability of librru."Y technician qualifications will be more difficult with the obvious
diversity of qualifications and course content between training institutions (personal
communication, October 31, 2000).
Perth Central TAFE has indicated that they will be offering all qualifications to
Diploma level,. with future introduction of the Advanced Diploma as a continuing
professional development options for employed library technicians (Vinciullo, personal
communication, November 2, 2000). Vinciullo also confirms that variations in

1 .C: 1

implementation will have a huge impact on portabi l i ly of qualifications for l ibrary
techn icians, "a feature of the current Di ploma that has worked very wel l in WA".
Examination of onl i nc documentation

reveals

that Canberrn

Insti tute of

Technology ,viii offer the Di ploma of Library and Inform.:ltion Services, with an early exit
poi n t at Certificate IV. Prospective students must have an ACf Year 12 Certi ficate and
preference will be gi ven to applican ts with l i brary experience and an approved TAFE
certificate which i ncl udes some communication and IT mod ules (Can berra Institute of
Technology, 2000). The outline of the course content indicates substantial changes to the
Training Package requirements, such as the i nclusion of mod ules in catalogui ng and
acquisitions as core, not electi ve, subjects.
The only available information about the New South Wales courses for 2001 is
provi d ed by a n onl i ne descri ption of the Certificate I I I being offered at Newcastle. The
course outli ne indicates substantial changes to the Training Package requirements,
i ncl u d i ng i ncorporation of Certific<1te II l evel units as both core and elective mod u l es and
the additi on of six i nformation technology core modu les.
The South Australian Department of Education, Training and Employ men t has
provided an online guide to transi tion arrangements from accredited courses to
qualifications in the Library and Information Services Training Package. The nomi n a l
hours listed for each qualification and competency unit vary substantially from those
listed in the Victorian implementation guidelines (South Australian Department of
Education, Training and Employment, 2000).
The Queensland Southbank I nstitute of TAFE appears, from the ava ilable onl ine
course information, to be offering all qualifications to Diploma level , with the Certificate II
available to trai nees empl oyed in the information i n d ustry.

The cou rse structure is
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consistent with the Training Package requ irements (Suuthbank lnsli t�1 le of TAFE, 2000) .
I nd ustry placement is included with assessment 1;.• ith<.• r in th(' workplace or at lhl.' col lege.
Thl' Tasmanian TAPE cnmpus1:s at Burnie/ Dl'vtmport, Hoba rt and La unceston a re
offering all qualifications to Di ploma level with core and l'leclivl' units from the Training
Package (TAFE Tasmania, 2000). Certificate I I musl be umh:rlaken as a t rainee employed
in a library or information agency. Industry placement is a component of the Certificate
I l l , Certificate IV and Di ploma qualifications.

Case Studv: Implementation of the Training Package at Northern Terri tory Uni versity
Library technician lecturers at NTU were invited by CREATE NT, the local
Ind ustry Tra ining Ad visory Body, to partici pate i n two workshops designed to inform
industry of the impl ica tions of the Training Package on the workplace and on the
ed ucation and training of l ibrary staff. Two significant factors emerged from personal
observation of, and participation i n the workshops. The first was the appa reri;. lack of
awareness by i ndustry pa rtici pants of lhe revision of competency standards and
development of the Training Packages, and the second, the concerted effort by the
representative of CREATE NT to ad vocate assessment by qualified workplace assessors to
bypass formal or workplace training processes. CREA TE NT considered that the library
industry requi rement for a workplace assessor to possess an equi valent qualification to the
workplace assessee, as well as assessor qualifications, \,•as excessive and not considered
necessary in other industries.

Equal ly, CREA TE NT suggested that professional

association course recogni tion \Vas no longer appropriate or necessary in the Training
Package environment.

In more recent d iscussions, CREATE NT hm, modified its

opposition to formal TAFE training courses and promoted the concept of ind u stry and
training partnershi ps as the best application oi the Trai ning Packages. However, there has

been no consideration of the funding, staffing or physical n·source implications, for both
thL' libr.1ry industry nnd training provider!-i, in workplace assessment or partnerships
processl'S.

Giwn thnl both individual libraries nnd TAFE training providers already

operate with minim ..11 st,1ff and resources, these implications warrant some deliberation.
Library technician leJ('hing staff at the Northern Territory University have decided
to offer all Training Package qualifications, except the Advanced Diploma, from 20()1. The
Advanced Diploma will not be offered until it has been established that there is sufficient
demand for the qualification. The Certificate II qualification is being offered as a national
trainee~'.~ip entry level and therefore it attracts no student fees. As the Diploma is the
current recognised qualification for employment as a library technician, students will be
encouraged to continue to this level.
A distinct feature of the Training P.ickages is the lack of required prerequisites to
enrol in qualification levels or individual competency units. In theory this could mean that
a school leaver could enrol at the Diploma level, without having completed any prior
training or work experience.

Only formal assessment, including the underpinning

knowledge and skills of the competency unit, would indicate and enforce the need for
training in lower level competencies. The documentation of other industry Training
Packages implementation processes in the T AFE system indicates that some providers are,
in fact, specifying prerequisites of lower level cnmpctency qualifications regardless of
Training Package instructions.
NTU course content will align with the competency units, with timetabling of
associated units to enable a natural progression through related competencies.

Some

traditional library technician core subjects, such as acquisitions, cataloguing, and library
promotion, have been delegated to elective status in the new qualifications. The rationale
for this decision is extremely difficult to understand, given that library technicians have
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demonstrated their \.Vorkplace competence in these :-;kills and have been increasingly
employed in these areas. NTU teaching staff have decided lo limit the number of elective
options availabk• to ensure that most student:-; will gain skills in these subjects. Although
unfortunately this decision will n•slrict student elective options, it is considered necessary
to provide students 'Yvith future employment prospects.
NTU will continue lo employ teaching resources developed for the Diploma course
and gradually revise modules to more closely reflect competency unit requirements where
necessary. It is anticipated that this process of modification will not be too arduous as
many of the existing Dip!Pma modules have a direct relationship to the new competency
units.
The administrative processes involved in implementing the Training Package will
become more complex, with the requirement to enrol students in a number of Certificates
and the Diploma concurrently. As work experience placements will comprise a number of
competency units, assessment and grading for these units cannot be finalised until the
student has completed the placement. Students enrolled in the current course will need to
have their completed Diploma modules mapped against the competency standards and
qualifications.

This process must ensure that students are not disadvantaged in the

progress of their studies. Recognised training providers are required to accept individual
competency units or full qualifications achieved through workplace assessment. The
process of identifying further training requirements or mapping completed competency
units will need to be undertaken by TAFE institutions through credit transfer and RPL
procedures.
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Response to the Industry Training Packages
Introduction
The development and introduction of the national Industry Training Packages has
been addressed by a wide range of discussion and debate which can be broadly
categorised as informative, supportive or critical. While there has been little documented
response, as yet, to the Library Industry Training Packages, the issues identified in the
general current discussions are clearly applicable.
The extensive government documentation attending the reform to VET and the
introduction of the Training Packages has obviously been informative and supportive,
while industry and educator response has been generally mixed. A number of articles in
the March and April 2000 issues of Campus Review have discussed the impact of the
Training Packages from government, industry and educator perspectives and highlighted
the main areas of dissension. The following brief summary of the current literature from a
range of stakeholders highlights the major issues which have emerged from the debate.

Informative and Supportive Response
A speech by the Minister for Education, Training and Youth Affairs, David Kemp,
to the Victorian TAFE Association outlines the government's commitment to the National
Training Framework and its components; Training Packages, New Apprenticeships and
User Choice. Kemp (1999) emphasised the importance of the Training Packages,
For the first time we have clearly articulated pathways for learners
across whole industry sectors and an across the board attempt to
really integrate on and off the job training. We have nationally
recognised and portable qualifications for individuals and flexible
qualifications to suit the needs of employers. (p. 2)
He.also acknowledged that TAFE played an important role in ensuring the success of the
reforms to VET, urged providers to implement the Training Packages as quickly as
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possible and outlined the funding and resources the government had committed lo assist
the implementation process.
The Chief Executive uf ANTA, Moirn Scollay, has responded to recent criticisms of
the educational consequences of the reforms of the VET sector. Scollay (2000) has rejected
the argument

that

the Training Packages arc

prcscriplivi.: curricula aimed al

disempowering professional teachers. She argues that the "key lo successful application of
the Training Packages in any learning environment is the ability of the teacher/trainer lo
develop customised learning strategies within the framework of competencies and
assessment" (p. 12). In response to criticism that the Training Packages do not adequately
address "soft" or generic skills and competencies, Scollay states that ANTA is currently
working on a range of activities designed to clarify and improve the application of these
skills and underpinning knowledge. Scollay also discusses the financial resources and
support products which have been made available by the government and ANTA to assist
VET providers in the implementation process.
The pivotal role of training providers in interpreting and customising Training
Packages for a range of audiences is the major focus of an article by Stewart (2000). Stewart
(2000, p. 1) states that in the TAFE sector in Victoria 53% of teachers are in tenured
positions, 33% are on fixed terms contracts, usually of only 9-12 months duration, 14% are
sessional, and the total teaching staff ht1s remained the same from 1993-1998 at a time
when there has been an increase of about 10% in total provision. She also acknowledges
that TAFE teachers have been faced with almost ten years of continuous change, including
the impact of globalisation, technological change, user choice, competitive tendering and
reduced funding. Stewart proposes five strategies for enabling the best use and outcomes
of Training Packages for t11l interested parties:
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•

recognising lhnl Trnining Packilgl's arl' flexible but must ensure quality lenrning
processes .ind cmrrse design,

•

providing staff development and support in customising Trnining Packages,

•

developing effective ncademic and information management systems which can cope
with the extra recording and reporting requirements,

•

designing holistic delivery and assessment programs that incorporate the general
education and skills competencies and

•

"shifting the focus from traditional teaching approaches to more flexible problem
solving approaches in which the learner is central lo the process of learning and
competency achievement" {p. 4).
Down (2000) argues that Training Packages "define a form of competency-based

training which relies on the centrality of the professional expertise of teachers and trainers
to achieve the specified outcomes" (p. 13). Down welcomes the demise of centralised
curriculum and detailed resources materials, which, she suggests, have effectively deskilled VET teachers. Acknowledging that VET educators have faced lean environments
with little professional development, status or support for the last ten years, she stresses
the need "to find effective ways to increase both the professional competence and morale
of the TAFE sector's most valuable asset - its teachers and trainers" (p. 13).
A Ministerial Council (MINCO) meeting held on the 30 111 June 2000 reported that a
comprehensive project is underway to "boost the quality, update and upgrade client
service and iron out the inconsistency "bugs" in Australia 1s national VET system 11
{Australian National Training Authority, 2000b). Ministers agreed that priority be given to
achieving national consistency in the standards and implementation of Training Packages
by the end of 2000. The Committee also forecast the introduction of a ne,v National
Training Quality Council, to replace the National Training Framework Committee, and
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npL'r,1te under the ANTA Bo.ird with industry lmdl'rsh1p and Slate and Territory

represen t,1 lion.

Critical Response
Criticism has focused on both the implementation ,:md the content and quality
control of the Training Packages.

In his investigation into the impact of the Training

Packages, Peoples (2000) found that although the Packages were developed by industry
"many enterprises see the development of training packages as a complex, irrelevant and
highly bureaucratic process, adding a greater complexity to a national training system,
\Vhich has already been criticised as overly cumbersome and slow lo react to change" (p.
10).

Peoples argues that the Packages have entrenched the power of employer

organisations, especially the national Industry Advisory Training Bodies (IT ABs), and
diminished the power of educationalists.

Respondents to Peoples' survey indicated that

the emphasis given to on-the-job training and assessment in the Training Packages was
found to disadvantage full-time and unemployed students. The implementation process
in TAPE institutions was described as time consuming because of the need to create
learning pathwc1ys which matched existing curriculum, organise work placements, the
time lag between endorsement and publication of the Package and changes to Packages
post-endorsement. Packages are only endorsed for three years, which given the time lag,
has meant that students may have been enrolled for just twelve to eighteen months before
a mandatory review is required. Peoples (2000) has stated that the quality of Training
Packages varies enormously, with different interpretations between industries of the
qualification framework, discrepancies in nominal duration between and within Packages,
inadequate assessment guidelines and variations in assessor qualifications.
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Simmons (2000) hns not<.'d that "lhl'rl' is son•...: , ynicism about ANTA's claim lo
have been rl'sponsib!L• for nchil•ving industry involvl•menl in vocational lrnining" (p. 4)
given thnt mnny providers have worked dosl·ly with industry (or decades. As indicated in
this study, the library industry has always been closely aligned with library tcchnicinn
training providers through Course Advisory Committees nnd participation in work
experience placements. Simmons (2000) has suggested that the huge divergence in the
quality and acceptance of the training packages has resulted from issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the cohesiveness of the industry 'voice'
the strength of the training tradition in the industry
how the industry parties who determined the competencies were
selected
what interests they represented
the ease of alignment between existing curriculum and the
packages
the extent to which new competencies were identified
the extent to which providers/ teachers have embraced and
prepared themselves for the change
any political positions of teachers or industrial relations
implications. (p. 8)

Smith (2000) has asserted that there has been no research that sho,vs that
competency based training or recognition of prior learning (RPL) have improved student
outcomes or any effective monitoring systems set up to enable the necessary comparative
analysis. She questions the levels of skill attained by students/workers through total onthe-job delivery and assessment where there may be no teaching or training component.
Smith (2000) concludes that:
a demotivated, casualised VET teaching workforce, using Training
Packages containing questionable and rigid competency standards,
in a system with very Httle quality control, makes it just about
impossible to expect that high quality training will be delivered to
the current or future Australian workforce. (p. 3)
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A numbL•r of nthcr commentators, including industry representatives, have
expressed cnlKL'rn aboul the shift lovvards deregulation contained in thl' Australian
Recognitil~.n fr.~mcv,•ork and have suggested the need for more rigorous quality-assurance
procc5:-.:,;es (Comyr;,, 1998, p. 9; Greening, 1998, p. l 'J).

WRAPS, the national industry

tmini~ advisory !body for the wholesale, retail and personal services industries, has
suggesteit,i that ti~ fundamental weakness of the Australian Recognition Framework is that
it measures the quality of a training organisation's management processes rather than
"outputs".

This means that there is no effective check to ensure that the provision of

training is adequate and the issuance of qualifications valid (WRAPS, 1999).
Sobski (2000) disputes Scollay's assertion that the Training Packages will empower
educators and suggests that expecting every teacher to interpret the Packages and develop
customised learning strategies or curricula would result in enormous duplication of effort
and unrealistic expectations. Sobski argues that national or state-developed curriculum
are not prescriptive, but can assist the teacher to design effective learning and delivery
strategies in consultation with industry.
Doughney (2000) has claimed that the Training Packages could undermine existing
credit transfer and articulation arrangements for students crossing from VET to higher
education or vice versa.

As Training Packages only contain competencies and do not

stipulate curriculum or learning outcomes, Doughney suggests that higher education
institutions "will not be able to ascertain the extent to which articulating students share the
same knowledge base as those who have undertaken formal study" (p. 10). Doughney
laments the fact that T AFE teachers have been excluded from Training Pack.:ige
development, particularly as they genernlly possess experience in industry, grounding in
. the discipline upon which their industry draws and teaching qualifications.

She also

considers that "stripping learning outcomes and the specification of knowledge from VET
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courses and n•placin~ them with competL•ncics lhat are measured directly against specified
tasks in thL• wurkplan.' will lead to ck•skilling" (p. I 0).
In 1998 tlw Australian Vicc-Chnnccllors Commitl<'c (A VCC) nnd the Australian
National Training Authority (ANTA) commissioned n project lo examine the need for a
new joint approach to policy on credit transfer nnd articulation between VET and Higher
Education (HE). The main catalyst for the project was the reform process in VET which
was considered to have consequenlinl impacts on both current and future cross-sector
arrangements.

The project established that there was considerable student mobility

between the sectors; in 1998, 17.5% of all new admissions to Bachelor level courses were
students with a previous TAFE award and 15.3% of all VET students held a previous HE
qunlification.

The project sought to identify the views of stakeholders on the efficacy of

the Australian Recognition Framework and the Training Package competencies as the
basis for establishing cross-sector qualification linkages. Carnegie (1999) has reported that
survey respondents perceived difficulties in

using competencies,

particularly as

competencies were inadequate in defining knowledge and because of the variability of
competencies across Training Packages.

She also noted that the lack of structure and

defined scope of some Training Package qualifications, an overemphasis in many of the
Packages on generic management skills at the expense of high level technical competencies
and the use of different nomenclature were identified as impacting adversely on linkage
arrangements. The report recommended a number of initiatives to assist the articulation
process; new national linkage benchmarks, pilot programs to renegotiate existing, and
develop

new,

cross-sector qualifications

linkages

using

Training

Packages,

the

development of model qualification linkages and the participation by HE in the
development of Training Package support materials (Carnegie, 1999, p. 262).
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Aspiring to Exccllt!11cr: Report of //re /11q11ir11 i11to tire ()11alit11 of Vocational Ed11calio11 and
Trai11i11:,: 111 A11:-/m/1111 Nowmber 2000
In Au~usl 1999 the SenalL• Employment. Workplace Relations, Small Business and
Educntion Committee was asked lo conduct an inquiry into the quality of vocational
education and training in Australia. The Committee was due to report by May 2000 but

sought an extension of time until October 2000.
Excelle11cr. was released on

tJih

The Committee's report, Aspiring to

Nove,,1ber, 2000.

The Committee's terms of reference were to investigate the effectiveness of the
vocational education and training sector in developing the educational skills of the
Australian people and the skills formation and productivity of the Australian workforce.
The terms of reference include:
•

an evaluation of the new apprenticeships scheme;

•

an evaluation of claims that the key objectives of the nev,· apprenticeships scheme are
not being met;

•

an assessment of the quality of provision of TAFE and private providers in the delivery
of VET services and programs;

•

an examination of the impact on the quality and accessibility of VET resulting from the
policy of growth through efficiencies and user choice in VET;

•

an evaluation of the provision of Commonwealth and state employers' subsidies;

•

an evaluation of the growth, breadth, effectiveness and future provision of vocational
education in schools; and

•

an assessment of the consistency, validity and accessibility of statistical information on
the performance of national VET systems. (Senate Employment, Workplace Relations,
Small Business and Education Committee, 2000).
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The Commllt('L' conductL•d n numlwr uf public hl·aring!i and received

submissions from

.i

.:i

total of 128

wide range of 111tcrcsted parties.

The report contains 28 rL•rommcndations to lhc government which
go to the heart of restoring quality in vocational education and
training, beginning \Vilh a renegotiation of VET objectives with
major participants in the training network, but focusing mainly on
strengthening institutional arrangements which ensure complinnce
with 1.1uality control processes. (Senate Employment, Workplace
Relations, Small Business and Education Committee, 2000)
Of particular interest lo T AFE teachers is the recommendation that "ANT A make a
dear policy statement emphasising the importance of including people with teaching or
professional educational expertise and experience in all aspects and at all levels of VET
decision making, planning and development processes" (Senate Employment, Workplace
Relations. Small Business and Education Committee, 2000). The Committee also suggests
that the ANT A Board should include at least one member \\ !10 is a practising professional
1

VET teacher or educator.
The Committee found that there are serious deficiencies in both the design and
implementation of the Australian Recognition Framework (ARF), including serious legal
impediments to the effective operation of the Framework in controlling and auditing
quality and consistency. To address these deficiencies the Committee has reconm1ended
that the ARF be replaced with a National Code for Quality in VET which should be made
legally enforceable through Commonwealth legislation.

The National Code "would

contain a statement of the rights, responsibilities and obligations of all relevant parties,
and standards, procedures and evidence requirements to regulate and ensure quality in all
aspects of VET, including consistency of implementation 11 (Senate Employment, Workplace
Relations, Small Business and Educntion Committee, 2000).
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In its (onsideratiun nt the Nation.11 Tr.1ining Packnges, the Committee not1:d the
\\1ri,1lil111S in impk•nwntation in diffon~nt Jllrt~dictions and rl'nJmrnends that national
implemenlathm plans be dt•n'lopt..'d to achit•\·t• national consistency in regard to nominal
hours. samr,le tramms F"rn~rams, and 1dL•ntificat1on of current and new resourCl'I", tn
deliver training. The Cummittee recommends that a National Quahfo:ations and Quality
Assurnnce Authority be est.:1blished to oversee national implementation plans, raise the
stand,.uds for the ::.pedfkation oi underlying knowledge and skills and improve the
specification of the 1'...1ayer Key Competencies in National Training Packages.
The report and its extensive recommendations, which are only briefly reported
here, have far reaching implications for the current VET education and training
framework, and if accepted by the Commonwealth i;OH'rnment. ANT.-\ .md the
~vlinisterial Council, forei:ast another period of change for all training providers and
educators.

Response to the Revised LICS and the Libr.:1n' Industrv Training Pai:k.:ige
There has been little open or formal discussion about the revised competency
standards and the introduction of the library industry Tr,1ining P.:1ckases. A response to
the changes to the standards was forwarded by the NT Branch of ALIA in 1998 to CREATE
but was never acknowledged.
As Blunden (2000, p. 5) has stated, no information about input from stakeholders
has been available to other interested parties or placed in the public arena for discussion.
NTU library educators received no response to requests for information from CREATE or
responses to documentation outlining typographical

M\d

omission errors in the draft

guidelines to the Training Packages, although they are listed as contributors to the
development process in the published Training Package documentaliL)n.

At th1..•

lJth

National Library Tt.•chnicians ConfercrKc in 1997, Reid, a member of the

Nati(m,11 Project Reforenn.' Gruup for the development of Lh1..• Training Packages,

summarised the t·h.111g1..•s in 1..•1.h1ca lion and training for library technicians. Reid (I 997)
analysed the content uf the Diploma

cotirSL',

identifying that 55'Y., of the course could be

categorised ,is library lechnicnl tnsks, 19% IT, multimedia and OH&S, 17% communication,
team work, client liaison and training, and 9'Y., management. She posed the question
"given that technicians fill a wide variety of roles, is a generic course like this the best basis
for entry to the range of library work that technicians can find themselves in?" (Reid, 1997,
p. 161).

Reid suggested that educators should be able to provide greater options for

continuing professional development for library technicians, including human resource
management, IT and communicntions technologies, high level communication and client
relations skills and higher level library skills and should undertake partnerships with
employers to provide greater opportunities for work-based learning. Although Reid does
not state this, these are options which are implicit in the philosophy of the Training
Packages.
In a later article, Reid (1998) discussed the format and implications of the Training
Packages. She identified some of the issues for the library industry:
•

Will the industry see a plethora of RTOs issuing qualifications? What
impact will this have on employers, universities and the traditional
training organisations (T AFE and universities)?

•

Will a multitude of qualifications appear, at different levels, possibly
geared to different local needs? How much entry~level training will
occur at school levels with the advent of the VET in schools
programs?

•

Library technicians have a good reputation for upgrading their skills
and knowledge. As most TAFE courses change every five to eight
years, many technicians generally look for a course upgrade as a
means of keeping their skills current.
However, there are
discrepancies where ALIA recognises, for technician membership
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means of keeping their skills current.
However, there are
discrepancies where ALIA recognises, for technician membership
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purposes, a qualification that is now out of date, and an l'mployer
prefers lo recruit pt·ople with the latt~sl qualification.
•

Whnt is the ClH"l' bndy of knowledge of the profession? The core
must b(• in compl.'LL'ncy standards, so how can we bl'sl use the
standards? As part of the development of the training package, thl'
standards will bl' rcvil'WL'd and packagL•d to reflect qunlifications
and currL•nt options for extension into aligned industrir·s such as IT,
multimedia, records, .trchives, education and trnining.

•

How can we best use the competencies and the training package to
produce the type of pl?ople needed ior work in the sector? (Reid,
1998, p. 31).

Reid (1998) also noted that a current inquiry into the appropriate roles of institutes of
Technical and Further Education by the House of Representatives Committee on
Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs had implications for library
education and training. She suggested that "continuing pressures to increase student
numbers at TAFE had resulted in the downgrading of strong pastoral care programs and a
loss of attention for individual needs" (p. 31) and change to delivery in lecture modes and
off-campus delivery where possible. Reid concluded that the Training Packages offered
the library industry, a small industry with fewer that 20,000 workers, the opportunity to
rationalise current programs and modes of education and training to ensure that new
members.of the profession could work and grow successfully.
Library technician contributors to the LibTec discussion list in 1998
commented on a range of issues associated with the introduction of the Training Packages,
including the number of qualification levels which were not industrially recognised, the
lack of articulation arrangements to undergraduate courses, the commitment needed by
libraries arud training organisations to undertake the role of workplace assessors and the
introduction of non-traditional training bod:ies and the methodology behind their
registration.
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In a letter to /11cile, Blunden (2000, p. 5) provided an assessment of the draft version
of the Training Package. She suggested that the name 0 trnining package" was rather
misl~ading as the endorsed comporwnls consist of competency standardf;, qualifications
and assessment guidelines, rnthcr than training materials. Blunden questioned the fact
that the Training PackagL' was developed in response lo the demands of the library
industry, as there was no evidence of dissatisfaction with the current curriculum, and any
criticisms could be met by adjustments to the present course. She also queried CREATE's
industry consultation process, "The only industry consultation I am aware of taking place
in Victoria involved a small and unrepresentative sample of large academic and research
libraries" {p. 5).

While research had identified gaps in the current course, including IT

skills, Blunden asserts that the strong emphasis on information technology in the Diploma
is not included in the Training Package, \Vhich either requires these skills as prerequisites
or implies that these skills would be acquired from other related Training Packages as
elective units.

Equally the de-emphasis oi technical services, with acquisition and

cataloguing processes offered as electives in the Training Package, could be vie\-ved as an
erosion of the traditional core of the library technician's training. Blunden concludes her
assessment by suggesting that the customisation of the Training Package by providers and
competencies replacing the national curriculum will reduce the transferability and
portability of students' skills and qualifications.

ALIA Response to the Training Packages
In a 1999 response to the development of the Training Packnges, the Executive
Director of ALIA, Nicholson, suggested that the Packages "offer several pnthways to a
qualification, they can be implemented flexibly to meet the needs of enterprises,
individuals and training providers, yet still provide a nationally recognised qualification,
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and offer a nmgL' of assessment options for tlw workplace and formal training" (p. ·1 ).
Nicholson stated that ALIA would be working with CREATE on a number of unresolved
issues, including the realignment of vocational educalion and trnining programs, the role
of competency \Vithin enterprise agreements, individual and employer responsibilities for
assessment and costs of implementing competency-based training and/ or assessment in
lhe workplace. This response does not address the fact that the Training Packages rnn
result in five qualification levels or consider which qualification levels will be recognised
by ALIA as entry-level training for library technicians.
ALIA lodged a submission to the Senate inquiry into the quality of vocational
education and training in Australia which included six recommendations that highlight
the impact of the reforms in VET on the library and information sector, with a specific
focus on TAFE libraries. ALIA recommended that TAFE libraries be allocated additional
funding and resources to assist them to develop the infrastructure necessary to enhance
new teaching methodologies and access to electronic information (Australian Library and
Information Association, 1999b). The Association also recommended that all registered
training providers be required to provide evidence of adequate learning support
resources. This recommendation resulted from anecdotal evidence that private providers
were utilising TAFE libraries for learning resource support.
Unfortunately ALIA did not address the quality of provision of T AFE and private
providers in the delivery of courses to library technicians in its submission. It can be
suggested that the reform of vocational education and training and the introduction of the
Training Packages have major funding, resource and quality implications for all training
providers and for library workplaces. These implications have an impact on the provision
of training for library technicians, the provision of continuing professional development,
the provision of on-the-job training and the ALIA course recognition process.
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In

.-1

M~1y 2000 letter lo TJ\FE cotirsL' rnurdinalors, ALIA slated that "al the April

teleconfor(•nce, the Board of Education considered

.:i

report from Margaret Starrc! on the

Libn1ry and Informal ion SL•rvices Industry Package, idenlif ying issues raised by the
Package that require consideration by the Board of Education" (Australian Library and
Information Assuciati~)n, personal communication, May 23, 2000). The Board intended to
establish a working party to report to the July meeting on the implications of the Package
and the ALIA course recognition process

In a recent telephone conversation the ALIA

Manager, Policy, Projects and Research stated that Margaret Starre had presented her
report

and

recommendations

at

communication, November 7, 2000).

an

October

meeting

(M.

Murphy,

personal

The report is not publicly available as yet, and

requests, lo ALIA and to Margaret Stam~, for a copy or indication of content of the
recommendations have not been forthcoming.
Marie Murphy (personal communication, November 7, 2000) indicated that, in her
opinion, a wide range of issues had emerged from the Training Package development and
implementation process which required clarification. These issues included the lack of
prerequisites for individual competency units and qualifications, the impact and quality of
workplace assessment, the emphasis on client service skills at the expense of technical
skills in the Package and the continuing role of ALIA in the course recognition process.
Murphy was aware that substantial changes to the Training Packages were occurring at
the local implementation level and indicated that these changes \Vere approved by
regional ITABs.

While Murphy suggested that ALIA wished to retain its course

recognition process at the Diploma qualification level, she acknowledged that this would
require careful consideration of all the issues and intensive di;ilogue vvith TAFE training
providers.
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In l'l'Sponsc lo changes in lhc education and training of library workers, ALIA
revised ils education JXllicy statements in 1999. In October ·1999, the Board decided not lo
immediately impk•ment the rL•visL•d criterin for course recognition until there was further
clarification of the general directions of education and training and acceptance by
members of the The Library l11d11stry: Core knowlrd~c, skills and allitudes statement which was
to be incorporated in the education policy statements. The revised statement (Appendix
N) for the technician level is more closely aligned with the Training Package requirements.
The statement still submits that "an academic unit offering courses in library studies
should establish and regularly convene appropriate mechanisms for industry consultation,
such as course advisory panels" (ALIA, personal communication, May 23, 2000). It could
be suggested that course advisory committees, which were an important and relevant
aspect of local course development before the advent of national courses and the industry
endorsed Training Packages, could be considered redundant in the current training
environment.

Role of CREATE Australia
CREATE organised a national workshop in Canberra on 27111 October, 2000 for all
those involved in implementing the Tr.iining P.ickage to "compare notes, hear about
what's happening, and plan for the future" (CREATE, 2000). The cost of attending the
workshop was $65. In the promotion leaflet advertising the workshop, the Chief Executive
Officer of CREATE, Cassandra Parkinson, suggests that "training packages are a useful
tool for education, training and professional development but they are only as good as
what teachers do with them" (CREATE , 2000) and encourages educators and trainers to
share their wisdom:
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We hope lhal lhc workshop will be the start of a nnlional librnry
training network and th.it CREATE can help focilitnte ongoing
communirntion. Networking will also help us to update and
improve the trnining package and to learn from the experience of
thost' on tlw ground actually implementing it. (CREATE, 2000)

A request to CREATE for information on the outcomes of the workshop has not
been acknowledged. In a recent online Update 111.:wsletler CREATE (2000, p. l) reports that
around 35 library representatives attended the workshop. Several participants presented
case studies on the implementation of the Training Package in libraries, although no
details are provided in the newsletter.
The timing of this workshop, over twelve months after the endorsement of the
Tr;'}ining Package, and after the implP.mentation process by most T AFE institutions, is
curious. No other information or documentation has been forwarded to T AFE teachers,
and apparently, as a commercial industry body, CREATE must charge fees to participants
of a national library training network and ongoing communication.

The further reform of the vocational education and training sector from 1996 and
the introduction of national industry Training Packages have been accompanied by \Vide
ranging debate, review and inquiry. Response to this debate indicates that further reform
is inevitable if the government is to achieve its objective of a national quality vocational
education and training system in Australia.
Further reform may assist and encourage the library industry, including the
professional association and training providers, to review the library industry Training
Package and ensure that it meets all stakeholders' requirements for quality education and
training for library technicians.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
This examinntion of the history and development of education and training for
library technicians in Austrnlia has revealed a number of issues that have remained
contentious over the thirty years since the introduction of the first course. A number of
other issues have emerged more recently, particularly in response to government reform
of the vocational education and training sector over the last decade.

Historv of Education and Training for Librarv Technicians
A range of stakeholders have contributed to the development of education and
training courses for library

technicians:

professional

librarians, the professional

association, library educators in the TAFE and university sectors, industry advisory
bodies, library technicians and students.
The initial introduction and development of courses was advocated and supported
by some influential industry representatives who recogniseci the increasingly important
role of support staff and were concerned about their personal and professional career
opportunities. Early educators stressed the need for courses to reflect workplace practices
and remain responsive to industry changes and developments and the importance of
establishing and maintaining close links and cooperation with employers.

Course

recognition processes by the professional association ensured industry acceptance,
encouraged standardisation of course content and portability of qualifications and nssistcd
in quality control.

Revision of course content to encompass technologirnl and

organisational changes and upgrading of qualifications from Certificate. Associate
Diploma to Diploma level have occurred at regular intervals in response to industry and
I

~1.,..

enterprise demand and the evolving roll• and acceptancl' of the library technician in the
workforce.
The national curriculum at Diploma level encouraged educators lo develop
innovative teaching and assessment products and to expand access to training
opportunities through the introduction of external study packages and recognition of prior
learning. It also ensured the portability of qualifications and provided pathways to higher
education opportunities through formal credit transfer and articulation arrangements.
The national Library and Information Services Training Package links training to
identified industry competency standards, provides a range of qualifications and
encourages on-the-job training and assessment.

While the current debate about the

Training Packages has indicated a wide range of concerns and contentious issues, it is too
early to accu'rately predict the outcome of their introduction.

It would, however, be

disappointing for all stakeholders if the Training Packages did not maintain, if not
improve on, the positive features of the national Diploma curriculum.

Role of the Librarv Techni ian
The role of the library technician in the workplace has endured as a major concern
in the literature.

Discussion has focused on the need for differentiation betvveen

professional and paraprofessional roles and responsibilities, the need for adequate
recognition of the role of the library technician and the need for the education and training
of library technicians to effectively reflect library industry practice and prepare students
for the workplace. This study has principally focused on the relationship between training
and workplace practice and has not attempted to fully document or analyse the role of the
library paraprofessional. Although, as Bailey (l 993, p. 3) has noted, "lhe interrelationship
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between practice, education, professional development, research and representation is
fundamental to the evolution of library technicians 11 •
Evidence of employer confusion about the appropriate role of the technician,
professional librarian jealousy and the underutilisation of technicians have been recurring
themes in both Australian and international literature, since the advent of paraprofessional
education and training and the introduction of these graduates into the library workplace.
The potential for misuse of technicians for economic cost cutting by employers,
competition with librarians for paraprofessional positions and confusion about
appropriate qualification levels are also discussed in the literature. While it is difficult to
ascertain the extent of the misuse of technicians, a recent survey of the employment of
graduates from the Curtin University of Technology professional courses reveals that
20.8% of librarians were employed in paraprofessional positions in the period 1993 to 1997,
an increase of 5% over the 1988 to 1992 period. While the authors of the survey suggest
that these graduates may have been continuing in jobs for which they were already
qualified and had not been successful in changing careers, the high percentage does
indicate increased competition for library technician positions (Genoni, Exon, Farrelly,
2000, p. 251).
A large number of early commentators predicted that distinct delineation of
professional and non-professional roles and clearly defined and recognised educational
and training objectives for both groups would address and solve workplace role confusion
and ambiguity. Others suggested that major workplace restructuring was necessary to
successfully accommodate this new group of workers. It could also be proposed that the
introduction of education for library technicians before the delineation and restructuring
processes had been considered or implemented has contributed to the lack of an effective
resolution of the issue.
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The professional association, the LAA and its successor, ALIA, hnve endeavoured
to address the need for role diff erentialion by, initially, formulating lists of tasks
appropriate lo the library technicinn, and more recently, by devising work-level guidelines
for librarians and library technicians. These guidelines hnve been used to inform both
industry nnd training providers of the chnrncleristics of different positions. However, as is
evident from the liternture, the guidelines have never been completely successful in
achieving their objectives.

More recently, various stakeholders, including ALIA, have

recognised the impossibility, impracticality and even undesirability of formulating rigid
definitions and guidelines. In the introduction to the current guidelines, ALIA emphasises
that the increasing complexity of careers in a changing library and information
environment makes it impossible and impractical to provide a definitive guide, "work
value assessment now needs to focus much more keenly on the knowledge and
competencies of individual people, rnther than on static classification of positions"
(Australian Library and Information Association, 1998, cover).
While there is evidence of continuing confusion about professional and
paraprofessional roles and increased blurring of the roles of newly qualified librarians and
senior library technicians, there is also more recognition of the 'distinct', rather than
'support1 role of the technician which is upheld by the latest ALIA work-level guidelines.
Two major ALIA Dunn & Wilson scholarship projects by library technicians have
examined the career progression and practice of library technicians operating at higher
than traditional levels (Bailey, 1995), and the currency, accuracy and usefulness of job
descriptions for library technician positions (Denny, l 997). Both studies provide evidence
of the expansion of the library technician into supervisory rmd management roles nnd
acknowledge that the initial library technician education and training obtained by these
workers provided a firm basis for their career progression. In a study of convergence in
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the roles of library technician:-; nnd librnrinns, Barlow Cl 999) reported that interviewees
perceived nn increasingly professional standing for librnry technicians which did appear to
support n convergence, but that this wns subject lo individual skills and performance and
the circumstances of the employing institution.
A number of contributors to the discussion have argued that the continuing debate
about roles is wasted effort that creates unnecessary divisions between individual library
workers and within the total library and information industry.

The library industry

confronts a wide range of challenges in the current information environment which, it can
be suggested, will only be effectively countered by a concerted effort from a united and
determined workforce.

International Trends
While it is beyond the brief of this research to provide a major comparative
analysis, it is interesting to note that the problems concerning the role, education and
training of library technicians are not isolated to Australia. The SKIP (Skills for new
Information Professionals) Project, undertaken by the University of Plymouth Academic
and Information Services in 1996-1997, looked at the changing learning environment and
the impact of information and communications technology on staff in UK higher education
library and information services. The SKIP findings on the roles of paraprofessional staff
and library assistants noted increased responsibilities for this group nnd variations on how
levels of responsibility operated at given times, particularly in the increasing absence of
professional staff. Paraprofessionals reported widespread discontent caused by poorly
defined responsibilities, animosity between professionals and non-professionals, vested
interests in the preservation of the professional/non-professional divide, lack of career
advancement and dissatisfaction with training (Garrod & Sidgreaves, 1998). While this
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group wprc found to be extremely receptive lo new ideas, their training needs were
generally overlooked by their institutions.
US educators, Wilson and Hermanson ("1998), have stated that "technology is
making it possible for library technicians lo do many of the jobs which al one time were
traditionally reserved for librarians. Economic pressures have encouraged libraries to lake
advantage of this" (p. 479). Commenting on the large body of literature documenting the
role blurring between professionals and paraprofessionals, Wilson and Hermanson
consider that this is inevitable given that in many institutions 11 delegation has been more
ambivalent than complete" (p. 490) and that professional staff Jack a clear role definition.
Wilson and Hermanson conclude that "generally speaking, personnel and compensation
systems have not caught up (or caught on) either, leaving a fertile ground for resentment
all around" (p. 490).

Education and Training Solutions
As noted in this examination, the consensus of opinion about solving role
confusion in the library workplace has stressed the need for clear definitions of
professional and paraprofessional responsibilities and the development of distinct and
separate educational pathways. Recent developments, such as the introduction of higher
level qualificat:ons for technicians, higher level knowledge and skills, including
management, supervisory, client education and training studies, formal articulation
arrangements between TAFE and the university sector, and library technician training in a
university at Associa~e Degree level, have broken down some traditional barriers and
distinctions between professional and paraprofessional education.
Since the inception of courses, educators and nlher commentators have noted the
difficulty of designing and delivering a purely practical curriculum for library technicians.
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It has been inevitable that courses have incorporated the 'why' as well as the 'how',

providing kmnvledge n.s well ns training in most subject nrcas and blurring lhc boundaries
between professional and paraprofessional education.

ALIA expects that library

technician graduates i.,vill be "capable of comprehension, application and communication
and have an ability to analyse and evaluate situations" {Australian Library and
Information Association, 1998, p. 139), implying a sound theoretical background as well as
competency in technical skills.
Some commentators have proposed more radical solutions to the role confusion
problem which are worthy of serious consideration. In her predictio~s for the future,
Young (1996), a library practitioner, educator and University Pro-Vice-Chancellor,
suggested that either education and training of library and information workers would
align more closely and result in the disappearance of the professional/ paraprofessional
distinction or that TAFE would be fully acknowledged as the training sector, and
university graduates would attend TAFE for the skilling component of their preparation as
library and information workers.

And Hawcroft (1997) has proposed that library

education should proceed along one path with exit points at appropriate stages.

He

suggested that the national Diploma course could provide the foundation for a single core,
multi-level library curriculum. As outlined previously, the 1998 report by the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training supported
these views, stating that collaboration between T AFE and universities on the education
and training for professional and paraprofessionals occupations could achieve resource
savings and result in better quality graduates (p. 81).
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General and Technical Education for Library Technicians
The content of the early courses for librnry technicians comprised a range of
technical and general education core and elective subjects.

The inclusion of general

education, non-library subjects was cr,nsidered necessary for students entering the course
ut Year 10 high school level and to provide the opportunity for students to develop
personal interests. The first LAA library technician course recognition guidelines required
that courses include optional studies in any of a wide range of non-library studies.
The Kangan Report of 1974 emphasised the importance of balancing general and
vocational education to ensure that people were able to adapt to changing life and work
conditions and was accepted by many library practitioners and educators. Some early
commentators (Young, 1979) were particularly vocal and urged the inclusion of a broad
range of general education subjects to equip technicians with relevant life skills ar.d allow
for greater mobility to other tertiary education.
Examination of subject offerings in courses from 1970 to 2000 reveals the gradual
disappearance of any component of general education in the curriculum. The national
Diploma contains only two elective modules: Literature and the library user, Australian
political process and information, with any general education content, although the
learning outcomes stress the need to relate these topics to the library industry.

The

opportunity for students to undertake specialist library studies was also reduced in the
Diploma, with no specific inclusion of modules on library services for children or
multicultural groups or on special collections: government and legal publications, local
history, etc. A number of TAFE institutions introduced their own elective modules to
provide specialist library studies.
While the Training Packages are committed lo supporting the concept of lifelong
learning (Australian National Training Authority, 1998, p. 7), the interpretation of lifelong
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lcilrning i1ppears lo be narrowly focused on vocational skills and competencies and lhe
need for workers to upgrade and update their skills throughout their working lives. The
Library lndw;try Training Package dues not contain uny general education uni!::; or
specialist library units.
The 1998 report on the appropriate roles of institutes of technical and further
education advocated the "incorporation of more elements of general education in VET,
using methods appropriate to VET students and industry, so as to train more 'rounded'
T AFE graduates for industry, society and personal development" (Today's training.

Tomorrow's skills, 1998, p. 49). A 1996 research project had demonstrated that training in
vocational competencies did not lead to the acquisition of the Mayer key competencies
which were considered the foundation of lifelong learning. The report recommended the
use of specific educational strategies lo incorporate elements of general studies in such a
way that makes it relevant to students and their employers (p. 50).

The more recent

Senate inquiry into the quality of VET has also recommended initiatives to clarify and
improve the specification of the key competencies in national Training Packages (Senate
Employment, Workplace Relations, Small Business and Education References Committee,
2000).
The ALIA education statement on continuing professional development suggests
that members have a responsibility to themselves, as well as to the community, to
demonstrate a commitment to life-long learning.
Life-long learning extends and develops the knmvledge, skills and
competencies of practitioners. It also enables them to prepare for
their work more effectively, to broaden their career and to undertake
new tasks. Continuing professional development is a significant
component of life-long learning". (Australian Library and
Information Association, 2000a)
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To encourage members lo participale in life-long learning, ALIA has inlroduced a
continuing professional development (CPD) compliance membership category.
Given the emphasis on the importance of life-long learning to the association and
the library industry, it may be time to revisit the debate on the appropriate balance of
technical and general education in courses for library technicians.

Library Technician Educators.
A number of commentators have drawn attention to a range of problems which
confront the TAFE teacher and obviously influence the quality of library technician
education and training. Educators must conform to institution and local training authority
bodies to gain course accreditation, to local industry requirements and to the ALIA course
recognition processes. As has been noted, these requirements are not always in accord.
Milne (1980) was one of the first educators to discuss the pressures on TAFE
teachers to provide adequate practical experience for students without sufficient funding
for staff, equipment and resources. These pressures have increased, throughout the 1980s
and 1990s, with the introduction of automated technology, computerised library systems
and the increase in library networks and costs associated with providing student access to
this technology.

Hyland and Naylor (1993) have outlined the bureaucratic processes

involved in course re-accreditation and the concern with teachers' industrial knowledge
and experience when funding is not available for professional development. Hyland and
Rogers (1997) identified an aging teaching population, tighter budgets, increased class
sizes and mergers with other departments as major issues for library technician teaching
staff. Tighter budgets have forced teaching stnff to seek alternntive avenues of revenue:

lh~ provision of short courses, cotitinuing professionnl development progrnms and the
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Critics of the recent reforms of the VET /TAFE sector have pointed lo the
stagnation in total leaching staff numbers in TAFE and increase in fixed term contracts
during a period of continuous change and increase in student numbers.

The Senate

Committee of inquiry into the quality of vocational education and training found that
government cuts to VET funding have resulted in a reduced capacity to provide quality
training and a lowering of the st.:indards of professional practice for VET teachers and
trainers.
Full-time teaching loads, increasing administrative procedures and inadequate
funding also make it very difficult for TAFE teachers to engage in research that is
necessary to establish the efficacy of teaching and training programs. It may be suggested
that the lack of specific study into the effect of competency based training and assessment
on library technicians, comparative research on the outcomes of the national curriculum,
and the scarcity of ted1nician graduate surveys are a direct result of inadequate funding,
full-time teaching loads and increasing administrative responsibilities in library technician
programs.
As the current debate on the reform of VET and the introduction of the Training
Packages implies, opportunities for TAFE educators to participate in the design of courses
have been significantly reduced although there is increased emphasis on teachers to
develop innovative delivery options.
The Senate inquiry into the quality of VET in Australia has recommended a major
increase in fimding to TAFE and the restoration of the skills and qualifications of VET
teachers and trainers, including a framework for professional development and expertise.
The implementa_tion of these recommendations may have beneficial results for TAFE
.educators.
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Library Technici,ms
Librarv technicians and students arL' obviously major stakeholders in programs
designed for their educntion and training. Since the inlroduclion of the library technician
category of AL.IA membership .:ind formation of the Library Technician's Section in "1979,
library technicians have been active in promoting their interests within the library
industry. Library Technician conferences,

<1

number of major publications, the ALIA Dunn

& Wilson Scholarship, participation in regional Library Advisory Course Committees,
State and Territory Library Technicians Sections and the ALIAlibtec listserv all provide
forums for the discussion of issues of concern to library technicians.

While the

predominant the1ne of this discussion had been the role of the paraprofessional in the
library workforce, there has been some consideration of the relevance of education and
training to this role.
As Nicholson (1997) has staled, however, library technicians are under-represented
in the professional association, with approximately 500 library technician members of the
total 5898 personal membership.

Nicholson (1997) has suggested that this under-

representation has meant that technicians receive a high benefit at low cost, "that the
responsibility for active participation falls on n few members, opportunities for interaction
are reduced, and the responsibility for influencing or making decisions of significance to
library technicians falls lo those few or is delegated to others, lo non-library-technicians"

(p. 2).

A number of reasons have been advanced fur the poor librnry technician

membership numbers, including cost of membership and attendance .1t relevant
conferences, workshops, etc., relevancy, and 'what does ALIA do for us?'. ALIA, in its
current revitalisation program, has recoµnisl'd the t1L'1.xl tn inaease its membership base
and is implementing recruitment and rl.'lention stratq~it'S for students and indi\·idual
members.
lS4
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Opportunities for library technician and student participation in the development
of relevant education programs appear to have become rnorc limited in the current
training environment. However, it must be suggested thnl it is only through participation
in the professional association and related forums that library technicians can expect lo
voice concerns or influence policy and decision-making processes.

Role of Industrv
While it has been suggested that the library industry has been instrumental in
determining the revised competency standards and in designing the content of the library
industry Training Package, it is difficult to establish the repre .•ntative composition of the
national industry body, CREATE Australia, and its State and Territory Branches. CREATE
has been responsible for revising the competency standards, designing the Training
Packages and communicating \-vith regional and local industry representatives and
training providers. Several commentators have discussed the difficulty of ascertaining the
level of consultation that CREATE has engaged in during the revision process.
At the local Northern Territory level, CREATE NT has accessed Training Package
implementation funding, under the Fr.iming lhe Future project, to "develop strategies to
use the Training Package lo replace c ,urses currently being delivered, to introduce new
courses and to investigate uses (other than delivery), for the lraining package" (CREATE
NT, 2000, p. 1). The Project has involved two information sessions for library industry
representatives and the Northern Territory TAFE training provider. As previously noted,
there was evidence of considerable industry ignorance and coniusion about the
implications of the Training Pnckagcs at these sessions. The projL'Cl manager/focilitator.
who has no practitioner or educator experienCL' in the library industry, has rcporled that

she has "beL'n learning .ibout the issues associated with workplace training in libraries" and
has dcscribL·d the library industry "as very structured .:md it lakes lime to introduce ch,:mge
- particularly associated with the shiit in dynamic from llw registered training organisation
to the vvorkplace trainer/ assessor" (CREATE NT, 2000, p. l).
It is reasonable to question how a burenucratic government commercial industry

body, which represents all the cultural and recreational industries in Australia, can
effectively understand, and communicate with, all its constituents.

Role of the Australian Library and Information Association
The examination of the history and development of education and training for
library technicians indicntes that the professional association, the LAA and later ALIA, at
the national level, has played an important if reactive, role. State and Territory Branches
were, in a number of cases, more active in promoting the development of appropriate
courses, participating in the revision and upgrading of courses and liaising with industry.
The association has stated that it has a vital role to play in the education of its
members and "an obligation to ensure that courses in library and information studies will
equip graduates with the capacity lo meet current and future requirements for practice
and to develop in their areas of expertise" (Australian Library and Information
Association, 1999a, p. 2). While the association has developed work-level guidelines and
first award course recognition policies, these have generally been in response lo both
workplace and education requirements.
It can be suggested that ALIA's failure to grasp lhe importance of competency

standards and to ensure their primacy in selling the standards has diminished their role in
the education and training of library technicians. This role has been fu1·ther IL'sSL'ne, t,~,
the apparent lack of significnnl input by AUA into the development and implementation

of the Library Industry Training Package. ll is difficult to .1scertain what roll! ALIA has
played in the development of the Packages given the scantiness of information available to
members, industry or educators from the association. It would appear that the current
revitalisation process has preoccupied ALIA and reduced its current capacity to deal with
other issues.
The Training Package must impact on the ALIA library technician course
recognition process. As Reid (1998) has predicted, it is apparent that the industry will see
a range of private registered training organisations, as well as the TAPE sector, issuing a
range of qualifications gained through workplace or private training and/ or assessment.
Already, a number of private providers, including AIMA Training & Consultancy Services
Limited and DocMatrix/InfoTrain, have indicated they will introduce training and
assessment programs to Certificate lV level. Industry and ALIA currently only recognise
the Diploma as the appropriate employment entry level qualification for library technician.
Other support staff, including clerical \vorkers, library .1ssistanls .:md aides and shelvers,
do not require any qualifications lo gain employment, with basic in-house training
considered sufficient.

How will ALIA respond to the range of Certificate level

qualifications availabie through the Training Package? How \,viii ALIA ensure that the
quality of training/assessment offered for these qualifications meets industry and
educational standards? How will ALIA answer requests by holders of these Certificates
for recognition or acceptance as qualified library workers? What responsibility does ALIA
bear for supporting the introduction of Certificate level qualifications when these are not
professionally or industrially recognised or rewarded?
TAFE library technician courses are accredited through individual institution and
State or Territory Training Authorities. The ALIA course recognition process currently
operates as an indication lo industry Lhat graduates of recognised courses satisfy
IS-,

prok'ssional standards uf education ,md lr,1ining and applies only lo courses offen~d by
TAFE and higher education institutions. It is possible that unless ALIA decides to offer the
recognition process to all registered training providers, the recognition process will lose its
value and credibility.
The association course recognition process hns been a subject of debate throughout
its history, with a number of commentators suggesting that the Board of Education's
influence in setting education and trnining standards has diminished with institutional
and industry control becoming more important. The revitalisation process may be an ideal
time for the association to reexamine its role in the education and training of its
constituents.

Future of Education and Training for Librarv Technicians
As this research has demonstrated, the thirty years of education and training for
library technicians in Australia has been

J

period of chang(? .rnd adjustment for the library

industry, professional association, educators, library technicians and students.

The

influence of major stakeholders in the development of appropriate courses has fluctuated
throughout the period, with government policy, implemented by bureaucracy, currently
determining the major objectives of vocntional education nnd training.
As a number of commentators have suggested, while there \Vas general consensus
that Australian vocational education and training needed lo be more aligned to industry
requirements, there is now an awurcness that government bureaucmcies in lhe sector have
been replaced by industry bureaucracies.

These bureaucracies, including CREATE

Australia, appear to have excluded educators and trainers from the development process
and lack adequate communicnlion pathw<1ys with industry and professional asst1ciatinns.

While the National Trnining Framework, including competency based training and
national industry Trnining Packages, was intended lo address industry concerns with
vocational education and training and promote national qualifications and portability,
these objectives are not being met in current implementation processes. It is obvious, from
recent debate and research, that further major reform will be necessary before the library
industry, professional association and library technician educators can be confident that
they are providing quality, national and portable education and training for library
technicians.

Limitations of the Research
While this study has provided full details of the content of the first courses
developed in each State and : .:rritory for library technicians, it hJs only provided an
overview of the content of courses, with some specific examples, from 1982 to 1996. The
overview, supplemented by specific examples, was considered sufficient to describe and
analyse course content.
The research has been derived, primarily, from existing published or officially
documented sources.

This has been complemented by limited personal contact with

relevant individuals and organisations, particularly in relation to the implementation, and
appraisal of the Library Industry Training Pc.'lckage. Unfortunately, a request for a copy of
a report to ALIA on the impact of the Library Industry Training Pc.'lckage, and requests for
information from CREATE Australia on a Training Package workshop \Vere not
forthcoming in time to be included in this research project.

Recommendntiuns for Further ResL'c.:-ch
The early history of education and training for Jibrnry staff has been extensively
recorded, albeit in an uncoordinated and piecemeal fashion, throughout the literature.
There has been very little documentation on the impact of recent changes in the vocational
education and training sector on the training of library technicians from library
commentators. As noted, there is a very distinct Jack of formal research into the impact of
competency based training and nssessment and the national curriculum on library
technician education and training. Obviously, the Library Industry Training Package will
also require future evaluation and assessment.
There is a wide range of research that could be undertaken to c.1ddrf'ss these current
deficiencies:
•

evaluation of the degree Lo which competency based training is meeting the
requirements of industry, individual workplaces, employers, trainers and students;

•

assessment of the contribution that competency based training has made to the
achievement of knowledge and skills for library technicians;

•

comparison of the effectiveness of competency based training for library technicians
with previous training models;

•

studies of the level of understanding and .:idoption of the library industry competency
standards in individual organisations;

•

review of cooperative links between industry and trilining providers to ensure quality
training for library technicians, including industry pbcemenl, field work, work
experience, on-the-job training and assessment arrangements; and

•

examination of the development and implementation of the Library Industry Training
Package.
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Methodolugy could include national, regional and local surveys, intensive regional and
local case studies, library technician graduate surveys, employment surveys and
consultation with industry, the professional association and training providers.
In 1981 Levell conducted an interesting comparative study of paraprofessionals in four
fields and replication of this study could analyse recent developments in education,
training and workplace roles for these groups.
An examination of international trends in the provision of library paraprofessionals,
particularly in those countries which have introduced competency standards and/or
competency based training, such as the United Kingdom and New Zealand, could provide
opportunities for valuable comp.irativc an.ilysis.
The Nauon.il Centre for Voc.itional Education Research is Australia's primary research
and development organisation and offers opportunities, including funding, for VET and
TAFE providers and educators, to undertake research and study in the field of vocational
education and training.

While, as previously mentioned, il is difficult for individual

TAFE teachers to engage in research and study, a consc.tium of interested library
technician educators could apply for fur1ding and support to conduct research in relevant
areas.

l () l
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APPENDIX A
GUIDELINES FOR THE EDUCATION

Tasks which thl' I.1br,iry

ll'l

or LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1976

hrnn,111 should bl' abll' to perform

l.

Se.irchint', ,rnd n.·nt'.>·inh bibliu~rnph1c,1l data.
J
RL•vising prinkd l ,1rds tu conform lo tlw library's practice.
3. Cataloguing dupliralL•s, new editions and fktion.
-l. Preparing descriptive cntaloguing entries for library materials.
5. Classifying selected materials.
6. Assigning subject headings to selected materials.
7. Filing catalogue cards below the rod.
8. Identifying items needing repair and needing rebinding.
9. Assisting the preparation of binding specificntions.
10. Listing material selected for disposal, where the form of entry has to be determined.

User Services
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Explaining library rules and procedures to borrowers.
Maintaining circulation systems.
Operating audio-visual equipment.
Maintaining and making adjustments to audio-visual hardware.
Collecting and recording information for in-house directorie~· .ind referral files.
Maintaining locse leaf reference material.
Preparing and filing vertical file material.
Assisting in the compilation of indexes.
Processing inter-library loan requests.
Answering ready-reference enquiries and assisting the librarian with other reference
enquiries.
21. Setting up library displays and exhibits.
22. Assisting in the planning of ~:brary displays.
Production and Reprography
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Producing publicity and display material.
Recording on audio-tape and video-tape.
Photographing in black and white and colour.
Processing, printing and enlarging black and white photographs.
Microfilming library material.
Duplicating print materials, slides, tape recordings, etc.
Making and assembling multi-media kits for loan or instructional use.
Assisting in the desigr and planning of multi-media kits.
Assisting in the production of television programmes.
Assisting in the production of 8 mm and 16 mm motion picture films.
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SupL•rvising and trainin~ nun-protessH111.1l staff
J4. \\'riling pn1l·l·durl':-- ti1r tasks which lw <it1pl'rVISl'S.
35. PrL'Sl'nti11g in gr,11..,hi( fl)rt11 ~u1(I intl rpreting elt•n1tintary statistics.
36. Assistin~ in the L'Valu,1tion nnd selection of equipml'nl and supplies.
37. Editing ...:-Pmputer print-outs prcparnlory to final runs or photo typl'sl'lttng.
3S. OpL•rating in-hnusL' DP L'1.Juipn-1L•nl.
33.

1

~:

""'-'

·~~' (,sks which the library tcchrncian should be able to supervise

Listed below are typical tasks which the library technician should be able to supervise. To
be capable of supervising them, he must understand how they are performed, and he may
be required to perform them in a particular work situation.
1.
2.
3.
-1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Sorting and checking of new material.
Receipt and recording of serials.
Updating of on-order and in-process files.
Identification and follow-up of outstanding orders.
Ordering of printed catalogue cards.
Typing and/ or duplication of catalogue entries.
Production of secondary entries and references.
Allocation of book numbers.
Pre-sorting of catalogue entries for filing.
Filing of shelf-list cards.
Recording of revised location data etc. on existing catalogue entries.
Replacement of damaged cards and guide cards.
Removal of cards from catalogue for discarded material.
Registration of borrowers.
Updating of registration records.
Charging and discharging of loans, handling reserves, overdues, etc.
Routing of periodicals and maintenance of routing record.
Recording of inter-library loan records.
Maintenance of publicity records, e.g. scrapbooks and cuttings files.
Filing of correspondence.
Recording of statistics.
Recording of financial transactions.
Ordering of supplies and equipment.
Updating of mailing lists, exchange records etc.
End-processing of library materials.
Repair of selected materials.
Routine preparation and dispatch of milterials for binding.
Maintenance of binding records.
Inspection of materials returned from bindery and preparation tor use.
Stocktaking routines.
Shifting material and adjustment of location labels.
Reading of shelves and files and maintenance of files in correct order.
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APPENDIX B
STATEMENT OF THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA ON THE
RECOGNITION OF LIBRARY TECHNICIAN COURSES, 1978

Part l: Critl'ria for the Renlgnilion of Libr.1rv Tt•chnician CoursL•s
1.

Nature uf thL' course
Courses should bL' gL'nL•ralist in nature and should prepare library technicians ovc·r a
wide range of activities in all typL'S of libraries.

2. The school or dep.:irtment
(a) The Association believes that Technical and Further Education (TAFE) institutions
are the appropriate institutions to conduct library technician courses.
(b) The department responsible for the course should have such status within the
institution as will guarantee sufficient independence. It will be expected to have • An adequate and separate teaching staff whose responsibility it will be to plan
and organize the course. Continuous communication between teaching staff,
employers and other interested parties is essential. An advisory committee for
the course may be the most appropriate way to achieve this.
• There must be adequate accommodation and equipment for the department
including staff work rooms and provision for tutorial work. The general
services of the institution should be fully available to the department.
• The students enrolled in the course should be able, and be encouraged, to share
fully in the general student life of the institution.
• The institution should possess a library sufficient to support the teaching
program.
• The library of the institution, together with other libraries \,vithin easy access,
should be sufficient to:(i)
support the teaching program of the course in complementary and
peripheral fields;
(ii)
afford students appropriate experience.
3. The teaching staff
The teaching staff for the course will be expected to be of high calibre, well qualified
for this field by education and experience, and capable of teaching well. There should
be a full-time Head of Department, and sufficient staff to provide an acceptable staffstudent ratio for a laboratory-type teaching situation.
4. Entry requirements
Restrictions on entry to library technicians courses should be minimal. Performance in
the course should be used as the most important criterion for judging the fitness of the
student.
5. Duration of courses
A course leading to a Library Technician Certificate should generally be of two years'
duration, with concurrent work experience or field work of approximately 50% being
regarded as an integral part of the course curriculum.
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\Vith tlw

\',ll"li.'l\' 111

vntrv Iv\ l'I tlwrv will hl' v.inl'ty

Ill t 11t1P,l' < onlvnl.

In gerwral lt•rms.

1.

Students on n 1mpll'l1un ul Library Tt•chnician coursL•s should be able to perform the
opl'ra ltonal .rnd su pervismg tasks -;d uu l in l'arl 3. To perform these tasks
satisfodorily tlw library lL•chninan will net•d lo understand thorouhhly the tasks
tht•msL'IVL'S ,ls well as the inter-rl'lationship of tasks within a library. A knowledge of
tlw !unctions, objeL·tivL'S and operat1uns of the various kinds of library and an
,1pprL'l·1,11J1m ul tlwir "L'r\"ll.l' 1irient.1liun 1.., also 11L'Cl'Ssary .

.,

In order lo L't1SL1rL' thnt librJry technicians are adequately trained for they tasks they
hil\'L' h.l undertake, thL· coursL' should be designed so that students reach an exit-level at
least equivalent to that of final year exit-level high school students.

3. Tl1e vocational content (Jf the course should be supplemented by enrichment subjects,
the extent of which will depend on entry level. As well as library subjects there are
several related subjects which are seen as having great value in a library technician
course. These include supervision and training of non-professional staff; human
relations; and communication, including business communication, publicity and
promotion techniques.
-!.

The nature and extent of library and non-library subjects will vary according to the
entry level and pre-requisites for the course, but should be sufficient to allow students
the opportunity to develop personal interests insofar as this is compatible with the
course objectives. Optional studies could be undertaken in any of a very wide range of
library and non-library subjects. The choice of options may vary from one course to
another.

5.

Further information may be obtained from the Chairman, Board of education, Library
Association of Australia.

Part 3: Tasks which the Library 1 echnician should be able to perform
Technical Services
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Searching and verifying bibliographical data.
Revising printed cards to conform to the library's practice.
Cataloguing duplicates, new editions and fiction.
Preparing descriptive cataloguing entries for selected library materials.
Classifying selected materials.
Assigning subject headings .to selected materials.
Filing catalogue cards below the rod.
Identifying items needing repair and needing rebinding.
Assisting the preparation of binding specifications.
10. Listing material selected for disposal, where the form of entry has to be determined.
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11. E)..pl.uniny, libr,1rv rulL·s .ind prncL·durl's h, borr11wl'rs
12. Maintammh l·11-culation sysll'ms
U. OpL·1-.1tmg audru-visu.11 L'quipnwnt.
1-l. M.1int.:1inini-.; ,md m.ikini-.; ad1ustnwnb tu audio-visual hardwarl'.
15. Collecting ,md rl'cording information for in-houSL' dirl'doriL•s ,md rderral lilL's.
16. Maintaining loosl' leaf rl'fl'rence material.
17. Preparing .rnd iiling wrtical file material.
lS. r\ssisling in the compilation oi indexes.
19. Processing inter-library loan reL1uests.
20. Assisting the librarian with other reference enquiries.
21. Setting up library displays and exhibits.
22. Assisting in the planning of library displays.

Production and Reprography
23. Producing publicity and display material.
24. Recording on audio-tape and video-tape.
r Photographing in black and white and colour.
_.:,_
26. Processing, printing and enlarging black and white photogr.iphs.
r
_;_
Microfilming library m.::iterial.
28. Duplicating print materials, slides, tape recordings, etc.
29. Making and assembling multi-media kits for luan or instructional use.
30. Assisting in the design and planning of multi-media kits.
31. Assisting in the production of televi :on programmes.
32. Assisting in the production of 8 mm and 16 mm motion picture films.
Administrative and General
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Supervising and training non-professional staff.
Writing procedures for tasks which he supervises.
Presenting in graphic form and interpreting elementary statistics.
Assisting in the evaluation and selection of equipment and supplies.
Editing computer print-outs preparatory to final runs or photo typesetting.
Operating in-house DP equipment.

Tasks which the library technician should be able to supervise
Listed below are typical tasks which the library technician should be able to supervise. To
be capable of supervising them, he must understand how they are performed, and he may
be required to perform them in a particular work situation.

1. Sorting and checking of new material.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Receipt and recording of serials.
Updating of on-order and in-process files.
Identification and follow-up of outstanding orders.
Ordering of printed catalogue cards.
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h.
1.

~9.
lO.
l l.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

T~·pinh .md/ 1ir duplit.1t1un of 1".1t,1logut· l'lllnt•s
Producliun ul stn1nd,1ry 1.•nlncs and rdt•r"l'IKL's
:\llucalion of bo11k numlwrs.
Pre-sorlin~ ul r,1t,1loguc L'ntnL•s tor filing.
Filing pf shl'lf-list c,irds
Recording ul rL'\'ISt•d location data etc on l'Xisting rntalogue entries.
Replacenwnt of damagL·d cards and gu 1de cards.
Removal of cards from catalogue for discarded material.
Registration of burrowers.
Updating of rt•gistr.itiun records.
Charging and dischaq~ing of loans, handling reserves, overdues, etc.
Routing of periodicals ,md maintenance of routing record.
Recording of inter-library loan records.
Maintenance of publicity records, e.g. scr<1pbooks and cuttings files.
Filing of correspondence.
Recording of statistics.
Recording of financial transactions.
Ordering of supplies and equipment.
Updating of mailing lists, exchange records etc.
End-processing of library materials.
Repair of selected materials.
Routine preparation and dispatch of materials for binding.
Maintenance of binding records.
Inspection of materials returned from bindery and preparation for use.
Stocktaking routines.
Shifting material and adjustment of location labels.
Reading of shelves and files and maintenance of files in correct order.

Library Association of Australia. (1978). /-fandbook. pp. 71-73. Sydney: LAA
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APl'ENDIX C
LIBRARY TECHNICIAN QUALIFICATIONS
A NOTE FOR EMPLOYING AUTHORITIES

There is u 11l'L'd in librarianship, ,ls in many ,,ther professions, for mid<lle level personnd to
support .ind .1ssist pnifl'ssiunal slalf. In lhl' library context, the term Library Technician is
often used to describe such personnel. The Library Association of Australia recognises the
need for L"otll"SL'S intended lo prepare library technicians for work in libraries and libraryrelated activities, and has prepared guidelines lo ensure that appropriate courses arc
developed.
The library technician is a person who possesses the specific library-oriented skills and
general background knowledge necessary to enable him or her to perform satisfactorily
tasks agreed on as appropriate for library technicians. Generally, these tasks will fall
between those carried out by professional librarians and those carried out by unskilled
staff. The library technician should be able to perform these tasks in libraries and resource
centres of all types and sizes and in appropriate information cent,es.
More specifically, the tasks that the library technician should be competent to perform
and/ or supervise are listed in Part 3 of the accompanying Statement on the Recognition of
Library Technician Courses. They comprise a wide range of tasks in all areas of library
work. In acquisitions work, for example, the library technician should be able to search
for, and verify bibliographic data, supervise the receipt of ncvv materials and maintain
appropriate records. ln cataloguing, the technician should be able to undertake selective
descriptive cataloguing, revise printed catalogue data to conform with the Library's
practice and file catalogue cards. In circulation work. the technician should be able to
register borrowers and explain lending procedures, reserve, charge and discharge
materials, keep records and handle overdues. In reference work the technician should be
able to assist the librarian with other inquiries and assist library users with the operation of
audiovisual equipment. The library technician should be able to produce publicity and
display materials, set up library displays, operate reprographic equipment and check edit
lists for data processing. The training given should equip the library technician to work
with library materials of all kinds.
The range of tasks performed by a library technician, and the extent of responsibility
expected will very according to the type and size of library in which the technician is
working, his or her experience, and the availability or otherwise of specialist staff to
perform particular tasks.
In many cases the technician will be required to supervise and train library aides and other
non-professional staff. In addition, the experienced library technician may have substantial
supervisory responsibilities over a number of other library technicians and nonprofessional staff.
The Library Association of Australia, committed to improve the standard of librarianship
and to promote, establish and improve library services, has a responsibility to support and
maintain high standards in these courses for library technicians throughout Austrnlia. The
Association supports the establishment of library technician courses in Techmcal and
21:

Further Educatton (T/\Fl:) instilultons hl'l',Hl:-.1• lt•chniral I nllt•gt•s havt· an estaf, 11.,lwJ roll'
in tlw L1-.1intnh ul LL-dH,1n.1ns in ,ill ltl'lds ,mJ <1 dt·.ir J1stmd1on sh1Juld lw m ..1de lwtw<•en
tlwsL' l·11ursl's .md Lht >St' .1t prnf1•ss111n,1l ll'vvl l,1ught ,11 universilit", .ind , < 1lll'gl'.., of
,11..ivatKL'd l'dt1c,1L1on
The Library :\ssti.:i,1t1on ul Australti.l SL'L'S Llw bt•nefil uf some Jivt•rsity of approach anJ
L'mphasis in Cotll"SL'S offen.•d by diffort•nt institutions. However, lo ensure that Llwn· 1s
comparability bl'lween and portability of the qualifications awarded by the various TAFE
authorities, a process of assessing library technician courses and of recognising those that
meet the Association's standards is necessary.
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APPENDIX D
STATEMENT or THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA ON THE
RECOGNITION OF LIBRARY TECHNICIAN COURSES, 1980

Changes to tht.> 1978 Statement .ue indicated in bold.

l.

Na lttrL' Pt th1..• nH1 rsL'
CoursL'S should lw genL•ralist in nalurL' and should prepare library techninan!i ovL·r a
widt.> r.in~t.' of activilles in all tvpes of libraries.

2. The school or department
(c) ThL' Ass1K'i,1lion believes that TechnicJI Jnd Further Education (T AFE) institutions
.:ire tlw .1ppropriate institutions to conduct library technician courses.
(d) The department responsible for the course should have such status within the
institution as will guarantee sufficient independence. It will be expected to have • An adequate and separate teaching staff whose responsibility it will be to plan
.1nd organize the course. Continuous communicntion between teaching staff,
employers and other interested parties is essential. An advisory committee for
the course may be the most appropriate way lv achieve this.
• There must be adequate accommodation and equipment for the department
including staff work rooms and provision for tutorial work. The general
services of the institution should be fully available to the department.
• The students enrolled in the course should be able, and be encouraged, to share
fully in the general student life of the institution.
• The institution should possess .:i library sufficir-nt to support the teaching
program.
• The library of the institution, together with other libraries within easy access,
should be sufficient to:(iii)
support the teaching program of the course in complementarv and
peripheral fields;
afford students appropriate experience.
(iv)
3. The teaching staff
The teaching staff for the course will be expected to be of high calibre, well qualified
for this field by education and experience, and capable of teaching well. There should
be a full-time Head of Department, and sufficient staff to provide an acceptable staffstudent ratio for a laboratory-type teaching situation.
4.

Entry requirements
Restrictions on entry to library technicians courses should be minimal. Perfonnance in
the course should be used as the most important criterion for judging the fitness of the
student.
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5.

Duration of courses
A course leading to ,1 Library Technician certificate should generally be of two years'
duration with concurrent work experience or field work amounting to the
equivalent of 24 weeks being regarded as an integral part of the course currkuJum.

\Vith tlw v.uil'ly

111

L'nlry IL'vL'l tlwrL' will bl' v,mdy

111

coursl' Cllnlent. In ~enL•ral lL·rms:

l. StudL·nls on (llmpll'lion of Library TL•rhrncian courst•s should bl' able lo perform the
operational and supervising tasks sL't out in Part 3. To perform these tc:isks
satisfactorily the library tL•chnician will need to understand thoroughly the tasks
themselves as well as the inter-relationship of tasks within a library. A knowledge of
the functions, objectives and operations of the various kinds of library and an
appreciation nf their service orientation is also necessary.
2.

In order to ensure that library technicians are adequately trained for they tasks they
have to undertake, the course should be designed so that students reach an exit-level at
least equivalent to that of final year exit-level high school students.

3. The vocational content of the course should be supplemented by enrichment subjects,
the extent of which will depend on entry level. As well as library subjects there are
several related subjects which are seen as having great value in a library ter:hnician
course. These include supervision and training of non-professional staff; human
relations; and communication, including business communication, publicity and
promotion techniques.
4. The nature and extent of library and non-library subjects will vary according to the
entry level and pre-requisites for the course, but should be sufficient to allow students
the opportunity to develop personal interests insofar as this is compatible with the
course objectives. Optional studies could be undertaken in any of a very wide range of
library and non-library subjects. The choice of options may vary from one course to
another.
5.

Further information may be obtained from the Chairman, Bourd of Education, Library
Association of Australia.

Part 3: Tasks which the Library Technician should be able to perform
Technical Services
1.

Searching and verifying bibliographical data.

2.

Revising printed cards, entries from bibliographies, or selected machine readable
records to conform to the library's practice.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cataloguing duplicates, new editions and fiction.
Preparing descriptive cataloguing entries for selected librnry materials.
Classifying selected materials.
Assigning subject headings to selected materials.
Filing catalogue cards below the rod.
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8.
9.

Identifying ilL•ms rn..·L·ding rL·pa1r and lll'l'ding rebinding.
Assisting tl-tl' prL'p,1r.itiun of b111ding spl'cit Kal1ons.
10. Listing makrial sek•cted tor d1splls.:1l, wlwn· thL' torn, lll L·nlry has to be
detl'rminl'd.

11. Coding data sheets for key punching.
12. Checking computer listings of newly added or modified entries.
13. Adding location data tu machine readable data bases.

User Services
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Explaining library rules and procedures to borrowers.
Maintaining circulation systems.
Operating audio-visual equipment.
Maintaining and making adjustments to audio-visual hardware.
Collecting and recording information for in-house directories and referral files.
Maintaining loose \ear reference material.
Preparing and filing vertical file material.
Assisting in the compilation of indexes.
Processing inter-library loan requests.
Assisting the librarian with other reference enquiries.
Setting up library displays and exhibits.
Assisting in the planning of library displays.

Production and Reprography
26. Producing publicity and display material.
27. Recording on audio-tape and video-tape.
28. Photographing in black and white and colour especially for production of 35 nun
slides.
29. Duplicating print materials, slides, tape recordings, etc.
30. Making and assembling multi-media kits for loan or instructional use.
31. Assisting in the physical production of multi-media kits.

Administrative and General
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Supervising and training non-professional staff.
Writing procedures for tasks which he supervises.
Presenting in graphic form and interpreting elementary statistics.
Assisting in the evaluation and selection of equipment and supplies.
Editing computer print-outs preparatory to final runs or photo typesetting.
Assisting with the operation of in-house data processing equipment.
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T.1sks whtl'h llw library lL'dlllll t,m shuu:.J hl' .,bll' to ... up1·rvt"'l'
Liskd bL•low ,ll"L' l y pK,il lilsk~ w h1d1 tlw Ir hr,iry ll·1·hrnn.1n ..,hou Id hl' abh· lo '>U pt•rv1..,1· I c,
bL' capabll' of supervising thl'm. hL' must un1.for~tan<l how lht•y are pnlormcJ, and lw may
be re(1uirL•d to pL•rform them in a pMticulM w11rk situation.
I. Sorting and cht•cking of 1ww malt•rial.

2.

Rel'eipt and rL•cording uf serials.

3.

Utid;:iting of (>n-ort.:il•r and in-r>rocess filL~~.
ldentifo:,1tion ,111d l()llow-up Cll C1t1hlandmg on.lL·r-..

-1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
H.
15.
16.
17.
18.
9.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

Ordering of printed l.·at.ilugue l.·.trds.
Typing of catalogue cards, added entry headings, short business letters.
Key punching.
Production of secondary entries and references.
Allocation of book numbers.
Pre-sorting of catalogue entries for filing.
Filing of shelf-list cards.
Recording of revised location data etc. on existing catalogue entries.
Replacement of damaged cards and guide cards.
Removal of cards from catalogue for discarded material.
Registration of borrowers.
Updating of registration records.
Charging and discharging of loans, handling reserves, overdues, etc.
Recording of inter-library loan records.
Maintenance of publicity records, e.g. scrapbooks and cuttings files.
Filing of correspondence.
Recording of statistics.
Recording of financial transactions.
Ordering of supplies and equipment.
Updating of mailing lists, exchange records etc.
End-processing of library materials.
Repair of selected materials.
Routine preparation and dispatch of materials for binding.
Maintenance of bindirtg records.
Inspection of materials returned from bindery and preparation for use.
Stocktaking routines.
Shifting material and adjustment of location labels.
Reading of shelves and files and maintenance of files in correct order.

Note: Additional tasks resulting from technological developments may well be
appropriately carried out by library technicians and individual teaching institutions
should cater for these tasks in the .::ourses.
Library Association of Australia. (1980). Ha11dbook. (pp. 79-81). Sydney: LAA
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APPENDIX F
STATEMENT NO. 3

THE ROLES OF LIBRARIANS AND LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1982

l.

Preamble
The Ltbr,1rv :\sslKJ.1lH111 ul Austr,11i.:i in developing and m.11ntam1ng high standards for
libranansh111 h,1s 1n·ohnisL·d the IWl'd tor differL"nt lt·vds of staff m libraries,
p,1rt1t·ularlv thusL' whosl' lr~11111ng L'nablc..., thL·m tu support th<: work ·.>f librarians. This
nL't'd has bl'Cumt• ll\PfL' ulwiuu..., 111 recent years as libranL·s havl' become more complex
organisations using .1dvanced technolug1L's in the applirall(m of w!11ch a wide variety
L)f speoalist skills 1s requirt•d. As in other professions, an occupational group of
trained support staff has been recognised - the library technicians. In setting standards
for the educ.:ition ol librarians and library technicians the Board of Education has
1..1utlined the roles uf each group

2. The Librariar.
The librarian's role focuses on management, direction and policy-making. This
requires the ability to design. deH~lop Jnd evaluate information services in response to
clients' needs, and a high level of expertise 111 the idenlif icntion, organisation and use of
sources of information.
\

The librarian today is faced with the tasks related to:
• analysing the information needs of the communil:-.· •.vhich the library serves;
• deciding which aspects of those needs the library can effectively serve;
• devising policies and plans by which appropriate services can be provided and, in
particular, adapting the library for cost-effective pJrticipation in library networks;
• interacting with other professional groups and with commercial enterprises in the
creation and maintenance of effective services;
• creating original bibliographical records of sources of\inforrnation which facilitate
the exploitation by users of the library's resources;
• interpreting for clients the most appropriate of availa -le information sources and
services;
• designing and managing information services lo meet clidnt needs;
• evaluating library performance against measures of responsiveness to client needs
and of quality control;
• communicating with others in order to ensurC' for the library an equitable share in
the allocation of resources.
The librarian therefore needs to be competent in Analysis, involving the identification of t11e essential features or constituent elements
of any given entity or situation, and their relationships.
Evaluation, involving measurement and judgement in reg£rd to criteria developed.
Synthesis, involving the combining of separate constitu\nt clements into a unified
whole creating new knowledge through categorisation amA:ieduction.
3. The Library Technician works in support of the librnriJn, p;-incipally in operating atid
supervising routine procedures which rnntrol systems for handlin~ materials and files.
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The work of the librnry tL'Chnkinn normally involves:
• mnintnining specified procedures for the handling of materials and files at agreed
levels of efficiency;
• opernting and maintaining, or Jrranging maintenance of, equipment at agreed
kvels of performance;
• suggesting changes to enhance the efficiency of specified procedures;
• supervising tlw l)perntion of specified procedures.
Tlw librnry h~chnician therefore needs lo be competent in Comprehension, involving the ability to understand, explain and summari5c rules,
policies, methods and procedures.
Application, involving the ability to use rules, methods, instructions and procedures in
existing and new situations and to demonstrate such methods and procedures.
Communication, involving the ability to explain and summarise rules, methods and
procedures and report on problems encountered in operating specified procedures.
4.

Conclusion
Without reference to the type, scope and scale of the particular library it is not possible
to specify precisely the tasks performed by librarians and very difficult to specify those
performed by library technicians.

The Association points out to employers, however, that the ability to supervise is not to
be confused with the ability to manage. It is the role of the librarian to plan, organise,
implement and manage libniry services; it is the role of the library technician to
support the library's objectives by carrying out agreed procedures or seeing that they
are carried out.
The library technician does not have the training or expertise of the librarian in overall
management of a library service, or of a large department of .i library, and should not
be expected to fill this role. All libraries of \Vhatever size require staff v,,1ith
professional competence and staff with technical knowledge and skills. The need for
professional expertise and judgment may be intermittent in the smallest services and in
individual service points of large library systems, but it is essential that they should be
available when needed. The Association employs a full-time Industrial Officer who is
available to assist those involved in negotiating or determining salaries, classifications
and conditions of employment of library staff.
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APPEND[X F
STATEMENT NO. 5
RECOGNITION OF FIRST AWARD COURSES: TECHNICIAN LEVEL, 1982
l.

As outlined in Statement No. 2, the Board is responsible for the recognition of awards.
Recognition procedures will include assessment of curriculum content, teaching
school, leaching staff, student L'ntry requirements and course duration. The Board
considers that technic;,11 and further L•ducalion (TAFE) institutions arc appropriate
institutions for conducting library technician courses, as such institutions have
considerable experience in conducting other courses at a similar level.

2. Course design
(a) The Board recognises that course design is the responsibility of individual
institutions.
(b) Courses should be generalist in nature and should prepare library technicians for
a wide nmge of tasks in all types of libraries.
(c) The vocational content of a course should be complemented by a general studi ·"'
component. For students who enter a course with less than the equivalent of final
year, exit-level high school studies, the general studies component should be
sufficient to bring them to that level in general.
(d) The Board recognises the possibility of using a variety of modes in the teaching of
courses. This would allow patterns of full-time and part-lime studies to be varied
by the use of a mixed-mode offering, including full-time/ part-time/block studies.
3.

Curriculum content
(a) All course leading to a first award at technician level should include studies in the
following areas (i)
functions, purposes and operations of libr.iries of various types, and their
service orientation, at an awnreness level;
(ii)
types of librnry mnterinls, their formats. characteristics and uses, at an
awareness level;
(iii)
details of rules, methods and procedures in
(1) technical services procedures, associated with the acquisition,
bibliographic control, subject access and shelf preparation of library
materials;
(2) user services tasks associated with the circulation (including interlibrary lending), operntion of equipment and assisting the librarian
with reference and information work;
(3) use of audiovisunl equipment and limited production tasks associated
with the development of audiovisual resources;
(4) care and repair of library materiab including preparation for binding;
(5) general tasks, including supervision of non-professionnl staff;
(iv)
practical skills such as typing, photography and display;
(v)
the essentials of library public relations
(b) Courses at the first award level should ensure that through studies in the above
areas students develop the following competencies which are essential to the role
of the library technician:225

(i)

comprehension, involvin)!, till' nbilily to understand, explain and
summarise rules, policies, methods and procedures;
(ii)
application, involving the ability lo use rules, methods, instructions and
procedures in existing and new situations and to demonstrate such
methods and procedures;
communication, involving the ability to explain and summarise rules,
(iii)
methods and r~ocedures and report on problems encountered in operating
specified procedures.
In addition, courses should aim to develop attitudes of service to the library's
public, and co-operation with other library staff, and prepare students for a future
of changing technology.
4. The teaching school/deparhnent
A teaching school offering library technician courses should
(a) be an integral part of a recognised institution of technical and further education;
(b) have adequate accommodation and equipment to conduct the course;
(c) have access to a library suffi..:ent to support the teaching program in all subject
areas, and to other libraries of various types for student visits;
(d) have adequate administrative and clerical support.
5. Teaching staff
The staff in the areas outlined in 3(a)
• should be well qualified for this field by education and experience and be capable
of teaching well;
• should have at least one staff member in a full-time capacity to co-ordinate, plan
and contribute to the teaching and learning activity in the course;
• should be of sufficient number to allow an acceptable staff: student ratio in a
laboratory-type teaching situation.
6. Student entry requirements
Restrictions on entry to library technician courses should be minimal. Potential
performance in the course should be used as the most important criterion for
determining admission.
7. Duration of courses
Courses leading to a Library Technician Certificate should generally be of two years
duration with concurrent work experience, or field work of sufficient quantity to
ensure that students have substantial practical experience in undertaking library
technician tasks in a library.
8. Spedal requirements for courses by external studies
Institutions offering courses by external studies should ensure that the following
additional requirements are met:(a) academic admission requirements are at the same level as those for internal
courses;
(b) adequate administrative arrangements for maintaining an efficient external studies
program are ~.:vailabl~;
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(c) l'ffl'l·tiVL' ,ind rq..;ubr co111mt111ic.il1on links arL' maintainL•d bl'lW<!L'n staff and
studl'nls, and personal nmlact is provided through n!sidenlial schools, supe;-vision
of tutorial groups of students, and visits lo groups of students by staff;
(d) t.'ducalionally effective leaching rnalL•rials for external study are prepnred and
used;
(L') :1dequate library resources are available lo students through the tertiary
institution;
(f} students have .iccess tn n variety of librilries of different sizes and types.
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APPENDIX G
ST AT EM ENT NO. 3
ROLE OF LIBRARIANS AND LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1987/88

Introduction
Tlw Libr.iry Assodalion uf Australia SL'ls and maintains professional standards by
r0gularly assessing coursl's in library and information studies. A recognised qualification
in librMv ;md information studies is therefore an essential element in establishing the
competence of a person lo practise either as a librarian or a library technician. Persons
should only be calll'd librarians or library technicians when they possess appropriate
qualifications and should only bL• appointed to positions when they are performing the
duties of librarians or library technicians when they are suitably qualified.
Definitions
Libraria11s are professional staff who select, acquire, organise and disseminate information
and manage library services. Librarians have undertaken a course of study which qualifies
them for admission to Associateship (professional membership) of the Library Association
of Australia. This may be:
• A 3 or 4 year degree or diploma in librarianship or information studies successfully
completed at a university or college of advanced education.
• A graduate diploma in librarianship or information studies for those who have already
graduated in another discipline.
• Successful completion of the Library Association of Australia's external study
Registration Examination or an accepted equivalent.

Library Technicia11s are paraprofessional staff who support librarians in providing library
and information services. Library technicians have undertaken a course of study which
qualifies them for admission to library technician membership of the Library Association
of Australia.
• These courses are normally offered by colleges of technical and further education.
Roles
Librarians and Library Technicians perform different roles within libraries. The
work of librarians focuses on management, direction and policy formulation and
application whilst the work of technicians has an operational focus.
Libraria11s develop policies and services to meet the needs of the users of library and
information services. This involves collection development, the organisation of resources,
the provision of advice and assistance to users to users on the location of information and
the establishment or amendment of systems designed to provide access to th::>t
information. The librarian's role focuses also on managemL•nt, direction and policy
formulation and application.
The primary focus of library tec'111icia11 work is the operation, maintenance or
control of established systems. These include systems for the acquisition, accessioning,
organisation, circulation and care of library material. At senior levels library technicians
may operate a small library under the overall supervision of n librarian or head a section in
a larger library.
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APPENDIX H
WORK LEVEL GUIDELINES FOR LIBRARIANS ANO LIBRARY TECHNICIANS,
1987/88
(This is an abridged versiun of the guideli,ws and contains only sections related lo librnry
technicians)

Library Technician - General Description
A library technician works in support ·;f librarians, principally in operating and
supervising procedures which control systems for handling materials and files. This
involves activities such as:
• Processing and accessioning new material.
• Operating, maintaining and advising on the selection of audiovisual and photographic
equipment.
• Producing publicity displays and multi-media kits.
• Duplicating print materials, slides, tape recordings, etc.
• Cataloguing using MARC records and assisting with serials cataloguing.
• Checking and maintaining name and subject authority files.
• Searching and verifying bibliographic data.
• Entering data into computer held data bases and editing the records contain therein.
• Overseeing the repair and binding of items.
• Supervising loans and circulation systems including inter-library loans.
• Locating full descriptive information on library items from reference sources.
• Carrying out procedures for ordering and accessioning library materials.
• Adding local information to machine readable records for books.
• Ordering library material and maintaining necessary records.
• Advising users about the collection.
• Compiling subject bibliographies.
• Assisting the librarian with reference enquiries.
• Supervising and training non professional staff.
• Shelving or filing library material.

Work Level Description
Library Technician Level 1
An employee at this level is required to apply a wide range of skills gained from
formal course preparation and work place training and experience.
Under general direction of a senior library technician or a librarian, a library
technician Level 1 operates and maintains library systems for the acquisition, accessioning,
circulation, selected cataloguing and care of library material and/ or under routine
direction assists with the provision of reference and information services to library users.
Officers in this category include newly qualified library technicians as well as
experienced technicians. They may initially require some on the job training in aspects of
the work which are unique to a particular library but undertake progressively more
complex tasks as they become more familiar with the library's collections. They exercise a
degree of initiative and judgement in resolving minor problems associated with day-to229

dny operating proL·L,durl's. LL'VL'I l ll'chnidans are expected lo provide advice and
assistance to USL'rs nn matters rL'lating to their immediatL' work environment and to assist
library. users in answering. rderence queries by referring to standard bibliographic tools
and standard ref erenn.• sources.
.

Typical Duties:
• Participating in routine cataloguing procedures, including coding sheets for key
punching, cataloguing duplicates, new editions and fiction, producing secondary
entries, das:;ifying and assigning added entries and subject headings to selected
materials.
• Routine filing related lo the cataloguing process including pre-sorting, and
amendment/ update of cards.
• Collecting, recording and preparing information for in-house reference files and other
indexes.
• Participating in binding procedures, including identifying materials in need of repair,
maintaining binding records, assisting in the preparation of specifications.
• Carrying out ordering and accessioninb procedures.
• Processing interlibrary loans.
• Operating circulation systems.
Work Level Description
Library Technician Level II
An employee at this level works under the limited direction of a library technician
level III or a librarian and performs more complex duties relating to the operation of
established systems, including the supervision of subordinate staff.
This level includes technicians who are experienced in library technician work,
having acquired either a breadth of knowledge from the performance of a wide range of
duties in a variety of situations or a depth of knowledge in a specialised field. Technicians
at this level exercise a degree of initiative and judgement in taking corrective action to
resolve problems identified or referred by subordinates to ensure that established
practices, procedures and standards are adhered to. At this level the technician's ability to
answer reference queries is extended with experience in using bibliographic and other
information tools as well as knowledge of the collections. Guidance and assistance from
librarians would be sought when problems arise for which standard policy guidelines,
practices and procedures do not apply.
Typical Duties:
• Supervising base grade library technicians or clerical officers p~rforming rnutine
library or clerical duties.
• Assisting with selected cataloguing duties.
• Undertaking acquisitions procedures, including the operation of selectt"d hlm\kel order
schemes and follow up of outstanding orders or legal deposit materials.
• Assisting with the provision of reference services nnd/ or reader education
programmes.
• Collecting, preparing and recording informntion for in-house reference files and
compiling indexes of specialist subject mnterials.
• Assisting with the evaluation of equipment and supplies.
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Preparing library displays and exhibib.
Overseeing the day-to-day operation of routine interlibrary Joans in a large library
system.
Organising and maintaining specialist collections which may include microforms,
audiovisual material or computer tapes.

Work Level Description
Library Technician Level III
An employee al this level works under the limited direction of a librarian to
supervise or control the activities of a discrete operational unit or specialist in accordance
with set objectives and policy guidelines.
This level includes technicians who have gained extensive experience in library
technician work and have substantial knowledge of functions, policies, practices or subject
matter. Responsibility implies delegated accountability for the achievement of stated
objectives. This may require the technician to make decisions concerning work allocation
and priorities, the need for staff training and selection of new equipment. The level III
technician uses initiative and judgement in monitoring the quality of the work in the
section or assisting the librarian in the review of operating procedures. This involves
making recommendations for change and taking responsibility for change and taking
responsibility for overseeing the implementation of any new system introduced into the
unit.
Typical Duties:
• Allocating and supervising the work of para and non-professional staff.
• Assessing the requirement for undertaking the training and development of para and
non-professional staff.
• Developing, implementing and reviewing operating procedures relating to an area of
responsibility.
• Preparing binding specifications and overseeing binding operations.
• Evaluating and selecting equipment and supplies.
• Carrying out on-line interrogation of bibliographic data bases both for cataloguing and
bibliographic verification.
• Selecting and preparing information for published data bases and compiling indexes.
Library Association of Australia. (1988). Handbook 1987/88. Sydney: LAA.
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APPENDIX I
BOARD OF EDUCATION DRAFT PRINCIPLES, 1990
Preambk,
ExcL'llencl..' in lhL• pruvision of infurmalion is uf benefit lo the nation and its development in
the future.
In order to provide effective infonnation SL'rviccs, quality professionals arc L'Sscntial and
the key is excellence in education which requires a co-operative effort between schools, the
profession and the Board of Education.
The Board, in the recognition process requires institutions to exhibit the strategies they
have in place which demonstrate an understanding of the principles.
1.

Responsibilities of Institutions

1.1 There shall be equity of access to courses in library and information science.
1.2 There shall be flexible modes of course offerings - full-time, part-time and external to
ensure opportunities for entry for residents in all areas of Australia.
1.3 That clear patterns of articulation shall be defined: non-professional to
paraprofessional level, paraprofession<1l to professional level, initial qualification to
master <1nd doctoral level.
1.4 The profession shall be consulted in the development of courses.
1.5 Each course shall be staffed by a group demonstrating interdisciplinary knowledge
related to library and information science.
1.6 There shall be an identifi.1ble group with responsibility for courses Jed by a senior
academic.
2.

Responsibilities of Staff

2.1 That staff teaching in the courses shall undertake research and consultancy in library
and information science.
2.2 That teaching staff engaged in the delivery of courses shall demonstrate professional
development as a requirement of recognition of the course.
2.3 That each school of library and information science demonstrate an on-going
contribution to the continuing education of professionals/ paraprofessionals as a
requirement of recognition of the course.
3.

Facilities and Equipment

3.1 That courses at both paraprofessional and professional level be adequately supported
by facilities and equipment, including areas such ns computer software and hardware.
4.

Responsibilities of the Board of Edurntion

4.1 The Board of Education of the Austrnlian Library nnd Information Association shall
promote and monitor .ill aspects of library and informalior ..;cience.
(Nicholson, 1990)
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APPENDIX J
LIBRARY INDUSTRY COMPETENCY STANDARDS, 1995

Working with Ctit.•nts
Field 1: Provide services directly to clients
Assist clit. nts to access library's servict.•s and facilities
Assist with circulation services
:-\ssist \VitJ1 ~1rogran1si activities and pr<)motion
Respond to requests from other information providers for material
Contribute to promotion and programs and activities for clients
Obtain material from remote sources for clients
Contribute to client access to information
Provide promotion ilnd programs and activities for clients
Provide clie'1ts with access to required information
Provide consultancy service
Maintain and develop client services in a special area
Establish targeted information service
Provide clients with specialist and complex access to information
1

1

3

10
l1
16
17
LS
28
-16
-17
-18
.,19

Field 2: Maintain client awareness and education

12
29
30

31

.., ')
::,_

50

51

Deliver training
Provide training
Establish and maintain consultation with client groups
Promote the library and library services
Provide client education
Manage client education
Market the library and library services

Working with Information
Field 1: Develop and maintain information for client access
13
19
33
34
52
65

Contribute to the acquisition of information
Acquire and process information for access
Coordinate selection and acquisition of information
Contribute to collection development
Manage collection development
Manage information access

Field 2: Organise information for client access
4
5

14
20

Assist in making information accessible for clients
Process and prepare information for access
Access and process information
Undertake cataloguing and clnssifiratiun activities
... .'. . . _":'...
.!

21

35
36
37
38

53
54
55
56

M.iintain accessibility of information
Orgnnise information for dient access
Catalogue and classify information
Analyse and describe information
Improve acn•ssibility of information
Manage rnre and m.iintena11CL' of collection
Provide databasL' dL velopment
Provide specialist and/ or complex an.1lysis and description of information
Develop and improve systems ,ind processes to incn.'aSl' accessibility of
inforrnation
1

Field 3: Develop and maintain infrastructure
6
7
22
39
40
41
42
57
58
59
60

Assist with the maintenance of service area
Assist in the provision of a safe library environment
Maintain service area environments, resources and equipment
Initiate and carry out projects
Manage maintenance of library environment
\1aintain and modify technological applications in the library
Contribute to the planning and acquisition of computer systems
Provide specialist technological support for information access
Manage major projects
Manage research program
Manage development and maintenance of computer systems for
applications

library

Working with Others
Field 1: Work in a service environment
8
23
61

Work with others
Contribute to effective working relationships
Manage external working relationships

Field 2: Maintain work effectiveness in a changing service environment
9
15
24
25
26
27
43
44
45
62
63
64

Contribute to own work performance and learning
Coordinate activities in a small area or of small work groups
Maintain own work, work performance and learning
Organise and coordinate work activities
Organise and coordinate the work of others
Provide research assistance
Lead a team
Manage own work, development and learning
Collect, analyse and evaluate information for research
Lead a functional/ major policy area
Manage a functional/ major policy aren
Review, evaluate and promote training
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67
68
69
70

Man,1ge finanl'i,11 rL·suurl'L's
Mnnngl' physical rl'sourcl's
Ll'nd and dt>vdop staff
Managl' library dirl'Clions .rnd dl'vl'lupml'nl
ManagL• lihrnry opl'rntions

71

Manage staffing

bb

Arts Training Australia, 1995. Li/Jrary /11d11str_11 Competency Standards. Sydney: ATA.
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APPENDIXK
STATEMENT ON THE ROLE OF LIBRARIANS AND LIBRARY TECHNICIANS, 1996

The Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA) sets and maintains
professional standards for librarians and library technicians. The Board of Education
regularly assesses courses in library and information studies and recognises those courses
which meet these standards. Am ALIA-recognised qualification in library and information
studies is therefore an essential element in establishing the competence of a person to
practise either as a library or library technician.
Definitions
Librarians are professionals who design, develop and manage the delivery of library and
information services by analysing, evaluating, organising and synthesing information to
meet client needs. Librarians have completed a course of study which qualifies them for
admission to associate membership of ALIA, as set out in the Association's constitution.
Library technicians are paraprofessionals who have a distinct operational role in the
provision of library and iriJormation services. Library technicians have completed a course
of study which qualifies them for admission to library technician membership of ALIA, as
set out in the Association's constitution.
Roles
Librarians and library technicians perform complementary roles within library and
information services.
The role of the librarian focuses on the design, management, direction, policy formulation
and application of services; the provision of access to information resources and
collections, including the design, development and delivery of highly specialised research
services for discrete client groups; the organisation and management of these resources, as
well as the establishment, management and supervision of systems and their associated
technologies.
The role of the library technician focuses on the operational and technical aspects of library
and information services. This can involve the operation and maintenance of systems
which support acquisition, organisation and management of library and information
services, resources and client access to information. Library technicians may have
responsibility for the supervision of other staff. At senior levels they may manage a small
library or information service or head a section in a large library or information service.
Australian Library and Information Association. (1997). Handbook. Canberra: ALIA.
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APPENDIX L

t

EDUCATION POLICY STATEMENJ· 1
RECOGNITION or ENTRY-LEVEL COURSES
1997
'
I

(This is an ,,bridged version of the policy statement, and includes only sections relating
to library technicians)
1
Technician level
CtlltrSL'S ,1t ll'dmkian leVL•I will b1..• alig11l'd lu Australit1n Staddards Framework level 5 (the
national\~, ,1\.Ycpted part1prokss1unal level m the Australibn Qualification Framework).
This indudes L·ompctcncy based national curriculun1 bnd equivalent courses.
In
recognising such clUrses consideration \.\-ill be given to:
1. course design

2. curriculum content
3. assessment
4. resource~ for course delivery
1. Course design
Course design is the re~ponsibility of the provider.
It is expected that most courses recognised at this level woulq;
• follow a format similar to the nationally accredited diplon\a;
-s. · include library and information studies as a major focus of the program; nnd
• have articulation arrangements in place which ensure car~r progression and facilitate
transfer of credits into related programs.
l

j

2. Curriculum content
All courses leading to a first award at techmcian level should: ··
(i)
include studies in the following area~ which an• the basis tor practice:
(~) information and information formats;
(b) information literacy and methods of access
(c) information agencies. outlets and networks;
(d) organisation and provision of information for client access including training
and educating clients to access that information effttively;
(e) work and work effectiveness in a service e9-vironment, including own
performance and development;
(f) development and maintenance of a safe library environment.
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

ensure that students are capable of comprehension, application and
communication and have an ability to analyse anL1 evaluate situations from the
perspective of a paraprofessional.
aim to develop attitudes of service to the library and information services' clients.
Aim to provide practical experienCl' as an integrated component.

3. Assessment
Course providers must be able to demonstrate a standard of assessment appropriate to
that recommended in the course documentation. This will ensure:
• The assessment instruments are valid, reliable, fair and practicable;
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Both formative and surnrnalivl' assessment is incorporated in delivery;
Consistency of assL'ssment in line with competency based outcomes;
Regular fl'edback is provided lo the sludL•nl.

Resources for course delivery
A teaching unit off1 ring library techniciiln courses should:

1
\.

1

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

be an accredited training provider;
h.1ve adequate accommodation, resources and f uncling;
hnve access to appropriate library and information services to support the course;
h.we adequate administrntive and clerical support;
have teaching staff who have:
(a) appropriate academic and library and information qualifications;
(b) successful teaching experience which includes both delivery and assessment
strategies;
(c} a record of contribution to the library and information profession;
(d) involvement in decision making in curriculum development and resources;
(e) a profile sufficient to co-ordinate, plan and contribute to the teaching and
learning activity and to provide academic leadership;
have at least one full-time staff member to advise students, co-ordinate, plan and
contribute to the teaching and learning activity of the course;
have access to other l!brary and information agencies of various types for student
visits, projects and industry placements;
provide teaching and learning materials that:
(a) support the delivery mode;
(b) are designed to suit different learning styles;
(c) reflect the standards and quality appropriate to the ASF !evels;
(d) facilitate students taking responsibility for their own learning.

Australian Library and Information Association. (1997). Handbook. Canberra: ALIA.

APPENDIXM
WORK-LEVEL GUIDELINES FOR LIBRARIANS AND LIBRARY TECHNICIANS,
1998

(This is an abridged version of the guidelines, and includes only sections relating to
library teclmicians}
Work-level descriptions
Technician, practitioner stage 1
With guidance from an experiencl'd technician or librarian, a range of skills and
competencies is applied to resolve straightforward day-to-day operating issues. Initiative
and judgement, together with skills obtained in formal course work and workplace
training, are required in operating and maintaining information services and systems.
This stage constitutes the formation phrase of work for recently-qualified technicians who
may require some initial on-the-job training in aspects of their work which are specific to
their employing enterprise. As experience is gained, technical supervision declines and
more complex work is carried out.

Typical tasks may include:
• undertaking basic cataloguing procedures,
• collecting, recording and preparing information for in-house reference files and
indexes,
• undertaking ordering and acc0ssioning procedur~s,
• processing inter-library loans,
• identifyirig materials in need of repair, ensuring accurate and timely repairs are carried
out,
• operating drculation systems,
• undertaking bibliographic checking,
• answering simple reference queries.
Educational qualifications required:
Completion of, or progress towa.-ds, a diploma-level course, or equivalent, conferring
eligibility for library technician membership of the Australian Library and Information
Association.
Industry competency standards required:
AQF 4/5
Positions found in:
School libraries, public libraries, academic libraries, special librJries, T AFE libraries, state
libraries, government shopfronts, information resource centres.
Technician, experienced practitioner
Under general direction, tasks necessary for the operation of information services and
systems are carried out. Supervision of staff may be involved, and initiative and
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judgement arL' required lo deal with problL•ms in the application of eo;tablishcd practices,
procedures and standards.
This stage constitutes the standard practising phase of technician work for fully
experienced staff. It requires subslanli.11 knowledge of information resources available to
the community of library users. Expertise in using a wide range of informati1Jn tools,
equipment and technology is required. ProvHon of assistance lo iibrary managers in the
planning. rL'\'iewing and rL•shaping or operating systems may be involved. Al senior
levels technicians may rnanagL' a sm.:ill library or information servkL•, or head a section in .:i
large library or information service.

Typical tasks may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

allocating nnd supervising the work of technicians. clerical or other library staff, and
revievving their trnining needs,
designing, implementing nnd reviewing operating procedures,
assisting \Vith provision of reference nnd research services,
evaluating and selecting equipment, supplies and suppliers,
assisting in the developmenl and presentation of promotional programs, including
displays and library tours,
selecting and prer iring information for publicly avaik1blc data bases and compiling
indexes,
undertaking advanced cataloguing and classification.

Educational qualifications required:
Completion of a diploma in library and information science, or equivalent, conferring
eligibility for technician membership of the Australian Library and Information
Association.

Industry competency standards required:
AQF 5/6.

P 1sitions found in:
School libraries, public libraries, academic libraries, special libraries, TAFE librai ies, state
libraries, government shopfronts, departments and agencies, information services,
community resource centres, business and professional associations, information units in
medium to large businesses.

Guidelines for distinguishing between position levels and tasks
Technician, practitioner stage 1
Depth and breadth of knowledge
Knowledge relating to:
• bibliographical tools,
• classification systems,
• ready reference tools,
• subject organisation.
• library policies and procedures,
• MARC formats,
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•
•
•
•

automated library systems,
organisational models,
pritKiples of communication,
principles of occupationa! health and safety, industrial democracy, equal
opportunity, and mandatory reporting.

The knowledge used at this level is still mainly replicated but begins to move
tO\vards the application of the theoretical constructs which arc provided in a formal
pro~ram of study, or in dosely supervised and mentored work situations.

Depth and breadth of skills
Routine skills in areas such as:
• database searching (including use of Internet and other relevant networks),
• bibliographic checking,
• constructing bibliographic records,
• loans and interlibrary loans,
• assisting with reference queries,
• gathering technical information,
• maintaining databases,
• conservation and preservation techniques,
• security and compliance with library regulations and other legal requirements,
• assisting with collection management,
• operating and maintaining library and office systems,
• evaluating the condition of stock,
• updating loose-leaf filing services,
• effective control of periodicals,
• supervising staff in routine matters.
Associated general skills and attributes
Including:
• high level of interpersonal skills, accuracy and data interpretation,
• high level of communication skills, both written and oral,
• application skills in information technology, including use of packages such as
word processing, spreadsheets, desk top publishing,
• skills in the use of multimedia and AV equipment, e-mail operations,
• document imaging and management,
• file transfer and file management,
• ability to ;,erform complex tasks under pressure,
• commitment to quality management processes,
• commitment to quality customer service principles,
• work effectiveness,
• social and cultural sensitivity,
• ability to contribute to the team.
• time management.
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Operational parameters
Range of contexts is mostly spt.'cifiL•d.
Level of judgement l"L'tluires lhl' use• of standards, guidelines, rules and
rL•gulations.
Degree of autonomy is broadened lo encompass supL•rvision of assistants or clerks,
un1.krtakL• d,1ily management of a prucess, deputise fur short periods in the absence
uf ,1 libr~ll"i,m.
Decision making requires the ability lo arnilyse and solve routine problems on a
daily basis.
Outcomes are medium to short term.
Technician, experienced practitioner
Depth and breadth of knowlP.dge
Knowledge relating to:
• work organisation,
• procedures, practices and systems in a range of libraries,
• information networks and resources on state, national and international levels,
• OH&S, EEO management principles,
• bibliographirnl tools, reference techniques (manual and online).
The knowledge used at this level is at n high level of replication and application, or
theory in practice; using genernl rules/procedures, in specific situations which
mvolve a degree of direction.
Depth and breadth of skills
Extension of skills in areas such as:
• allocating and overseeing tasks of ~ubordinales on a daily basis,
• ordering materials,
• assisting in collection development and assessment,
• training clients and staff in equipment and access to the collections,
• staff motivation and tenmwork,
• original cataloguing and classification, following precedents and standards,
• providing accurate and current reference and community information,
• indexing and abstracting.
Associated general skills and attributes
Including:
• IT maintenance (for example, internet connections, PC net\vorks, printers, CDROMs),
• high level of skills in npplications in lT, multimedia and AV,
• flexibility and c1daptability in the work environment,
• sound interpersonal skills,
• good general knowledge,
• excellent verbnl and communication skills,
• effective tune management skills,
• excellent organisational and supervisory skills,
• leadership in the workplace.
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Operational parameters
Range of contexts rnn bL• varied, or highly specific.
Level of judgement nx1uires exercising a degreL' of initiative and judgement lo
l"L'solve problems which may requirL• longer term solutions.
Degree of autonomy is substantial in relation to a specified work acti·.rity, for
cxampk•, in a small section or work area.
Decision making is within defined guidelines about quality service delivery and
the completion of allocated tasks; refers to team leaders, policy statements and
proo~dures manuals, works withoul close supervision.
Outcomes are medium to longer term.

Education and training pathways
The Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA) considers that education is a
key factor in developing excellence in librnry and information services. ALIA works
closely with education and training providers to ensure that high quality programs are
available to facilitate entry to the profession, from library assistant to professional levels.
Access to continuing professional development is similarly a high priority in the sector
with a wide variety of programs available on a national or local basis.

Entry-level courses
Technician level
Courses at this level are aligned to the para-professional levels of the Australian
Qualificati0n Framework, and in the TAFE sector will be based on the Library Industry
Compete11c_1. :ita11dnrds.

Such courses include studies in:
• information and information formals,
• information literacy and methods of acce;:;s,
• information agencies, outlets and networks,
• organisation and provision of information for client access including training
and educating clienl.5 lo access that information effectively,
• work and work effectiveness in a service environment, including one's own
performance and development,
• development and maintenance of a safe library environment.
Graduates of such courses must be capable of comprehension, application and
communication and have an ability to analyse and evaluate situations from the perspective
of a para-professional. A strong service attitude is developed, usually enhanced by the
integration of practice experience as part of their course work.
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APPENDIX N
EDUCATION POLICY STATEMENT 1, 2000

(This is an abridged version of the education policy statement, and includes only the
section relating to library technicians)
B. Technician level
Courses will equate lo the .A.ustrnlian Qualification Frnmcwork level 5 (Diploma) as a
minimum and may include those developed using the Australian National Training
Authority endorsed National Industry Training Package for the Librnry and Information
Services or equivalent courses.
In
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

re·~ognising courses, consideration will be given to:
course design
course content
assessment
resources for course delivery
institutional framework

1. Course design
It is expected that courses recognised at this level would:
• be based on the nationally endorsed National Industry Training Package or equivalent
• include library and information studies as a major focus of the course, and
• have in place articulation arrangements \vhich ensure career progression and facilitate
transfer of credits in to related courses
2. Course content
All courses should:
i)
include the development of knowledge and skills in the following areas:
(a) information and information formats;
(b) information literacy and methods of access;
(c) information services, facilities and networks;
(d) organisation and provision of information for client access, including training
and educating clients to access information effectively;
(e) development of the client's information literacy and information technology
skills and evaluation of the effectiveness of the strategies used;
(f) effective performance in a service environment, including team work, \,vork
relationships and personal performance and development;
(g) development and maintenance of a safe library environment for clients, staff
and resources; and
(h) proficient use of relevant online technologies and resources and current
multimedia capability.
ii)
ensure that the learner is capable of comprehension, application and
communication and has an abilit) to analyse and evaluate situations from the
perspective of a technician
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iii)

iv)
v)

develop l'lhical and professional alliludcs of service lo clients and the work group
and an ability to work vvith d1L•nt and work groups in different locations and
situations
integrate pradic.11 experiences and work-based projects as part of the learning
strategy used, and
develop and enhance thL• concept of the library and information agency as a
learning organisation through a strong focus on learning and development.

3. Assessment
Training providers must be nble to demonstrate a standard of assessment appropriate to
that recommended in the National Industry trnining Package. This will ensure that:
• the assessment instruments are valid, reliable, fair and practicable;
• assessment processes, including recognition of current skills and knowledge, are
consistent with the specifications of the Package;
• the learners lay an active role in their own assessment;
• regular and timely feedback is provided to the student; and
• there is appropriate supervision of work-based learning
4. Resources for course delivery
A unit offering library technician courses should:
i)
be an accredited truining provider;
ii)
have adequate acco:mnodation, resources and funding;
iii)
have access to appropriate library and info~-mation services to support the course;
iv)
ensure that students have access to information technology resources apprnpriate
to the development of best practice competencies;
v)
have adequate administrative and clerical support;
vi)
have teaching staff who have:
(a) appropriate academic and library and information qualifications
(b) successful teaching experience which includes both delivery and assessment
strategies
(c) a record of cvntribution to the library and information profession
(d) involvement in making decisions about course development and resourcing
(e) a profile sufficient to co-ordinate, plan and contribute to the effective
develop1 1t and review of the teaching and learning activity and to provide
academic leadership
vii)
viii)
ix)

have at least one full-time member to advise students, co-ordinate, plan and
contribute to the teaching and learning activity of the course;
have access to other library and information agencies of vnrious types for student
visits, projects and industry placements;
provide teaching and learning materials that:
(a) support the delivery mode
(b) are designed to suit diverse learning styles
(c} reflect the standards and quality appropriate to the AQF levels
(d) facilitate the taking of responsibility by students for their own learning

5. Institutional framework
An academic unit offering courses in library nnd information studies should:
i)
ensure that the course reflects the strategic directions of the pment institution
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ii)
iii)
iv)

impk'nwnt qunlity assuril1Ke mechanisms
L'Stnblish and rL•gularly et>nVL'ne approprintl· mL'rhanisms for industry consultation,
such as cutll"SL' advisory pi!ncls
foster support for l"L'Search and consul Laney activilil•s

Australian Library and Information Association (2000). Board of Education policy statements.
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APPENDIX O
LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACTRAC
AIL

ALIA
ALTA

ANTA
AQF
ATA
:\SF
CAE
CBT
CREATE
DEEn'A
ITAB

LAA
LICS
NBEET
NBT
NCVER
:'\!FROT
NTFC
MCEEn'A
MINCO
NTETA
RPL
RTO

sec

SLANT
TAFE
VEETAC
VET

Australi.111 CommillL'L' lor Training Curriculum
:\ustr.ili.111 Institute of Lihrari,ms
Australi.111 Library and Information Association
Australian Library Technicians Association
Auslrali,111 National Training Authority
Australian Qualification Framework
:\rts Training Australia
:\ustrali<1n Standards Framevvork
C11lle~e nf Advanced Education
Cornpetency Based Training
Culture Research l:ducation and Training Enterprise
Department of Employment. Education, Training and Youth Affairs
Industry Training Advisory Board
Librarv Association of Australia
Library Industry Competency Standards
:\:ational Board of Employment, Education and 1 raining
National Training Board
~ational Centre for Vocational Education Re!,;earch
\:c.1tilll1al Frame ..vork for the Recognition of Training
National Training Framevvork Committee
Ministerial Council on Employment, Education Training and Youth Affairs
(ANTA) Ministerial Council
Northern Territory Employment and Training Authority
Recognition of Prior Learning
Registered Training Organisation
Standards and Curriculum Committee
School Library Association of Australia
Technical and Further Education
Vocational Education, Employment .rnd Trnining Advisory Committee
Vocational Education and Training

